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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

TfL has been developing the River Crossing Package over a number of years with a 
view to improving links across the river in the area which is currently served by the 
Blackwall Tunnel and Woolwich Ferry. Whilst there has been significant investment in 
improving public transport links across the river, the road capacity has remained 
constant and is insufficient to meet current and projected demand, leading to significant 
congestion in the local area. 
 
There have been a number of different schemes put forward over recent years, but the 
current package is looking at options to build a new road tunnel at Silvertown and 
provide a ferry at Gallions Reach which would replace (and upgrade) the existing 
Woolwich Ferry service. This has formed the basis of the public consultation 
undertaken to date. 
 
One area that is currently being explored is the potential implementation of tolling for 
vehicle traffic. The current central case under consideration by TfL includes tolls at the 
same or similar level as the charge at Dartford Crossing. The toll will apply to all 
crossings; Silvertown tunnel, Gallions Reach Ferry and Blackwall Tunnel.  
 
There is also interest in exploring the impact of different variations to the scheme, 
including having tolls on only some of the crossings, and the possibility of future 
upgrades of the Gallions Reach ferry to a fixed link.  
 
Therefore, research was commissioned to understand behavioural responses to different 
River Crossing Packages and their associated tolling options. This includes the 
generation of new crossing movements as a result of additional capacity, and reduced 
travel times and delays; but also the suppression of some movements under scheme 
options where new tolls are introduced. These changes could come about either through 
route choice, mode choice, destination choice or generation of entirely new trips. 
 
The results will be used to:  
 
• Inform model validation 
• Improve model estimates  
• Inform options development 
• Inform scheme appraisal 
• Facilitate business case development. 
 

1.2 Objectives 

The objectives as stated in the brief were: 
 
• Improve understanding of current travel patterns:  

− How are the existing crossings being used? 
− What are the issues around cross river travel in the area for different groups? 
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• Quantify the impact the new infrastructure provision will have on travel behaviour. 
Given the new crossing availability (and the replacement of the Woolwich Ferry at a 
new location):  
− Will people change their routes or destinations?  
− Increase the frequency of travel across the river? 
− Be attracted to the area (for business or other purposes)?  

 
• Understand the impact of tolling  

− How are people likely to respond to a tolling regime affecting all available 
crossings in East London?  

− How much of a deterrent the toll is likely to be and for which types of trips?  
− Are there any groups who are particularly disadvantaged by the proposed tolling 

regime?  
− Will the proposed tolling regime erode any of the objectives of the River 

Crossings Package?  
 
• Investigate the effectiveness of different tolling options (potentially including 

mitigation measures such as discounts and exemptions) 
 
• Calculate values of time for different road user groups to feed into the modelling 

and evaluation work for the schemes.  
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2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Introduction 

The car research was undertaken with two groups of road users: 
 
• existing users (those who are using the current East London river crossings) 
• potential users (those who might use the new crossings). 
 
The target samples were 2,000 existing users and 1,000 potential users.  
 
In addition to covering details of relevant trips the research assessed how drivers might 
change their travel patterns when the new infrastructure is in place with and without 
tolls. In addition, values of time were required. Therefore, stated preference and stated 
intention approaches were used to meet these requirements. 
 
The next section details the method used for conducting research with existing car 
users. 
 
Section 2.3 details the method used for conducting research with potential car users. 
Section 2.4 details the method used for conducting research with the freight sample 
Section 2.5 details the stated preference methodology. 
 

2.2 Existing Users Method 

The questionnaire was principally administered by internet as this offered a cost-
effective approach with the advantages of a computerised interview approach and the 
ability to integrate show material such as maps within the questionnaire. In addition, 
some interviews were undertaken by telephone. 
 
There were two methods for recruiting users: 
 
• Recruited at crossing 
• Through a panel survey. 
 
Recruitment at crossings 
 
We sampled existing users by undertaking road side sampling at the Northbound and 
Southbound approaches to the following three existing crossings: 
 
• Blackwall Tunnel  
• Woolwich Ferry 
• Rotherhithe Tunnel. 
 
There were nine recruitment locations: 
 
• Rotherhithe Tunnel – Northbound 
• Rotherhithe Tunnel – Southbound 
• Blackwall Tunnel – 2a 
• Blackwall Tunnel – 3 
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• Blackwall Tunnel – 4a 
• Blackwall Tunnel – 4b 
• Blackwall Tunnel – 4c  
• Woolwich Ferry – north bank 
• Woolwich Ferry – south bank. 
 
These are described in detail in Appendix D. 
 
The allocation of recruitment shifts by crossing was designed to match actual flows 
(derived from 2009 passenger car data). In total, 104 fieldwork shifts were undertaken 
as shown in Table 1 between 29 November and 20 December 2012. 
 
Table 1: Shift schedule 

Location 
Total 

N 

weekday 
am 
N 

weekday 
pm 
N 

Weekend 
N 

Totals 
N 

Rotherhithe Tunnel Northbound 8 2 5 2 9 
Rotherhithe Tunnel Southbound 16 3 10 2 15 
Blackwall Tunnel 4a (northbound main) 27 4 17 5 26 
Blackwall Tunnel 4b (northbound) 6 1 6 1 8 
Blackwall Tunnel 4c (northbound) 6 1 6 1 8 
Blackwall Tunnel 2a (southbound main) 25 4 13 5 22 
Blackwall Tunnel 3 (southbound) 12 2 7 2 11 
Woolwich Ferry North bank 2 0 2 0 2 
Woolwich Ferry South bank 2 0 3 0 3 
Totals 104 17 69 18  

 
The distribution of shifts by crossing is shown below: 
 
 n % 
• Rotherhithe 24 23 
• Blackwall Tunnel 75 72 
• Woolwich Ferry 5 5 
 
The recruitment was undertaken by handing out postcards to drivers at traffic lights as 
they approached the crossing. The postcards included a link to an internet survey. Each 
postcard was uniquely numbered. The postcards also included a freepost address on one 
side of the card and space for filling in the persons name and phone number if they 
wished to be interviewed over the phone. This option was provided so that those who do 
not have internet access were not excluded. 
 



Figure 1: Recruitment card 

 
 
Recruiters worked six hour shifts and wore Hi Vi jackets with a poster on the front 
advertising the survey. 
 
Figure 2: Recruitment poster 

 
 
 
 

 
 
New River Crossings 

survey 
 

£2,200 Prize Draw 
 

 
Recruiters noted the number of the first and last card handed out each half hour.  
 
To collect sample for the freight survey, for half of each shift and during the green light 
phases (when cards were not being handed out) recruiters took down the name and 
phone number or email/web address if available from the side of vans and lorries.  
 
There was a prize draw with a value of £2,200 (three Apple iPad 3s (with 16 GB and 
WiFi worth about £400) and five prizes of £200) to incentivise response. 
 
To ensure the driver samples were broadly representative we undertook some counts on 
gender of drivers. This was done for the first ten minutes of each hour.  
 
An average of 400 cards distributed for each shift with a total of 40,670. See Table 2. 
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Table 2: Recruitment card distribution 
Location n 
Rotherhithe Tunnel Northbound 4,000 
Rotherhithe Tunnel Southbound 4,808 
Blackwall Tunnel 4a (northbound main) 9,929 
Blackwall Tunnel 4b (northbound) 4,029 
Blackwall Tunnel 4c (northbound) 3,390 
Blackwall Tunnel 2a (southbound main) 9,048 
Blackwall Tunnel 3 (southbound) 3,738 
Woolwich Ferry North bank 800 
Woolwich Ferry South bank 928 
Total 40,670 

 
Overall, 1,521 entered the online questionnaire (of which 1,064 completed it) and 237 
returned a recruitment card with their phone number (of which 65 completed a 
telephone interview). In total, there were 1,758 contacts from which there were 1,129 
completed questionnaires. This represents a recruitment rate of 3%.  
 
Telephone Interviews 
 
The telephone approach involved telephoning respondents who had provided phone 
numbers on the recruitment card and conducting the first part of the questionnaire. The 
stated preference and stated intention material was then posted to respondents so that 
they would have it in front of them. Respondents were then called back at a later date to 
complete the questionnaire. The same questionnaire was used as for the online sample. 
 
There were 237 cards returned. From these, 94 respondents were recruited and 
undertook the first part of the questionnaire and were posted the show material. Of these 
94, 65 completed the interview. 
 
Telephone interviews took place between 9 and 23 December 2012. 
 
Panel Sample 
 
The panel user sample was defined as car or van drivers who lived in any of the 
following postcode areas: BR, CM, CO, CR, CT, DA, E, EC, IG, ME, RM, SE, SS, TN1 
and who used any of the following three crossings in the preceding three months: 
 
• Blackwall Tunnel  
• Rotherhithe Tunnel 
• Woolwich Ferry. 
 
The main stage took place between 11 and 19 December 2012. 
 

                                                 
1 covering all of the London Boroughs of Havering, Barking & Dagenham, Redbridge, Tower Hamlets, 
Newham, Greenwich, Lewisham, Bexley, Bromley and parts of Kent, Essex and the London Boroughs 
Waltham Forest, Southwark, Lambeth, Westminster, Croydon and Wandsworth. See Map in Appendix F 
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Questionnaire Structure 
 
The questionnaire structure was: 
  
• General question about the journey when recruited 
• Outward leg journey details 
• Congestion and delay 
• Return leg journey details 
• Congestion and delay 
• Stated preference Value of Time (VOT) experiment 
• Diagnostic questions on VOT experiment 
• Stated preference Time of Day (TOD) experiment 
• Diagnostic questions on TOD Experiment 
• Stated Intention  
• Details on company for van users  
• Vehicle availability 
• Demographics. 
 
There were three versions of the questionnaire:  
 
• Internet survey for those recruited at the crossing (see Appendix A) 
• Telephone survey for those recruited at the crossing2  
• Panel survey (see Appendix B). 
 
The average time to complete the online questionnaire was 26 minutes for users 
recruited at the crossings. For panel users the average completion time was 18 minutes. 
 
Pilots 
 
A pilot of the recruitment took place on Wednesday 14 November 2012. This entailed 
three shifts and covered all nine recruitment locations. 1,042 cards were handed out and 
by 19 November 45 recruits had entered the online survey but only 18 had completed 
the questionnaire. The average questionnaire length was 28 minutes. 
 
The following changes were made to the recruitment strategy to enhance the response 
rate: 
 
• Undertaking most recruitment shifts in the afternoon and evening so that most 

drivers would be handed a card when returning home and therefore more likely to 
remember to enter the survey 

• Changes to the recruitment card to make it more enticing  
• Increase the prize draw  
• Making the landing screen more welcome  
• Not undertaking age counts.  
 
Changes to the questionnaire were also agreed to make it shorter. 
 

                                                 
2 This was effectively the same as the online survey, except that there were interviewer instructions 
added, it collected the respondents address and had the facility for the SP and SI material to be generated 
and printed so that it could be posted to respondents. 



A pilot of 35 panel users was undertaken between 30 November and 2 December 2012. 
The pilot went well and it was recommended to proceed to the main stage with a few 
minor changes. 
 

2.3 Potential Users 

Potential users were sampled through an internet panel company. 
 
The potential sample was defined as car or van drivers who lived in any of the 
following postcode areas: BR, CM, CO, CR, CT, DA, E, EC, IG, ME, RM, SE, SS, TN3 
and who would consider making trips by car or van over the Thames in the next three 
months if there was a new road crossing in the area shown on the map below. 
 

 
 
The panel sample was also used to identify existing users of the Blackwall Tunnel or 
using the Woolwich ferry. 
 
The main stage took place between 11 and 19 December 2012. 
 

                                                 
3 covering all of the London Boroughs of Havering, Barking & Dagenham, Redbridge, Tower Hamlets, 
Newham, Greenwich, Lewisham, Bexley, Bromley and parts of Kent, Essex and the London Boroughs 
Waltham Forest, Southwark, Lambeth, Westminster, Croydon and Wandsworth. See Map in Appendix F 
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Questionnaire Structure 
 
The questionnaire structure was: 
 
• Current purposes for car/van trips 
• Details of potential trip involving driving across the River Thames. 
• Stated preference Value of Time (VOT) experiment 
• Diagnostic questions on VOT experiment 
• Stated preference Time of Day (TOD) experiment 
• Diagnostic questions on TOD Experiment 
• Stated Intention  
• Demographics. 
 
A paper version of the panel potential user questionnaire is included as Appendix C. 
 
The average completion time was 18 minutes. 
 
Pilot 
 
A pilot of 30 potential users was undertaken between 30 November and 2 December 
2012.  The pilot went well and it was recommended to proceed to the main stage with a 
few minor changes. 
 

2.4 Freight Sampling Method  

The freight sample was collected through the main car survey. As described in Section 
2.2, the main car user survey sampled existing car users of the following crossings at 
traffic lights on the approaches to the crossings: 
 
• Blackwall Tunnel  
• Woolwich Ferry 
• Rotherhithe Tunnel. 
 
When traffic lights were green fieldworkers collected the name and phone 
number/email/web address of freight companies from the side of HGVs and LGVs as 
they approached or left the river crossings.  
 
For the main stage there were 2,181 de-duped4 contacts (company names and phone 
numbers) in the sample.  
 
Telephone interviewers called the company on the sample and sought to undertake an 
interview with the logistics/transport manager. If they agreed to take part in the research 
they were offered a choice of completing on line (we collected their email address and 
sent them a link to the survey) or over the phone. 
 
The phone interviews were conducted using a phone-post/email-phone method, with 
customised stated preference choices and stated intention show material being prepared 
and sent by post or by email to respondents after about a third of the interview had been 

                                                 
4 Many of the contact details were for the same company so duplicates were removed 
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completed (in which data required for the stated preference was collected). A paper 
version of the freight questionnaire is included as Appendix E. 
 
There were 531 recruits from this sample: 
 
• Telephone Recruits 66 
• Online Recruits 465 
 
From the 66 telephone recruits 39 interviews were undertaken. From the 465 online 
recruits 62 respondents completed the online questionnaire. 
 
The fieldwork took place between 3 and 31 January 2013.  
 
Pilot 
 
The freight survey was piloted in December 2012. Nine interviews were undertaken. 
There was not enough data to run SP analysis but respondents reported understanding 
the SP and generally found it easy to complete. 
 
There were a few issues noticed when looking at the data and these were corrected for 
the main stage. 
 

2.5 Stated Preference 

Three stated preference exercises were administered: 
 
• Value of Time 
• Value of Time with tolls 
• Time of day. 
 
The variables and levels for each are discussed below: 
 
The first two exercises focused on obtaining robust estimate of the VOT and 
respondents general preference towards the river crossing infrastructure.  
 
Value of Time 
 
This exercise included five variables: 
 
• Method of Crossing  
• Journey Time  

− free-flow time 
− congested time  
− stationary time 

• Total Cost  
 



A description of these variables is given below 
 
Table 3 Selection of attributes in SP 1 and levels of attributes 

Attributes No of 
Levels Components Levels 

Crossing Type 3  Tunnel/Bridge/Ferry (with one alternative 
always as Tunnel) 

6 Free Flow  
6 Congested Journey Time 
6 Stationary 

Attribute levels are applied as percentage 
changes to respondent’s current journey 
characteristics 

Journey Cost 6 
Parking cost + 
congestion charge 
+ fuel cost 

Attribute levels are applied as percentage 
changes to respondent’s current journey 
characteristics 

 
The levels for two different distance bands are shown below: 
 
Table 4 Levels of attributes in SP game 1  
Short Journey (< 30 mins) Levels 
Method of Crossing Tunnel, Bridge, Ferry 
Journey Time  
    -    Free Flow time -60%, -45%, -20%, 0, 10%,20% 
    -    Congested time -50%, -30%, -10%, 0, 10%,25% 
    -    Stationary time -90%, -60%, -30%, 0, 20%,40% 
Cost -20%, -10%, 10%, 20%, 30%,40% 
Mid and long journey ( 30+ mins) Levels 
Method of Crossing Tunnel, Bridge, Ferry 
Journey Time  
    -    Free Flow time -30%, -23%, -10%, 0, 10%,15% 
    -    Congested time -30%, -20%, -10%, 0, 10%,20% 
    -    Stationary time -60%, -40%, -20%, 0, 13%,27% 
Cost -20%, -10%, 0, 10%, 20%,30% 
The free flow time levels for the long journey distance trip were calculated using the percentage 
change applied to 60 minutes and plus any additional free flow time (above 60 minutes) 
remaining unchanged.   
 
An example choice pair is shown below: 
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Each respondent was presented with four options and, for each, asked to choose the 
option they preferred.  
 
Value of time with tolls 
 
The second part was based on the same three attributes as the without Toll exercise with 
the addition of an additional variable for a crossing charge. Different level of tolls were 
included in this SP exercise to explore public’s sensitivity to the toll charge and 
different levels of tolls.  
 
The toll levels were based upon the current Dartford crossing toll charges. Different sets 
of toll levels will be used for different vehicle types.  
 
The car toll levels were: 0, £0.50, £1.00, £2.00, £2.50, £4.00. 
 
An example choice pair is shown below: 
 

 
 
Each respondent was presented with six options and, for each, asked to choose the 
option they preferred.  
 
The SP experiment was based on a fractional factorial experimental design, giving a 
total of 72 choices for the Value of Time SP and 108 choices for the Value of Time with 
Tolls SP. Each respondent was presented with 10 choices in total with 4 choices 
randomly selected from Part 1 and 6 choices from Part 2. The design was developed 
using Ngene software with the following features: 
 
• To cover a wide range of VoT: the range was varied from £3 to £120  

• The levels for attributes were distributed approximately equally between values 
better and worse than the existing values to avoid the situation that one alternative 
was generally better than the other one.  
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• No dominant alternatives (i.e. no cases were presented where one alternative was 
preferable for both time and cost for the same method of crossing). Some minor 
manual adjustments were applied to the dominant alternatives generated from the 
Ngene design. 

• With the manual adjustment, the correlation between the variables were monitored 
and controlled to ensure that the design would still support estimation of the 
coefficients. 

Time of Day (TOD) 
 
This SP experiment explored the impact of different tolls on the time of travel. The 
experiment was constructed as a choice between travelling at approximately the same 
time as at present, travelling earlier, travelling later, or choosing a longer route that 
avoids the charges.  
 
Four car alternatives were provided:  
 
• departing and returning at the same time 
• leaving late  
• leaving early  
• a non-tolled river crossing route.   
 
Details of both outward and return legs were given. In this way the ability to shift the 
departing leg is linked to the return leg and the duration of stay at the same destination. 
Both legs shift in time, as does the duration of stay. 
 
The choices were tailored to each respondent based on an existing journey that they 
described in the questionnaire. Three time periods were assigned, each with varying 
levels of charge: 
 
• AM peak: £0.50-£4.00 per crossing for car5 users.  
• Inter peak: 0-75% of the AM peak charge per journey. 
• The PM peak: 75%-125% of AM peak charge per journey for the return leg journey. 
 
The threshold between these time periods varied in the SP experiment: the AM peak 
was specified to start between 06:30 and 07:30 and finish between 10:30 and 11:30. The 
PM peak was specified to start between 15:00 and 17:00 and finish between 18:00 and 
19:00. 
 
To ensure the choices were realistic the TOD experiment was only given to respondents 
who had travelled in periods for which time shifting would be plausible. For example, it 
would seem implausible for a respondent who currently travels northbound at 06:00 and 
back again at 22:00 to shift their journey in response to a charging structure aimed at 
shifting vehicles outside of peak hours.  
 
The combination of the outward and return legs which were considered for the TOD 
experiment is shown in Table 5.  
 

                                                 
5 The LGV and HGV tolls were132% and 240% the car toll 
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Table 5 Valid outward and return leg time combination for TOD experiment 
  Return Leg 
  Early AM Peak Inter Peak PM Peak Late 

Early × √ × √ × 
AM Peak × √ √ √ √ 
Inter Peak × × × √ × 
PM Peak × × × √ √ O

ut
w

ar
d 

Le
g 

Late × × × × × 
 
The attribute levels for the TOD experiment are given in the table below: 
 
Table 6 TOD SP experiments attribute levels 
Attribute Levels 
Common   
AM charge £0.50, £1.00, £1.50, £2.00, £2.50, £3.00, £4.00 
Interpeak charge 0, 20%, 40%, 60%, 75% of AM charge 
PM charge 75%, 100%, 125% of AM charge 
AM start time 06:30, 07:00, 07:30 
AM end time 10:30, 11:00, 11:30 
PM start time 15:00, 15:30, 16:00, 16:30, 17:00 
PM end time 18:00, 18:30, 19:00 
Peak   
Outbound – shift in departure time (mins) -20, -10, 0, 10, 20 
Outbound – travel time 90%, 100%, 120%, 130%, 150% 
Outbound – maintain depart or arrive depart, halfway, arrival 
Return – travel time 70%, 80%, 90%, 100%, 120% 
Return – maintain depart or arrive depart, halfway, arrival 
Earlier   
Outbound – travel time 70%, 80%, 90%, 100%, 120% 
Return – travel time 70%, 80%, 90%, 100%, 120% 
Return – main depart or arrive depart, stay, arrive 
Later   
Outbound – travel time 70%, 80%, 90%, 100%, 120% 
Return – travel time 70%, 80%, 90%, 100%, 120% 
Return – maintain depart or arrive depart, stay, arrive 
Car Non Toll   
Operation Cost 100%, 125%, 150%, 175%, 200% 
Outbound time 100%, 125%, 150%, 175%, 200% 
Return time 100%, 125%, 150%, 175%, 200% 
Outbound – maintain depart or arrive depart, arrive 
Return – maintain depart or arrive depart, stay, arrive 

 
The experiment was based on an orthogonal main effects fractional factorial design, 
giving a total of 512 different choices. Each respondent was presented with six choices, 
randomly selected from the complete set of 512 choices, and for each, asked to choose 
the option they preferred.  
 



An example choice option is shown below: 
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3. USER FINDINGS 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter sets out the findings from the surveys with users of the river crossings. 
 
Over half the sample (1,1296) was recruited from cards handed out at the three 
crossings (Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel and Woolwich Ferry) and slightly less 
than half (1.000) was recruited from an internet panel.  
 
As will be seen in the body of the report, the nature of the two samples is quite 
different. The recruitment card sample is more likely to be commuting, frequent users of 
the crossing, travelling on weekdays and short distance travellers than the panel sample. 
This is primarily because of the recruitment methods: on system methods over-sample 
frequent users and panel samples may over-sample infrequent users.   
 
For the sample recruited from cards, the crossing used when handed the card was a 
reasonably close match the proportion of shifts allocated (which matched TfL usage 
figures): 
 
 crossing used shifts 
 % % 
• Rotherhithe Tunnel 22 23 
• Blackwall Tunnel 70 72 
• Woolwich Ferry 8 5 
 
Ninety one per cent of the sample drove a car and 9% a van. The proportion of vans, 
shown below, was highest on the Woolwich Ferry: 
 
 outward return 
 % % 
• Rotherhithe Tunnel 11 11 
• Blackwall Tunnel 10 9 
• Woolwich Ferry 18 15 
• Dartford crossing 3 3 
 
As the stated preference and stated intention data for users and potential users were 
analysed together these are reported in a standalone chapter – Chapter 6. 
 

3.2 About Your Journey 

The first part of the questionnaire probed details of an in scope car or van trip.  
 
For the card recruited sample this was the journey they were making which involved 
crossing the River Thames when they were handed a card.  
 
For the panel sample this was the last trip which involved crossing the River Thames. 
The panel sample was recruited on the basis that they had used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, 

                                                 
6 1,064 online and 65 CATI 
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the Blackwall Tunnel or the Woolwich Ferry in the preceding three months. However, 
for some, the last trip which involved crossing the River Thames did not use any of 
these crossings. In this chapter we show the results for the overall sample and also the 
sample which used one of the three crossings.  
 
Direction 
 
There was a fairly even balance on direction of travel:  
 
• 53% Northwards 
• 47% Southwards 
 
For the sample which used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, the Blackwall Tunnel or the 
Woolwich Ferry in either direction, 51% were travelling Northwards and 49% 
Southwards. 
 
For the card recruited sample the proportions were: 45% Northwards, 55% Southwards. 
It should be noted that for 61% this was the return leg. For the panel sample the 
proportions were: 62% Northwards, 38% Southwards. For this sample it was always the 
outward leg. 
 
Leg of journey 
 
Overall, 65% were on the outward leg, 32% on the return leg and 3% were making a 
single leg only trip. 
 
For the sample which used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, the Blackwall Tunnel or the 
Woolwich Ferry in either direction the proportions were: 58% outward leg, 39% return 
leg and 3% single leg.  
 
For the card recruited sample the proportions were: 34% outward leg, 61% return leg 
and 5% single leg. For the panel sample all were on the outward leg. 
 
Crossing used 
 
The Blackwall Tunnel was used by over half the sample in each direction. Fifteen per 
cent used the Rotherhithe Tunnel in each direction and 5% used the Woolwich Ferry in 
each direction. 
 



Figure 3: Crossing used by leg of journey – whole sample 
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For respondents who used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, the Blackwall Tunnel or the 
Woolwich Ferry in either direction, over two thirds used the Blackwall Tunnel and 
almost a fifth used the Rotherhithe Tunnel in each direction. 
 
Figure 4: Crossing used by leg of journey –sample who used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, the 
Blackwall Tunnel or the Woolwich Ferry in either direction 
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Four fifths of drivers use the same crossing in both directions.  
 
• Blackwall Tunnel  47%  
• Rotherhithe Tunnel 12% 
• Woolwich Ferry 3% 
• Dartford crossing 17% 
• Total 80% 
 
See Table 7 which shows the proportions using crossings by leg for the whole sample: 
 
Table 7: Origin by return crossing matrix  
 return leg 

outward leg 
Rotherhithe 

Tunnel 
Blackwall 
Tunnell 

Woolwich 
Ferry 

Dartford 
crossing Other base 

Rotherhithe Tunnel 12 2 * * 1 321 
Blackwall Tunnel 2 47 2 4 1 1193 
Woolwich Ferry * 1 3 1 * 96 
Dartford crossing * 4 1 17 * 475 
Other 1 1 0 0 * 44 
Base 328 1,172 107 484 38 2129 

* = less than 0.5% 
 
Drivers were asked if they could have used any of the other crossings instead for the 
outward leg. Overall, 72% could with similar proportions mentioning the Rotherhithe 
Tunnel, the Blackwall Tunnel and the Woolwich Ferry. 
 
Figure 5: Whether other crossing could be used on the outward leg 
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For respondents who used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, the Blackwall Tunnel or the 
Woolwich Ferry in either direction 74% could use another crossing with the Rotherhithe 
Tunnel and Woolwich Ferry most likely to be mentioned, largely because the Blackwall 
Tunnel is used by over two thirds of this sample. 
 
• Rotherhithe Tunnel 30 
• Woolwich Ferry 28 
• Blackwall Tunnel 19 
• Dartford Tunnel 25 
• Queen Elizabeth II Bridge 16 
• Other  8 
• No  26 
 
Figure 6 shows the data by crossing used on the outward leg. 
 
Figure 6: Whether other crossing could be used on the outward leg by outward crossing 
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Base: Rotherhithe Tunnel 321, Blackwall Tunnell 1,193, Woolwich Ferry 96, Dartford crossing 
475 
 

3.3 Outward Leg Journey Details 

Almost nine tenths (88%) began the outward leg of the journey from home. Nine per 
cent started their journey from work and 3% from another location. 
 
For respondents who used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, the Blackwall Tunnel or the 
Woolwich Ferry in either direction 87% began the outward leg of the journey from 
home, 10% from work and 2% from another location. 
 
The destination of the outward journey was work for 40%, home for 3% and another 
location for 57% (45%, 3% and 52% respectively for respondents who used the 
Rotherhithe Tunnel, the Blackwall Tunnel or the Woolwich Ferry in either direction). 
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Respondents provided their postcode (or part of the postcode) or address information. 
This information was mapped to show the spatial distribution of the survey sample, as 
shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 which present the outward journey departure location 
for each data segment. As can be observed in the figures, the departure location of the 
two groups covers a similar region which comprises boroughs within East London that 
are close to the studied river crossings, together with Essex and Kent. Among them, the 
group of users recruited through the roadside intercepts shows a spatial coverage that 
extends further to the west than that considered for the panel group, which was drawn 
from within a boundary defined to encompass the areas that were believed a priori to 
form the main catchment for these crossings.  
 
Figure 7: Respondents departure location – Users Roadside group  
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Figure 8: Respondents departure location – Users Panel group 

 
 
Day of week 
 
Overall, 74% made the outward leg of the journey on a weekday and 23% made the 
outward leg of the journey at a weekend. Three per cent did not recall. 
 
Figure 9: Day of week of journey 
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Only 10% of the card recruited sample made the outward leg of the journey at a 
weekend (although 17% of the recruitment shifts were undertaken then). For the panel 
sample 38% of the trips were made at the weekend. 
 
A fifth who used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on 
either leg made the outward leg of the journey at a weekend compared to a third of 
those who didn’t. See Table 8. 
 
Table 8: Day of week of journey by sampling method and whether used Rotherhithe, 
Blackwall or Woolwich Ferry on either leg 

 Sampling method 
Whether used Rotherhithe 

Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or 
Woolwich Ferry on either leg 

  Card recruited 
% 

Panel 
% 

Yes 
% 

No 
% 

Monday 18 8 14 9 
Tuesday 20 8 16 9 
Wednesday 23 14 20 17 
Thursday 19 14 17 13 
Friday 10 12 10 14 
Saturday 8 25 14 24 
Sunday 2 13 6 9 
Don't remember * 6 2 5 
Base 1,129 1,000 1,758 371 

* = less than 0.5% 
 
Journey purpose 
 
Overall, for 45% the main journey purpose was work related (26% commuting, 6% 
delivery/loading and 13% other work). 
 
Visiting friends and relative was the main non work purpose with 21%. 
 



Figure 10: Main journey purpose 
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Base: 2,129 
 
Seventy two per cent of employer’s business travellers were in salaried employment and 
28% were self employed.  
 
The two sampling methods show very different responses with respect to purpose: 
whereas 69% of the card recruited sample’s main journey purpose was work related 
compared to only 20% of the panel sample.  
 
On system sampling, by its nature, over-samples more frequent users (as they have a 
greater chance of being intercepted) who are more likely to be commuters. The panel 
sample may under sample frequent users.  
 
For just over a half (51%) who used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or 
Woolwich Ferry on either leg the main journey purpose was work related compared to 
19% of those who didn’t. See Table 9. 
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Table 9: Main journey purpose by sampling method and whether used Rotherhithe, 
Blackwall or Woolwich Ferry on either leg 

 Sampling method 
Whether used Rotherhithe 
Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel 

or Woolwich Ferry on 
either leg 

  
Card 

recruited 
% 

Panel 
% 

Yes 
% 

No 
% 

To/from work - usual workplace 43 7 30 4 
Work - delivery/loading 9 4 7 4 
To/from work - Other 17 9 14 11 
Entertainment/recreation 2 16 9 11 
Participate in sport 0 1 1 1 
Visit friends/relatives at home 13 31 20 27 
Other social 2 6 4 5 
Shopping - food 1 2 2 1 
Shopping - other 4 14 5 23 
Personal business/use services 7 4 6 6 
Other 1 7 3 6 
Base 1,129 1,000 1,758 371 

 
Trip frequency 
 
For the overall sample 46% made the trip at least once a week with almost a quarter 
(23%) five or more days a week.  
 
Figure 11: Frequency trip is made 
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The two sampling methods show very different responses with respect to frequency: 
whereas almost three quarters (74%) of the card recruited sample made the trip at least 
once a week, only 15% of the panel sample did so. As mentioned above, on system 
sampling, over-samples more frequent users.  
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The panel sample was drawn from a wide area around the crossings and 43% of them 
are long distance (ie single leg journeys of over 90 minutes) compared to 19% of card 
recruited. Such longer distance trips are less likely to be made frequently. 
 
Just over a half (54%) who used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or 
Woolwich Ferry on either leg made the trip at least once a week compared to 10% of 
those who didn’t. See Table 10. 
 
Table 10: Trip frequency by sampling method and whether used Rotherhithe, Blackwall 
or Woolwich Ferry on either leg 

 Sampling method 
Whether used Rotherhithe 
Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel 

or Woolwich Ferry on 
either leg 

  
Card 

recruited 
% 

Panel 
% 

Yes 
% 

No 
% 

5 or more days a week 39 4 27 1 
3 or 4 days a week 18 4 13 3 
2 days a week 9 3 7 3 
1 day a week 8 4 7 3 
At least once a fortnight 8 10 9 9 
At least once a month 10 27 15 30 
At least once a year 5 36 15 42 
Not in the last 12 months 1 3 2 3 
First time 2 10 6 6 
Base 1,129 1,000 1,758 371 

 
Van users are more frequent users of the crossings than car users: 76% make the trip 
once a week or more compared to 43%. 
 
Commuters and business travellers are much more frequent users of the crossings than 
personal non discretionary and leisure travellers: 96% of commuters, 56% of business 
travellers make the trip once a week compared to 19% personal non discretionary and 
17% leisure. See Table 11. 
 
Table 11: Trip frequency by vehicle type and purpose 
 vehicle type purpose 

  
Car 
% 

Van 
% 

Comm-
uting 

% 

Emp-
loyers’ 

business
% 

Personal 
non 

discret-
ionary 

% 
Leisure 

% 
5 or more days a week 21 38 69 19 3 1 
3 or 4 days a week 10 22 20 18 5 4 
2 days a week 6 10 4 11 5 5 
1 day a week 6 6 3 8 6 7 
At least once a fortnight 9 8 2 14 13 10 
At least once a month 19 9 1 16 29 27 
At least once a year 21 4 1 7 30 34 
Not in the last 12 months 2 1 0 1 2 3 
First time 6 4 * 5 7 9 
Base 1,934 195 551 420 333 744 

 



Trip times 
 
Respondents were asked at what time they started their journey and at what time they 
arrived at their destination. Figure 12 shows the results for the overall sample grouped 
into time bands. 
 
Figure 12: Outward leg departure and arrival time bands  
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Base: 2,129 
 
Over a fifth (21%) of the card recruited sample began the trip before 06:30 compared to 
8% of the panel sample.  
 
Sixteen per cent who used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich 
Ferry on either leg began the trip before 06:30 compared to 9% of those who didn’t. See 
Table 12. 
 
Table 12: Outward leg departure time band by sampling method and whether used 
Rotherhithe, Blackwall or Woolwich Ferry on either leg 

 Sampling method 
Whether used Rotherhithe 

Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or 
Woolwich Ferry on either leg 

  
Card 

recruited 
% 

Panel 
% 

Yes 
% 

No 
% 

<06.30 21 8 16 9 
6.30-11.29 48 61 51 67 
11.30-14.59 20 17 20 13 
15.00-18.59 10 12 12 8 
19.00+ 1 3 2 2 
Base 1,129 1,000 1,758 371 
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A third of commuters and a fifth of business travellers began the trip before 06:30 
compared to 2% personal non discretionary and 3% leisure travellers. See Table 13. 
 
Table 13: Outward leg departure time band by purpose 

  Commuting 
% 

Employers’ 
business 

% 

Personal non 
discretionary 

% 
Leisure 

% 
<06.30 34 20 2 3 
6.30-11.29 52 57 57 53 
11.30-14.59 8 16 29 24 
15.00-18.59 6 6 11 17 
19.00+ * 1 1 3 
Base 551 420 333 744 

* = less than 0.5% 
 
There was a wide range of trip durations: while a fifth made the outward leg in under 40 
minutes, a quarter made the outward leg in over one hour 40 minutes. 
 
Figure 13: Outward leg trip duration 
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The overall average outward leg trip time was just under an hour and a half (89 
minutes). 
 
Figure 14 shows the average trip duration by whether used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, 
Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on either leg, purpose, crossing on outward leg, 
vehicle type used and sampling method. 
 
• Those who used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on 

either leg made shorter journeys on average than those who didn’t: 1 hour 24 
minutes compared to 1 hour 53 minutes  
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• Business travellers made the longest trips on average (1 hour 48 minutes) and those 
travelling for personal non discretionary7 reasons the shortest (1 hour 8 minutes) 

• Users of the Rotherhithe Tunnel on the outward leg made the shortest trips on 
average (1 hour 15 minutes) and those using the Dartford crossing made the longest 
(1 hour 53 minutes) 

• Van users made longer trips on average than car users: 1 hour 43 minutes compared 
to 1 hour 28 minutes 

• The card recruited sample made shorter trips on average than the panel sample: 1 
hour 17 minutes compared to 1 hour 43 minutes. 

Figure 14: Mean outward leg trip duration by whether used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, 
Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on either leg, purpose, crossing on outward leg, 
vehicle type used and sampling method 
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Journey distance 
 
The mean one way journey distance was 39 miles. 
 
Figure 15 shows the average trip distance by whether used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, 
Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on either leg, purpose, crossing on outward leg, 
vehicle type used and sampling method. As would be expected this data correlates with 
journey times but there are some differences.  
 
• Those who used Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on either 

leg made shorter journeys on average than those who didn’t: 33 miles compared to 
65 miles 

                                                 
7 Personal non discretionary purposes were ‘shopping – food’, ‘shopping – other’ and ‘personal 
business/use services’ 
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• Leisure8 travellers made the longest trips on average (50 miles) and those 
commuting or travelling for personal non discretionary9 reasons the shortest (27 
miles). 

• Users of the Rotherhithe Tunnel on the outward leg made the shortest trips on 
average (24 miles) and those using the Dartford crossing made the longest (63 
miles) 

• The card recruited sample made shorter trips on average than the panel sample: 29 
miles compared to 50 miles. 

Figure 15: Mean outward leg trip distance by whether used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, 
Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on either leg, purpose, crossing on outward leg, 
vehicle type used and sampling method 
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Respondents who arrived before 19:0110 were asked what was the most important 
reason for leaving at the time they did. 
 
Thirty nine per cent departed either early or late to avoid congestion problems. See 
Figure 16. 
 

                                                 
8 Leisure purposes were ‘entertainment/recreation’, ‘participate in sport’, ‘visit friends/relatives at home’, 
and ‘other social’ 
9 Personal non discretionary purposes were ‘shopping – food’, ‘shopping – other’ and ‘personal 
business/use services’ 
10 97% of the sample 
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Figure 16: Most important reason for departing at the time they did 
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Base: 2,066 who arrived before 19:01 
 
The proportions who departed either early or late to avoid congestion problems by 
whether used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on either 
leg, purpose, crossing on outward leg, vehicle type used and sampling method are 
shown below: 
 
• Whether used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel  

or Woolwich Ferry on either leg % 
− Yes 38 
− No 41 

• Purpose 
− Commuting 48 
− Employers business 38 
− Personal non discretionary 40 
− Leisure 33 

• Crossing on Outward leg 
− Rotherhithe Tunnel 34 
− Blackwall Tunnel 39 
− Woolwich Ferry 32 
− Dartford crossing 43 

• Vehicle type 
− Car 38 
− Van 46 

• Sampling method 
− Card recruited 42 
− Panel 35 

 
Commuters, van drivers, users of the Dartford Crossing and the card recruited sample 
are the most likely to leave early or late to avoid congestion problems. 
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Road congestion 
 
Nine tenths of all users sometimes experienced road congestion on their journey across 
the River Thames. 
 
The proportions who experienced road congestion by whether used the Rotherhithe 
Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on either leg, outward leg departure time, 
purpose, crossing on outward leg, vehicle type used and sampling method are shown 
below: 
 
• Whether used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel  

or Woolwich Ferry on either leg % 
− Yes 90 
− No 89 

• Outward leg departure time 
− <06.30 88 
− 6.30-11.29 90 
− 11.30-14.59 89 
− 15.00-18.59 94 
− 19.00+ 71 

• Purpose 
− Commuting 93 
− Employers business 95 
− Personal non discretionary 87 
− Leisure 87 

• Crossing on outward leg 
− Rotherhithe Tunnel 87 
− Blackwall Tunnel 91 
− Woolwich Ferry 82 
− Dartford crossing 90 

• Vehicle type 
− Car 89 
− Van 94 

• Sampling method 
− Card recruited 92 
− Panel 87 

 
Drivers on employers’ business, van drivers, users of the Blackwall Tunnel, those 
departing in the afternoon peak and the card recruited sample are the most likely to 
suffer congestion. 
 
Departure time flexibility 
 
For the majority there was some flexibility in their departure time with 54% of 
respondents who arrived before 19:0111 saying they could have left earlier or later than 
they did. 
 

                                                 
11 97% of the sample 



Figure 17: Whether could have left earlier or later 
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Those who had least flexibility were: 
 
• Card recruited (53% had to leave at the time they did compared to 38% panel) 
• Van drivers (60% compared to 45% car) 
• Commuters and business travellers (55% and 54% respectively compared to 38-40% 

for other purposes) 
• Early starters (61% who left before 06:30 compared to 42%-54% for later) 
• Those who used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on 

either leg (49% compared to 34% who didn’t). 
 
Almost four fifths (79%) said their arrival time was as expected. 
 
Time in stationary or congested traffic 
 
Respondents were asked how much of their trip time was spent in stationary traffic and 
driving in congested traffic. 
 
Figure 18 shows the average time in stationary, congested and free flowing traffic by 
whether used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on either 
leg, purpose, crossing on outward leg, vehicle type used and sampling method. 
 
Figure 19 shows the percentage of the average time in stationary, congested and free 
flowing traffic by whether used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich 
Ferry on either leg, purpose, crossing on outward leg, vehicle type used and sampling 
method. 
 
The highest proportion of time in stationary and congested traffic is suffered by 
commuters, users of the Rotherhithe Tunnel, van drivers, users of the Rotherhithe 
Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on either leg and those recruited by card. 
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Figure 18: Mean time in stationary, congested and free flowing traffic by whether used 
the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on either leg, purpose, 
crossing on outward leg, vehicle type used and sampling method 
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Figure 19: Percentage of mean time in stationary, congested and free flowing traffic by 
whether used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on either leg, 
purpose, crossing on outward leg, vehicle type used and sampling method () 
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Parking 
 
Only 16% had to pay to park at their destination. See Figure 20. 
 
Figure 20: Where parked at destination 
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Base: 2,129 
 
The average cost for those who did pay to park was £7.58. 
 
Group size 
 
Over half the overall sample (55%) travelled alone. 
 
Figure 21: Group size 
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The two sampling methods show very different responses with respect to group size: 
whereas almost three quarters (74%) of the card recruited sample travelled alone, only 
35% of the panel sample did so.  
 
Just over six tenths (61%) who used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or 
Woolwich Ferry on either leg made the trip alone compared to 30% of those who didn’t. 
 
Table 14: Group size by sampling method and whether used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, 
Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on either leg 

 Sampling method 
Whether used Rotherhithe 
Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel 

or Woolwich Ferry on 
either leg 

  
Card 

recruited 
% 

Panel 
% 

Yes 
% 

No 
% 

Alone 74 35 61 30 
With 1 other 19 43 26 48 
With 2 others 5 11 7 10 
With 3 others 2 9 4 9 
With 4 or more others 1 3 2 2 
Base 1,129 1,000 1,758 371 

 
Van users are more likely to travel alone than car users: 72% compared to 54%. 
 
Commuters and business travellers are much more likely to travel alone than personal 
non discretionary and leisure travellers: 86% commuters, 78% employers business, 35% 
personal non discretionary12 and 31% leisure13. 
 
Table 15: Group size by vehicle type and purpose 
 vehicle type purpose 

  
Car 
% 

Van 
% 

Comm-
uting 

% 

Emp-
loyers’ 

business
% 

Personal 
non 

discret-
ionary 

% 
Leisure 

% 
Alone 54 72 86 78 35 31 
With 1 other 31 23 11 18 45 44 
With 2 others 8 4 1 3 12 11 
With 3 others 6 1 0 1 6 11 
With 4 or more others 2 1 1 1 2 3 
Base 1,934 195 551 420 333 744 

 
Users of the Woolwich Ferry were most likely and users of the Dartford crossings least 
likely to be travelling alone: 
 
• Woolwich Ferry 77% 
• Rotherhithe Tunnel 61% 
• Blackwall Tunnell 60% 
• Dartford crossing 36% 

                                                 
12 Personal non discretionary purposes were ‘shopping – food’, ‘shopping – other’ and ‘personal 
business/use services’ 
13 Leisure purposes were ‘entertainment/recreation’, ‘participate in sport’, ‘visit friends/relatives at 
home’, and ‘other social’ 
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Congestion Charge 
 
Nine per cent paid the Congestion Charge on that day (not necessarily for the trip which 
involved crossing the River Thames). 
 
Those most likely to have paid the Congestion Charge on that day were: 
 
• Panel recruited (10% compared to 7% card recruited) 
• Van drivers (22% compared to 7% car) 
• Business travellers (16% compared to 6-9% for other purposes) 
• Those who used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on 

either leg (10% compared to 5% who didn’t). 
 
The mean cost was £8.13. The cost was funded by the respondent in 59% of cases, by 
their employer for 37% of cases and by someone else for the remaining 4%. 
 
Trip Costs 
 
The mean one way trip cost including petrol costs, parking, tolls and the congestion 
charge was £13.74. 
 
The mean trip cost by whether used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or 
Woolwich Ferry on either leg, journey time, purpose, crossing on outward leg, vehicle 
type used and sampling method are shown below: 
 
• Whether used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel  

or Woolwich Ferry on either leg £ 
− Yes 12.29 
− No 20.61 

• Journey time 
− <40 minutes 5.74 
− 40-60 minutes 8.28 
− 61-80 minutes 11.79 
− 81-100 minutes 15.71 
− 101-150 minutes 21.09 
− 151 minutes plus 34.59 

• Purpose 
− Commuting 10.12 
− Employers business 16.73 
− Personal non discretionary 9.51 
− Leisure 16.49 

• Crossing on outward leg 
− Rotherhithe Tunnel 9.20 
− Blackwall Tunnell 12.58 
− Woolwich Ferry 9.16 
− Dartford crossing 20.53 

• Vehicle type 
− Car 13.43 
− Van 16.81 



• Sampling method 
− Card recruited 10.63 
− Panel 17.25 

 
Drivers who didn’t use the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry 
on either leg, those on employers’ business, van drivers, users of the Dartford crossing, 
and the panel sample had the highest trip costs. 
 
Car drivers were asked who paid for the trip. For four fifths, the driver paid. 
 
Figure 22: Who paid trip costs (car drivers) 
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3.4 Return Leg Trip Details 

Fifty four respondents making a single leg journey only were not asked questions on the 
return leg. 
 
Nine per cent of the card recruited sample (97 respondents) had not completed their 
return leg when they completed the questionnaire so they were asked to provide their 
best estimates for questions on the return leg.  
 
Trip times 
 
Respondents were asked at what time they started their return journey and at what time 
they arrived at their destination. Figure 23 shows the results for the overall sample 
grouped into time bands. 
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Figure 23: Return leg departure and arrival time bands  
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Base: 2,075 
 
Just under a fifth (18%) of the card recruited sample began the return trip after 19:00 
compared to 30% of the panel sample.  
 
There was little difference in the return leg departure time band by whether used the 
Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on either leg or not. 
 
Table 16: Outward leg departure time band by sampling method and whether used the 
Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on either leg 

 Sampling method 
Whether used Rotherhithe 

Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or 
Woolwich Ferry on either leg 

  
Card 

recruited 
% 

Panel 
% 

Yes 
% 

No 
% 

<06.30 * 1 1 1 
6.30-11.29 3 3 3 4 
11.30-14.59 24 18 22 18 
15.00-18.59 55 49 52 51 
19.00+ 18 30 23 26 
Base 1,075 1,000 1,704 371 

* = less than 0.5% 
 
Two thirds of commuters began the return leg of their trip between 15:00 and 18:59 
compared to between 42% and 53% for other purposes.  
 
Table 17: Outward leg departure time band by purpose 

  Commuting 
% 

Employers’ 
business 

% 

Personal non 
discretionary 

% 
Leisure 

% 
<06.30 * * 1 1 
6.30-11.29 1 5 3 2 
11.30-14.59 12 32 34 15 
15.00-18.59 67 53 50 42 
19.00+ 20 10 11 40 
Base 542 397 324 732 

* = less than 0.5% 
 
There was a wide range of trip durations: while a fifth made the return leg in under 40 
minutes, 27% made the return leg in over one hour 40 minutes. 
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Figure 24: Return leg trip duration 
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The overall average return leg trip time was just under an hour and a half (85 minutes). 
This was slightly shorter than the outward leg of 89 minutes. 
 
Figure 25 shows the average trip duration by whether used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, 
Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on either leg, purpose, crossing on return leg, 
vehicle type used and sampling method. 
 
• Those who used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on 

either leg made shorter journeys on average than those who didn’t: 1 hour 21 
minutes compared to 1 hour 44 minutes  

• Business travellers made the longest trips on average (1 hour 43 minutes) and 
commuters the shortest (1 hour 12 minutes) 

• Users of the Rotherhithe Tunnel on the return leg made the shortest trips on average 
(1 hour 14 minutes) and those using the Dartford crossing made the longest (1 hour 
45 minutes) 

• Van users made longer trips on average than car users: 1 hour 36 minutes compared 
to 1 hour 24 minutes 

• The card recruited sample made shorter trips on average than the panel sample: 1 
hour 18 minutes compared to 1 hour 33 minutes. 
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Figure 25: Mean return leg trip duration by whether used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, 
Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on either leg, purpose, crossing on outward leg, 
vehicle type used and sampling method 
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Vehicle type 

 
Only 924 respondents (43% of the sample) who travelled in the morning and or 
afternoon peak periods (06:30-11:30 and 15:00-19:00 were asked detailed return leg trip 
timing questions. 
 
This group were asked what was the most important reason for leaving at the time they 
did. 
 
Twenty one per cent departed either early or late to avoid congestion problems. See 
Figure 26. 
 
Figure 26: Most important reason for departing at the time they did 
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The proportions who departed either early or late to avoid congestion problems by 
whether used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on either 
leg, purpose, crossing on outward leg, vehicle type used and sampling method are 
shown below: 
 
• Whether used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel  

or Woolwich Ferry on either leg % 
− Yes 20 
− No 24 

• Purpose 
− Commuting 19 
− Employers business 24 
− Personal non discretionary 18 
− Leisure 24 

• Crossing on return leg 
− Rotherhithe Tunnel 14 
− Blackwall Tunnell 24 
− Woolwich Ferry 11 
− Dartford crossing 26 

• Vehicle type 
− Car 21 
− Van 23 

• Sampling method 
− Card recruited 20 
− Panel 22 

 
Departure time flexibility 
 
Two thirds said they had to leave at the time they did. 
 
Figure 27: Whether could have left earlier or later 
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Those who had least flexibility were: 
 
• Card recruited (67% had to leave at the time they did compared to 56% panel) 
• Van drivers (78% compared to 61% car) 
• Commuters and business travellers (67% and 73% respectively compared to 52-58% 

for other purposes) 
• Those who used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on 

either leg (65% compared to 49% who didn’t). 
 
Almost four fifths (79%) said their arrival time was as expected. 
 
Time in stationary or congested traffic 
 
Respondents were asked how much of their trip time was spent in stationary traffic and 
driving in congested traffic. 
 
Figure 28 shows the average time in stationary, congested and free flowing traffic by 
whether used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on either 
leg, purpose, crossing on return leg, vehicle type used and sampling method. 
 
Figure 29 shows the percentage of the average time in stationary, congested and free 
flowing traffic by whether used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich 
Ferry on either leg, purpose, crossing on return leg, vehicle type used and sampling 
method. 
 
The highest proportion of time in stationary and congested traffic is suffered by 
commuters, users of the Woolwich Ferry, van drivers, users of the Rotherhithe Tunnel, 
Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on either leg and those recruited by card. 
 
Figure 28: Mean time in stationary, congested and free flowing traffic by whether used 
the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on either leg, purpose, 
crossing on return leg, vehicle type used and sampling method 
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Figure 29: Percentage of mean time in stationary, congested and free flowing traffic by 
whether used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on either leg, 
purpose, crossing on return leg, vehicle type used and sampling method 
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Group size 
 
Over half the overall sample (56%) travelled alone on the return leg compared to 55% 
on the outward leg. 
 
Figure 30: Group size 
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The two sampling methods show very different responses with respect to group size: 
whereas almost three quarters (75%) of the card recruited sample travelled alone, only 
35% of the panel sample did so.  
 
Just over six tenths (61%) who used the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or 
Woolwich Ferry on either leg made the trip alone compared to 30% of those who didn’t. 
 
Van users are more likely to travel alone than car users: 75% compared to 54%. 
 
Commuters and business travellers are much more likely to travel alone than personal 
non discretionary and leisure travellers: 88% commuters, 81% employers business, 34% 
personal non discretionary14 and 30% leisure15. 
 
Users of the Woolwich Ferry were most likely and users of the Dartford crossings least 
likely to be travelling alone: 
 
• Woolwich Ferry 73% 
• Rotherhithe Tunnel 64% 
• Blackwall Tunnell 61% 
• Dartford crossing 35% 
 
Preferred payment method for Tolls 
 
Half the overall sample expressed a preference for an automatic with a reader in the 
vehicle and payment by direct debit if there were to be tolls. Manual payment was the 
second preference with 30% choosing that. Carnet, internet and telephone method were 
relatively unpopular. 
 

                                                 
14 Personal non discretionary purposes were ‘shopping – food’, ‘shopping – other’ and ‘personal 
business/use services’ 
15 Leisure purposes were ‘entertainment/recreation’, ‘participate in sport’, ‘visit friends/relatives at 
home’, and ‘other social’ 



Figure 31: Preferred payment method for tolls 
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Almost six tenths (59%) of the card recruited sample preferred an automatic payment 
system compared to 40% of the panel sample.  
 
Users of the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry on either leg 
were more likely to prefer the automatic payment system than non users: 51% cf 43%. 
 
Table 18: Preferred payment method for tolls by sampling method and whether used 
Rotherhithe, Blackwall or Woolwich Ferry on either leg 

 Sampling method 
Whether used Rotherhithe 

Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or 
Woolwich Ferry on either leg 

  
Card 

recruited 
% 

Panel 
% 

Yes 
% 

No 
% 

Automatic  59 40 51 43 
Manual payment at toll 

gate 21 40 28 39 

By internet 9 10 10 9 
By telephone 1 1 1 1 
Carnet-style  11 9 10 8 
Base 1,129 1,000 1,758 371 

* = less than 0.5% 
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Over six tenths of commuters and business travellers (62% and 61% respectively) 
preferred an automatic payment system compared to 39%-42% for other purposes.  
 
Table 19: Preferred payment method for tolls by purpose 

  Commuting 
% 

Employers’ 
business 

% 

Personal non 
discretionary 

% 
Leisure 

% 
Automatic  62 61 42 39 
Manual payment at toll 

gate 15 21 39 40 

By internet 11 9 10 10 
By telephone 1 * 1 1 
Carnet-style  12 8 8 11 
Base 551 420 333 744 

* = less than 0.5% 
 

3.5 Company information – van users  

Van drivers were asked some additional questions on the nature of their business.  
 
The number of staff working for their company within the UK was probed. The 
distribution is shown below 
 % 
• None, I am self employed 30 
• 1 to 4 12 
• 5 to 9 10 
• 10 to 19 7 
• 20 to 49 9 
• 50 to 99 7 
• 100 to 249 6 
• 250 plus 18 
Base: 195 van drivers 
 
The broad industry grouping in which the organisation operates was as follows: 
 % 
• Construction/Engineering/Materials 41 
• Transportation/Distribution/Logistics (includes postal/package  

delivery services) 13 
• IT/Communications//Electronic Components 7 
• Other public sector 5 
• Wholesale 5 
• Energy/Utilities 4 
• MoD/Emergencies/Government Healthcare/NHS 4 
• Retail 4 
• Automotive 2 
• Business Services 2 
• Manufacturing 2 
• Media/Marketing 2 
• Hotels/Catering 1 
• Other 10 
Base: 193 van drivers 
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For just over half of the van driver sample (51%) their company operates from multiple 
sites in the UK and 39% from a single site: 
 % 
• Single site 39 
• Multiple sites in UK 51 
• Single site in UK but other sites abroad 1 
• Multiple sites in UK and other sites abroad 9 
 

3.6 Vehicle Availability 

The numbers of cars, company cars and vans located at the household was probed. Just 
over half the sample (51%) has one car and 35% has two cars and 11% three or more 
cars.  
 
Thirty per cent have one or more company cars and 12% one or more vans located at 
the household. 
 
Table 20: Numbers of cars, company cars and vans located at household 

 
Cars 

% 
Company cars 

% 
Vans 

% 
0 3 70 88 
1 51 22 10 
2 35 7 1 
3 8 1 * 
4 2 * * 
5+ 1 * * 
Mean 1.57 0.40 0.14 

 
Half the sample drives a company car: 57% card recruited sample and 38% of the panel 
sample.  
 
Company car drivers were asked whether the company pays for the fuel for their 
company car. For 51% they do for business trips only, 37% for all trips and 12% not at 
all.  
 
The 51% of the sample who has one car at home was asked, whether their fuel costs 
would be met by their company if they were to use their private car for business 
purposes. Thirty five per cent said yes and 32% no. The remaining third said the 
question was not applicable.  
 

3.7 Stated Preference and Stated Intention 

The stated preference and stated intention questions were analysed together with the 
potential user data. The results are reported on in Chapter 6. 
 



3.8 Demographics 

Household size  
 
The household structure for the overall sample is shown in Table 21. 
 
Table 21: Household size 

 

adults (aged 18  
or over) 

% 

children (aged 17 or 
younger) 

% 
0  66 
1 15 16 
2 59 13 
3 15 4 
4 8 1 
5+ 3 * 
Mean 1.57 0.14 

 
On average, 2 .02 persons in the household had a driving licence. The distribution of 
people in the household with a driving licence is shown in Figure 32was: 
 
Figure 32: Numbers in household with a driving licence 
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Blue Badge 
 
Four per cent of respondents were Blue Badge holders. 
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Age 
 
The age distribution is shown in Figure 33. The median age band was 45 to 54 years 
old. There was little difference in age band by sample type. 
 
Figure 33: Age bands  
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Gender 
 
Over two thirds (68%) were male. The card recruited sample was more likely to be 
male: 78% compared to 55% for the panel sample. Ninety six per cent of the van sample 
was male compared to 64% of the car sample. 
 
Figure 34: Gender 
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Employment status 
 
Over four fifths (82%) were employed: 71% full time and 11% part time. Nineteen per 
cent were self-employed.  
 
The card recruited sample was more likely to be employed: 88% compared to 77% for 
the panel sample. Fourteen per cent of the panel sample was retired compared to 6% of 
the card recruited sample. 
 
Ninety eight per cent of the van sample was employed compared to 82% of the car 
sample. 
 
Figure 35: Employment status  
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Ethnic Group 
 
White British was the largest ethnic group with two thirds of the overall sample in this 
group.  
 
The card recruited sample was less likely to be White British: 61% compared to 73% 
for the panel sample. Eleven per cent of the card recruited sample was White Other 
compared to 6% of the panel sample. 
 
Seventy one per cent of the van sample was White British compared to 66% of the car 
sample. 
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Figure 36: Ethnic group  
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Annual Household Income 
 
Annual household income was probed. A sixth either refused to answer or said they did 
not know. 
 
The most common income band was £30,000-£39,999 with 15%. Figure 37 shows the 
distribution of incomes. 
 
Figure 37: Gross annual household income  
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4. POTENTIAL USER FINDINGS 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter sets out the findings from the surveys with potential users of the river 
crossings.  
 
The first part of the questionnaire asked where potential users lived. 
 
Roughly two in five potential users lived in Kent (43%) with a similar proportion living 
in Essex (40%). The remaining 17% of potential users lived in London (17%). 
 
The proportion of potential users living in each postcode area was as follows: 
 
• CM 14% 
• CT  12% 
• ME 12% 
• TN  12% 
• SS  10% 
• CO  8% 
• RM 7% 
• BR  6% 
• DA  5% 
• SE  4% 
• CR  4% 
• IG  3% 
• E  2% 
 
There was a fairly even balance of origin based on postcode:  
 
• 55% South16 
• 45% North17 
 
As the stated preference and stated intention data for users and potential users were 
analysed together these are reported in a standalone chapter – Chapter 6. 
 

4.2 Current Transport Use 

Means of transport used 
 
Potential users were asked which means of transport they used. To be in scope for the 
survey, all potential users had to be drivers of a car or a van. As shown in Figure 38 
below, more than two-thirds of potential users also used rail (70%) and at least half used 
the Underground (55%), bus (53%) or travelled as a passenger in a car (50%). 

                                                 
16 Defined as living in the following postcodes: BR, CR, CT, DA, ME SE, TN 
17 Defined as living in the following postcodes: CM, CO, E, EC, IG, RM, SS 



Figure 38: Means of transport used 
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Journeys across the River Thames by public transport 
 
Potential users were asked whether they had made any journeys across the River 
Thames by public transport to areas shown on a map18 in the last three months. Just 
over two in five (44%) had made such a journey.  
 
Those who lived south of the river were significantly more likely to have made a 
journey across the River Thames by public transport in the last three months. Half 
(49%) had made such a journey, compared with 38% of those whose journey would 
have originated from north of the river. 
 
Respondents provided their postcode (or part of the postcode) or address information. 
This information was mapped to show the spatial distribution of the survey sample, as 
shown in Figure 39 which presents the outward journey departure location. The 
departure location comprises boroughs within East London that are close to the studied 
river crossings, together with Essex and Kent. It should be noted that the sample was 
drawn from within a boundary defined to encompass the areas that were believed a 
priori to form the main catchment for these crossings. 
 

                                                 
18 See Q2b in Appendix C 
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Figure 39: Respondents departure location 

 
 
Crossing used 
 
The Dartford Tunnel was used by around seven in ten potential users (69%) in the last 
three months. Just less than two-thirds (64%) had driven across the River Thames using 
the Queen Elizabeth II Bridge. Around one in five potential users (22%) had used none 
of the crossings listed in the last three months. 
 
Journey purpose 
 
Potential users were asked for which purposes they currently travel by car or van. 
 
At least three in four potential users travelled by car or van to visit friends/relatives at 
home (83%) or for entertainment/recreation purposes (76%). Around two in three also 
used their car for shopping for food (66%) and non-food (68%) items. 
 
Around two in five used a car or van to travel to/from their usual place of work. 
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Figure 40: All current journey purposes for car or van trips 
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4.3 Potential Trip Crossing the River Thames 

Main journey purpose 
 
Potential users were asked to imagine making a trip involving driving across the River 
Thames if there were new river crossings and to identify what the main journey purpose 
might be. Findings are shown in Figure 41 below. 
 
Overall, use of new river crossings would primarily be for non-work purposes, with the 
most common purposes being visiting friends/relatives at home (38%), 
entertainment/recreation (20%) and/or non-food shopping (20%). 
 
Work purposes would account for just 8% of the main journey purpose of using new 
river crossings.  
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Figure 41: Main journey purpose if new river crossings were used 
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Almost all potential users (99%) would use a car for this journey19 and 99% of journeys 
would originate at the potential users’ home. 
 
Journey duration 
 
Potential users were shown a map and were asked to identify where on the map they 
would begin their journey. If the journey was to begin from the respondent’s home or 
place of work, they were also asked to specify the respective postcode. They were then 
asked where on the map they would travel to if they were to make a new trip across the 
river. The postcode areas mentioned were then used to calculate average journey 
duration for the trip. 
 
Journeys of less than 30 minutes were classified as short journeys, those between 30 and 
60 minutes were classified as mid journeys and those 60  minutes or longer were 
classified as long journeys. 
 
Figure 42 below shows that around two-thirds of journeys (68%) were classified as long 
journeys, 23% were classified as mid journeys and just 6% were classified as short 
journeys. 
 

                                                 
19 The other 1% would use a van 
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Figure 42: Journey duration 
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There was a wide range of trip durations: for around one in eight (12%) the estimated 
journey duration was less than 40 minutes, while for one in four (25%) the estimated 
trip duration was over one hour and 40 minutes. The overall average estimated trip time 
was just under an hour and a half (84 minutes). For journeys originating from the south, 
the estimated average trip time was notably longer at 88 minutes, compared with 78 
minutes for journeys originating from north of the river. 
 
Figure 43: Journey duration in minutes 
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Time in stationary or congested traffic 
 
Journey origin and destination data was then used to allocate how much of the trip time 
was spent in stationary traffic and in congested traffic. 
 
Figure 44 shows that on average 85 minutes would be spent in free moving traffic, 19 
minutes would be spent in congested traffic and 10 minutes would be spent in stationary 
traffic. 
 
Figure 44: Mean time in stationary, congested and free flowing traffic 
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As shown in Figure 45 below, roughly 75% of mean journey time would be spent in 
free flowing traffic, 17% in congested traffic and 9% in stationary traffic. 
 
Figure 45: Percentage of mean time in stationary, congested and free flowing traffic 
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Journey distance 
 
The mean one way journey distance was 62 miles. For those whose journey would 
originate in the south, the mean one way journey distance was 64 miles, compared with 
59 miles for those whose journey would originate in the north. 
 
Day of week 
 
Two-thirds of potential uses (66%) thought they would make this journey on a 
weekend, with the remaining third (34%) saying they would make this journey on a 
weekday. 
 
Parking 
 
Potential users were asked where they thought they would park their car at their 
destination. Only 17% anticipated they would have to pay for parking as shown in 
Figure 46. 
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Figure 46: Where would park at destination 
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For those who thought they would have to pay to park, the average predicted cost was 
£7.77. 
 
Trip Costs 
 
The mean one way trip cost including petrol costs and parking was estimated to be 
£19.59. A full break down is shown in Figure 47 below. The estimated mean one way 
trip cost was significantly higher among those whose journey would originate in the 
south (£20.49) than those whose journey would originate in the north (£18.50). 
 
Figure 47: Estimated one way trip cost 
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Potential users were then asked who they thought would pay for the trip. Almost all 
(90%) said they would pay all the costs. Five per cent would share costs with 
passengers and 4% said their employer would pay for all or some of the costs. 
 
Figure 48: Who would pay trip cost 
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4.4 Stated Preference and Stated Intention 

The stated preference and stated intention questions were analysed together with the 
user data. The results are reported on in Chapter 6. 
 

4.5 Demographics 

Household size  
 
The household structure for the overall sample is shown in Table 22. 
 
Table 22: Household size 

 

adults (aged 18  
or over) 

% 

children (aged 17 or 
younger) 

% 
0  71 
1 14 13 
2 62 12 
3 14 3 
4 8 1 
5+ 2 * 
Mean 2.24 0.52 
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On average, 2.03 persons in the household had a driving licence. The distribution was: 
 
• 1 20% 
• 2 63% 
• 3 12% 
• 4 4% 
• 5+ 1% 
 
Blue Badge 
 
Six per cent of potential users were Blue Badge holders. 
 
Age 
 
The age distribution is shown in Figure 49. The median age band was 45 to 54 years 
old.  
 
Figure 49: Age bands 
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Gender 
 
Just over half of the potential users were female (55%). 
 
Figure 50: Gender 
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Employment status 
 
Just less than three in five (57%) were employed: 41% full time and 16% part time. 
Nine per cent were self-employed.  
 
Figure 51: Employment status 
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Ethnic Group 
 
White British was the largest ethnic group with 90% of the potential users in this group.  
 
Figure 52: Ethnic group 
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Annual Household Income 
 
Annual household income was probed. A sixth either refused to answer or said they did 
not know. 
 
The most common income band was £30,000-£39,999 with 16%. Figure 53 shows the 
distribution of incomes. 
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Figure 53: Gross annual household income 
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5. FREIGHT FINDINGS 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter sets out the findings from the surveys with Freight users of the river 
crossings. 
 
The sample comprised 101 freight companies with 39 interviews undertaken by phone 
and 62 online. 
 

5.2 Nature of Business 

Almost half the freight companies surveyed (46%) were based in London with a further 
36% based in the South East. 
 
Figure 54: Where company based 
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The majority of businesses were in Construction/Engineering/Materials (40%) or 
Transportation/Distribution/Logistics (20%) sectors. 
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Figure 55: Broad industry grouping 
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Respondents were asked how many people the company employed. The median 
company size was 20-49 with 28%. 
 
Figure 56: Number of staff Including full-time and part-time staff 
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The sample was fairly evenly split between single site companies and multiple site 
companies. 
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Figure 57: Number of sites company works from 
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A large proportion (44%) said they did not know or refused to give their company’s 
annual turnover. 
 
Figure 58: Annual turnover during the last financial year or accounting period at site 
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5.3 Fleet Details 

Respondents were asked how many vehicles were owned and leased in their company’s 
fleet under the following categories 
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• heavy goods vehicles  
− owned 
− leased 

• heavier light goods vehicles  
− owned 
− leased 

• light goods vehicles  
− owned 
− leased 

 
Around four fifths of companies did not lease any vehicles. 
 
Figure 59: Numbers of vehicles owned and leased in company’s fleet 
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HGVs and heavier LGVs dominated with an average of 33 HGVs and 37 heavier LGVs 
owned be each company. 
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Figure 60: Mean number of vehicles owned and leased in company’s fleet 
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5.4 Trip details 

Respondents were asked questions about a typical HGV or LGV20 journey involving a 
crossing of the River Thames using the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or 
Woolwich Ferry. 
 
For both legs the Blackwall Tunnel was used by over half the sample. About a fifth used 
the Dartford Tunnel and a tenth used the Rotherhithe Tunnel. 
 

                                                 
20 HGV if they had owned or leased any HGVs, otherwise LGV 
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Figure 61: Crossings used  
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Respondents were asked if any of the other crossings could be used instead for the 
outward leg. Overall, 85% said they could with the Woolwich Ferry and Dartford 
Tunnel mentioned most. 
 
Figure 62: Whether other crossing could be used on the outward leg 
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5.5 Outward Leg Journey Details 

All typical freight trips reported were made on a weekday. 
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There was a wide range of trip durations with 29% under an hour and 22% over six 
hours. 
 
Figure 63: Outward leg trip duration  
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The overall average outward leg trip time was nearly four hours (3 hour 51 minutes). 
 
The mean one way journey distance was 47 miles. 
 
Congestion Charge 
 
Thirty eight per cent paid the Congestion Charge on that day (not necessarily for the trip 
which involved crossing the River Thames). 
 
Eighty seven per cent of those who paid the Congestion Charge had a Fleet Auto Pay 
account. 
 
Trip Costs 
 
The mean one way trip cost including petrol costs, parking, tolls and the congestion 
charge was £98.76. Costs were higher for typical HGV trips.  
 
• HGV £107.92 
• LGV £78.08. 
 

5.6 Stated Preference  

The table below summarises key journey attributes which were used to generate the SP 
choice attributes. From this data, we observe that average LGV and HGV journeys 
tended to be of a similar distance (47 miles) which is slightly longer than that of the car 
and van drivers. The associated journey costs for these journeys are higher than those 
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observed for cars and vans, as expected. Moreover, HGV journeys have a higher cost 
compared to LGV, again as expected.  
 
Table 23: Freight survey average journey attributes  
 LGV HGV Overall 
Average cost (£) 78.08 107.92 98.76 
Average distance (mile) 46.81 46.51 46.60 
Base 31 70 101 

 
Model estimation 
 
The data collected from the freight operators were analysed separately from that of the 
car and LGV respondents. The analysis examined whether there are differences in the 
value of travel time savings for different segments of operators.  
 
The choice data were analysed using the standard multinomial logit models.  
 
The freight choice data was cleaned by removing the un-realistic journey attributes as 
they may result in unrealistic SP choice options; in total 80 SP choice observations were 
dropped leaving 930 SP choice observations for analysis. 
 
From the tests of different model specifications, we found that removing the “no travel” 
choices (15 observations) significantly improve the model fit. Hence the non-travel 
responses were excluded from the model estimation procedure, reducing the final 
sample to 915 SP choice observations.  
 
As part of the estimation process, we tested a wide range of socio-economic variables 
and constants. However, the small sample size of the freight survey prevented 
identification of any robust segmentation model specification.  
 
We have tested the differences between the LGV and HGV within the freight model, the 
tests include:  
 
• Investigating differences between LGV and HGV in the model scales. We could not 

observe any significant differences in the scales when combining these two groups.   

• Cost and time coefficients segmented by vehicle type. No significant differences 
were obtained from the model analysis.  

• River crossing constants and non-travel constants segmented by vehicle type. The 
overall model fit did not improve significantly with segmented constants.  

• In a separate model, we attempted to include the LGV data from the other data 
sources (van and lorry drivers’ responses) into the freight model. We found that the 
time and cost coefficients for drivers and operators were substantially different and 
therefore joint estimation was not justified, so we have kept these separate in the 
model estimation procedure.  
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Model outputs 
 
The model estimation results are presented in the Table 24.  
 
Table 24: Preferred choice model estimation from the freight VOT experiment 
Description  Estimate t-ratio 
Observations   915 
Final Log Likelihood  -382.7 
D.O.F  8 
Rho²(0)  0.397 
Rho²(c)  0.396 
Time Coefficients (per minute of travel )     
  Travel time in free flow condition -0.0461 -6.4 
  Travel time in congestion condition -0.0683 -3.1 
  Travel time in stationary condition -0.1137 -2.9 
Cost coefficients (per pence of cost)     
  Operating cost (in the log form)  -9.1554 -15.2 
  toll penalty (ratio of crossing charge to fuel cost) -7.6460 -7.9 
Alternative specific constant term     
  Tunnel 0.0000 n/a 
  Bridge -0.1994 -0.9 
  Ferry -0.8143 -3.6 
Other model coefficients     
  Left 0.0989 0.7 

 
The choice model follows a similar but much simpler specification as the car/van 
drivers’ choice model. The three travel time components were included in the choice 
models and the resulting coefficients were significant, with expected signs. We observe 
that congestion time is valued 1.49 times more negatively than free-flow time, and 
stationery time is valued 2.01 times more negatively than free-flow time.  
 
In the choice model, several tests on the form of the operating cost were undertaken. It 
was found the logarithmic form of cost significantly improved the fit of the model, thus 
a log(cost) formulation was adopted. With a log(cost) formulation, the value of time 
varies with the observed cost level (and thus is correlated directly with distance). 
 
VOT for different cost bands were derived using the coefficients estimated from the 
model. The VOT for each cost band is shown in Table 25 and Figure 64.  
 
Table 25: Freight VOT from the preferred model estimation 

 Freely Flow Condition Congestion Stationary 

Cost(£) 
VOT(pence/

min) VOT(£/hr) 
VOT(pence/

min) VOT(£/hr) 
VOT(pence/

min) VOT(£/hr) 
0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
10 7.36 4.42 10.96 6.57 14.76 8.86 
20 14.73 8.84 21.91 13.15 29.53 17.72 
30 22.09 13.25 32.87 19.72 44.29 26.58 
40 29.45 17.67 43.82 26.29 59.06 35.44 
50 36.82 22.09 54.78 32.87 73.82 44.29 
100 73.64 44.18 109.56 65.73 147.65 88.59 
150 110.46 66.27 164.34 98.60 221.47 132.88 

 



Figure 64: Freight SP value of Time  

 
 
In Table 23, the average journey cost specified by the freight operators is observed to be 
about £100. This leads to VOTs of around £44.20/hour in free-flow time (£65.73 in 
congested time and £88.59 in stationery travel). These values are higher than the VOTs 
observed for van/lorry drivers. However, we note that the average operating cost for van 
drivers is much lower, approximately £20, with a derived VOT of approximately 
£10/hour. So when compared with VOTs from drivers and operators, we see that the 
values are broadly similar, but the values from operators are slightly lower at that level 
of operating cost.  
 
From the model estimation, the toll penalty was found to be 7.64 times of the operating 
cost which indicates a very strong dislike of the toll by operators. 
 
It was found that operators showed a slightly higher preference towards tunnel over 
bridge although the impact was not significant. They had a much higher preference of 
Tunnel/Bridge over Ferry.  We did not observe any “left” side bias in respondent’s 
choices, i.e. where respondents always selected Route A (on the left side of the choice 
experiment).  
 
VOT for different cost bands were derived using the coefficients estimated from the 
model. The VOT for each cost band is shown in Table 25 and Figure 64. In Table 23, 
the average journey cost specified by the freight operators is approximately £100. From 
the table below, approximately £44.2/hour was derived from the model estimation. 
Compared to that of the van/lorry drivers, it is a bit higher. However, the van drivers 
specified an approximately £20 as their average journey cost and a VOT of 
approximately £10/hour was obtained. So comparing the two VOT from drivers and 
operators, the operators have shown broadly in line but slightly lower VOT compared to 
that of the van/lorry drivers.  
 
Stated intention experiment analysis 
 
The stated intention questions were included in the freight survey to explore operators’ 
responses to a set of key scenarios, specifically to provide information on the choice of 
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specific routes. Differently from the drivers’ survey, the mode switching, and levels of 
trip generation or suppression were replaced by the percentage change of fleet the 
operators would send out in each scenario. In addition, the time shifting was explored 
using two scenarios where the tolls and charging period information was provided. In 
these questions the river crossings were named and users were presented with 
information on tolls, but not on other aspects of journey travel times or cost. 
 
The SI questions comprise two parts: firstly, two hypothetical scenarios on the tolls and 
charging time period were provided. The tolls were assumed to be applied to all the 
crossings and the crossing information was non-specific. Operators were then asked 
what proportion of fleet they would send in each scenario. Table 26 presents the 
changes of the fleet proportion under each scenario and the number of vehicle changes 
under each scenario using the proportion multiplied by the total fleet the operator 
own/lease.  
 
In the existing scenario, 7:00 – 10:00 am has seen the biggest number of the river 
crossing movements, followed by the time period after 19:00. Under scenario 1 where a 
£5 toll was proposed for the time period of 7:00 – 19:00, most of the operators stated 
they would send the same proportion of the fleet in each time period. However one 
quarter of the operators stated they would decrease the proportion in the AM peak and 
15 out 0f 101 operators stated they would decrease the fleet between 10: 00 – 16:00. We 
then calculated the change of the total number of vehicles. This analysis shows that the 
fleet travelling before 7:00 am and after 19:00 has shown an increase in total number of 
vehicle; whilst the time periods between have seen some decrease in the total number of 
river crossing vehicles. Compared to the existing number of the river crossing 
movements, this is only a very small proportion of the change. 
 
Table 26: Freight fleet river crossing movements proportion change under each scenario 
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Existing river crossing movements 
Total vehicles  1541.32 2387.4 805.84 1619.98 1793.16   
Scenario 1: if there was a toll of £5 for HGVs for all crossings between 07:00 and 19:00? 
Proportion remain the same 
(number of operators) 73% 69% 83% 88% 94%  

Proportion Increase 21% 7% 3% 3% 6%  
Proportion Decrease 7% 25% 15% 10% 1%  
Total vehicles (change) 174.99 -134.16 -73.88 -30.47 33.82 284 
Scenario 2:  if there was a toll in the peak periods (07:00-10:00 and 16:00-19:00) of £5 but 
the toll between 10.00 and 16.00 was £2.50? 
Proportion remain the same 
(number of operators) 72% 66% 79% 85% 94%  

Proportion Increase 19% 9% 10% 3% 7%  
Proportion Decrease 10% 26% 12% 13% 0%  
Total vehicles (change) 36.14 -58.81 -5.88 -39.83 48.68 274 

 
 In the second part of the SI questions, the same stated intention scenarios that were 
presented in the drivers’ survey were provided to the operator respondents. Table 27 
and Table 28 present the summary of the movements change in each SI scenario. 
Similarly as the drivers survey, most of operators opted for “same” in the SI questions, 
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with some of them increasing their fleet in scenarios 4 and 7 where no tolls were 
introduced. Operators opted for decreases in their fleets in scenarios 3, 6 and 9 where all 
the existing and proposed crossings were assumed to have a toll. The total and average 
number of the trip generation and suppression is presented in the table below.  
 
Table 27: Freight fleet river crossing movements change under each scenario 
Scenario more  same less Total 
1   59 4 63 
2 3 51  54 
3  73 9 82 
4 3 64  67 
5  84 4 88 
6  42 2 44 
7 10 59  69 
8 1 52 4 57 
9  63 10 73 
Total 17 547 33 597 

 
Table 28: Freight river crossing movements change in each scenario 
     Total  Average 

More 0 0.00 
Less 20 0.20 Scenario 1: Blackwall (free), Silvertown (free), Woolwich 

(free) Net -20 -0.20 
More 64 0.63 
Less 0 0.00 Scenario 2: Blackwall (free), Silvertown (£2), Woolwich (free) 
Net 64 0.63 
More 0 0.00 
Less 103 1.02 Scenario 3: Blackwall (£2), Silvertown (£2), Woolwich (free)  
Net -103 -1.02 
More 7 0.07 
Less 0 0.00 Scenario 4: Blackwall (free), Gallions Reach (free)  
Net 7 0.07 
More 0 0.00 
Less 20 0.20 Scenario 5: Blackwall (free), Gallions Reach (£2)  
Net -20 -0.20 
More 0 0.00 
Less 95 0.94 Scenario 6: Blackwall (£2), Gallions Reach (£2)  
Net -95 -0.94 
More 55 0.54 
Less 0 0.00 Scenario 7: Blackwall (free), Silvertown (free), Gallions 

Reach (free)  Net 55 0.54 
More 20 0.20 
Less 20 0.20 Scenario 8: Blackwall (free), Silvertown (£2), Gallions Reach 

(£2)  Net 0 0.00 
More 0 0.00 
Less 50 0.50 Scenario 9: Blackwall (£2), Silvertown (£2), Gallions Reach 

(£2)  Net -50 -0.50 
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Values of time for LGVs and HGVs 
 
The VOTs for LGVs and HGVs vary with distance (through a logarithmic cost term), 
and are presented below. 
 
Table 29: Values of Time for LGV and HGV vehicles (£/hour)  
Journey cost (£) Free-flowing time Congested time Stationary time 
0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 
10 4.42 6.57 8.86 
20 8.84 13.15 17.72 
30 13.25 19.72 26.58 
40 17.67 26.29 35.44 
50 22.09 32.87 44.29 
100 44.18 65.73 88.59 
150 66.27 98.60 132.88 
 
The VOTs obtained from freight operators are generally higher than those obtained 
from car /van drivers. The key reason is that the HGV and LGV VOT values depend on 
the level of operating cost, and this is higher than for car/van drivers.  However, when 
we compare the values for van drivers at the average operating cost observed in the 
drivers sample, we observe that the values are broadly the same, and perhaps the drivers 
have provided slightly higher values. 
 
The small sample size of this group prevented us for identifying any segmentation 
effects.  
 
From the model estimation, we found that the toll penalty was 7.64 times of the 
operating cost which indicates a very strong dislike of the toll by operators. 
 
We also saw that operators showed a slightly higher preference towards tunnel over 
bridge although the impact was not significant. They had a much higher preference of 
Tunnel/Bridge over Ferry.  We did not observe any “left” side bias in respondent’s 
choices, i.e. where respondents always selected Route A (on the left side of the choice 
experiment).  
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6. STATED PREFERENCE AND STATED INTENTION 
RESULTS 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter sets out the findings from the two stated preference exercises (Value of 
Time (VOT) and Time of Day (TOD)) and the stated intention questions for the user 
and potential user car samples. Details on the composition of the samples are available 
in chapters 3 (users) and 4 (potential users). 
 
The dataset has been cleaned prior to estimating the choice models to remove records 
which appeared to be outliers or errors in the data entry. Different criteria were applied 
to clean the dataset for the VOT and TOD models due to the different inputs on which 
the experiments for these were based.  
 
For the VOT experiment for users of the river crossings, respondents reported their 
most recent river crossing trip. In the analysis, respondents were removed if they had a 
very short journey time (less than one minute), or had very long congestion and 
stationary time (more than 2 and 1.5 hours respectively). Cases were also excluded 
where the speed calculated using reported distance and journey time was unrealistic 
(greater than 80 miles/hour) and suggested either an error in reporting of journey time 
or cost. Finally, respondents were excluded if they had a high journey cost (in excess of 
£80). Overall, these outliers accounted for 5% of the total dataset. These responses were 
removed from the dataset as their specified journey characteristics were used to derive 
the SP attributes in the experiment, which in turn had lead to unrealistic or extreme 
scenarios.  
 
Potential users did not have a previous travel experience across the crossings which 
could be used as the basis of their choice experiment. For these respondents the journey 
attributes for creating the VOT experiment were specified based on their reported 
starting and ending location. Google journey planner was used to specify the journey 
attributes. As a result, the unrealistic journey attributes problem was avoided in this 
dataset.  
 
In total, taking into account both users and non-users, 4% of the responses have been 
removed from the choice modelling analysis. Table 30 presents the summary of the data 
cleaning for the VOT experiment.  
 
Table 30: Breakdown of the excluded surveys for analysis of the VOT experiments  

Users Potential users Total 
 N % N % N % 
Respondents 2,136 100 1,000 100 3,136 100 
Outliers -106 -5 -21 -2 -127 -4 
Valid SP 2,030 95 979 98 3,009 96 

 

6.2 Journey Times and Costs 

The distribution of the respondents’ journey times and costs are presented in Figure 65 
and Figure 66. The users from the roadside survey have the shortest average journey 
distance at 29 miles, followed by the users from the panel survey group at 50 miles. 
Potential users have a longer expected average journey distance at 62 miles. Similar 



trends are observed for their specified total journey cost. The users from the roadside 
survey reported the smallest average cost at £10, followed by the users from the panel 
group at £17 and then potential users at £20. Again, pooling these three groups of 
respondents provide a good spread of the journey distance and associated cost. 
 
Figure 65: Distributions of journey time by each segment (miles) 

 
 
Figure 66: Distributions of journey cost by each segment (£) 

  
 
Table 31 compares average journey attributes by vehicle type. We observe that van 
drivers intercepted in the roadside surveys have seen a slightly longer journey distance 
and therefore higher fuel cost and total cost. In the panel survey sample for both users 
and potential users, the distance for van drivers was slightly shorter; however the 
average cost was slightly higher than that of the car drivers because of higher per mile 
operating costs.  
 
Table 31: Average journey attributes by vehicle type  
 Users - Roadside Users - Panel Potential Users 
  Car Van Car Van Car Van Lorry 
Distance (mile) 26.14 30.31 45.82 36.20 62.02 59.05 38.75 
Fuel Cost (£) 9.11 17.09 15.50 17.24 19.62 19.94 25.32 
Total Cost (£) 14.72 25.64 29.05 30.58    
Base 918 170 932 10 966 11 2 

 
Table 32 and Table 33 further examine the reported journey time components and 
perceived congestion by direction of the river crossing journey. In addition to reporting 
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their most recent river crossing existing users were also asked to provide a breakdown 
of the time spent in different levels of congestion. The comparison shows that, based on 
the reported journey time, northbound trips show a slightly higher proportion of 
congested time on average for both road side and panel users, but not much difference 
in the stationary journey time proportion. On average, the users from the panel sample 
showed a longer journey time and a smaller proportion of this journey time in 
congestion compared to the group recruited at the roadside. Similarly, it can be seen that 
for the northbound trips, a slightly higher percentage of the respondents reported 
experiencing congestion compared to the southbound trips; this applies for both the 
roadside and panel groups. However the difference in the reported congestion is not 
significant for those travelling north and south within both the road side survey and 

anel samples.  

ents reported journey time components (minutes) by direction of 
travel  

p
 
Table 32: Respond

  Congestion Stationary 
  

Total Outward 
Journ me ey Ti Average St dev Av e erag St dev 

Northbound 69.0 15.6 17.0 9.2 10.5 
Southbound 70.6 14.3 15.4 9.5 9.5 Users Road 

Side Average 69.9 14.9 16.2 9.4 9.9 
Northbound 96.7 16.0 15.5 8.7 8.9 
Southbound 90.3 13.4 13.7 8.4 9.6 Users Panel 
Average 94.2 15.0 14.9 8.6 9.2 

 
Table 33: Respondents perceived co dire ssing ngestion by ction of river cro
  Congestion No Conges  tion Total 
  N % N %  

Northbound 450 93 33 7 483 
Southbound 557 92 48 8 605 Users Road 

Side 1 1088 Total 007 93 81 7 
Northbound 515 89 62 11 577 
Southbound 305 84 60 16 365 Users Panel 
Total 820 87 122 13 942 

 

6.3 Diagnostic Checks 

spondents stated that the experiments were very 
ifficult and 8% moderately difficult.  

n cost were 
ported as other important factors by respondents in their choice making.  

  

fic  

Some diagnostic questions were asked to test whether respondents understood the VOT 
choice experiments. 97% of the respondents stated that they were able to understand the 
experiment. Most of the respondents stated that the SP choices were easy (41%) or 
moderately easy (50%). Only 1% of re
d
 
A follow-up question was asked about which factors the respondent had focused on 
when making their choices in the experiments. The results suggest that 46% of all 
respondents focused on the total time/total cost rather than the separate time and cost 
components when making their SP choices. Crossing charge and operatio
re
 
• Total journey time  24% 
• Total journey cost 22% 
• Crossing charge  14% 
• Fuel and parking cost  11% 
• Time in freely flowing traf 10% 
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• Time in stationary traffic  9% 
• Time in congested traffic  9% 
• Whether employer would reimburse costs  1% 
 

6.4 Time of Day experiment  

te or change route. This experiment was 
nly undertaken with those respondents that:  

was therefore only undertaken 
with existing crossing users and not with non-users.   

ade a return journey from their home and back again within the period of a 
day.  

(i.e. their outbound and return journeys fell in 
the time periods shaded in Table 35). 

% consistently chose not to travel (which accounts for 7% of all 
spondents).  

T n- Trade off respon  in the TO

A time of day experiment (TOD) was included to explore possible responses to 
differential tolls by time period. The TOD experiment provided respondents the options 
of departure at the same time, depart early, la
o
 
• Currently used a crossing, so they had a realistic journey which could be recalled 

and used as the basis for the choices. This experiment 

• Had m

• Travelled at times of the day where they may possibly be incentivised to change 
travel time if differential tolls existed 

In total, 729 of the users participated in the TOD experiment. Of these, approximately 
25% did not trade between time periods in the choice experiment and always chose one 
option. Table 34 reports the summary of the non-trade off responses. There are 187 
respondents who did not switch between alternatives in the TOD experiment. Among 
them 40% of the non-traders consistently chose to travel within the same broad time 
period, and 27
re
 

able 34: No ses D experiment 
Option N % (of no f) n-trade of % ( l) of al
Same 75 40 10 
Early 30 16 4 
Late 22 12 3 
Alt Route 10 5 1 
No Travel 50 27 7 
Total  187 100 26 

 
Moreover, we would expect that respondents who have non-flexible schedules to 
indicate they would still travel at the same time. This is reflected in the proportion of 
respondents who consistently chose to travel in the same period in the table above. This 
is not unexpected and is useful to capture to estimate the extent to which people can or 
cannot change their travel patterns, so we retained these individuals in the choice model 
stimation.  e

 
The TOD dataset was first cleaned using the same criteria as the VOT experiment 
where respondents with non-realistic stated journey attributers were removed. 37 
individuals (222 SP responses) were removed from the database. Then the database was 
further cleaned by removing any cases whose existing travel patterns led to them 
receiving unrealistic SP experiments, such as base trips with very long or very short 



durations of stay. In total 772 responses were filtered out, leaving 3,380 TOD SP 

ents’ 
ecified journey. As would be expected, the most common combination of the journey 

Table 35: Time period of outb a esponde rcentage 
haded cells are combina lid for TOD e   

responses for use in the estimation of the choice models.  
 
Table 35 presents the combination of the outward and return legs of respond
sp
legs which were valid for the TOD experiment was AM-PM peak journeys (53%). 
 

ound 
tions v

nd return legs for TOD r nts pe
(s a xperiment)

Return D e Pepartur eriod 
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  Early 
(6:30 or 
earlier) 

AM 
(6:31-
11:30) 

Inter Peak
(11 -:31
15:00) 

PM Late 
(1 -5:01 (after 

Total 19:00) 19:00) 
Early  
(6:30 or earlier)  1%  6%  7% 

AM  
(6:31-11:30)  1% 12% 53% 4% 70% 

Inter peak  
(11:31-15:00)    14%  14% 

PM  
(15:01-19:00)    0% 9% 10% 

O
ut

w
a

Late  
(after 19:00)      0% 

rd
 D

ep
ar

tu
re

 
P

er
io

d 

Total 0% 1% 12% 73% 14% 100% 
 
It should be noted that these definitions were used to determine which respondents to 
consider as in-scope for the TOD experiment. The definitions of the AM and PM 
charging periods were then varied within the choice experiment to cover a range of 
combinations where the AM period could start between 6:30 and 7:30 and end between 

0:30 and 11:30. Similarly the PM charging period was varied to start between 15:00 

 from 6:00AM to 9:00AM for outbound trips departing from home. The 
cond peak starts from 3:00PM to 6:00PM for return trips departing from the activity 

 
Figure 67: Distributions of departure times by each segment 

1
and 17:00 and to end between 18:00 and 19:00. 
 
Figure 67 presents the distribution of the reported departure time from home (outbound) 
and departure time from destination (return) for respondents’ existing trips. The first 
peak appears
se
destination. 
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As part of the survey, respondents were asked the reasons for choosing their current 
departure time. As can be observered in Table 36, 40% of respondents indicated that 

ey currently chose to leave early or late to avoid congestion problems, although 8% 

urry. 
 
Table 36:  Reasons for current choice of departu ime utbound leg of journey (TOD 
sample) 

th
also chose to leave late so that they could be at home longer or earlier so they didn’t 
have to h

re t  in o

 C
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 % % % % % 
Latest possible time, to be at home longer 11 6 15 4 8 
Early, so I don't have to hurry 7 8 4 10 8 
Early to avoid congestion problems 4 38 22 21 17 2 
Late to avoid congestion problems 2 1 1 13 3 4 8 
On time, so as not to arrive too early or too late 1 1 2 2 28 8 0 6 1 
To meet an appointment 1 1 1 18 8 0 7 
Due to other (non work) time constraints (eg 3 3 4 4 3 school) 
Habit, I always leave at this time 7 4 0 6 6 
Other  3 8 4 9 6 

 
The reasons for current choice of departure time vary by journey purpose. As can be 
observed from Table 36, within commuters, business and personal business groups, a 
substantial proportion of the sample stated they have already chosen to travel early to 
void congestion. For other journey purposes such as entertainment, sports and social, 

urney purposes. Approximately 57% of commuters stated that their departure time 

e respondents have already chosen their time of departure to avoid congestion.  
 
Table 37: Reasons for current choice of departure time on return leg of journey (TOD 
sample)  

a
the largest proportion of respondents stated that the main reason for them to depart at 
the specified time was to arrive on time.  
 
Table 37 summarises the reasons for the choice of departure time for the return leg by 
jo
choice was a result of the obligation to work until that time or other time constraints. 
21% of th
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 % % % % % 
Obligation to work until that time 57 0 0 0 26 
As late as possible, more time to work 3 0 0 0 2 
Early, so I can drive calmly 1 3 4 6 3 
Early to avoid congestion 15 21 17 15 16 
Late to avoid congestion 3 4 0 8 5 
On time, so I'm not home too late 10 14 25 30 18 
Committed to other hours (eg school, day care) 3 5 9 6 5 
Habit/I always leave at this time 3 14 0 8 7 
Was finished with my shopping 0 0 0 1 0 
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Other  4 39 40 25 18 
 
From the above two tables, it is apparent that a significant proportion of the respondents 

ated they had already shifted their journey time to avoid congestion on their existing 

 of respondents stated they can’t 
ave earlier and 72% of the respondents stated that they can’t leave later. This is 

 
Table 38: Flexibility of shifting the departu  by purposes 

st
journeys.  
 
We also collected information on the respondents’ willingness / flexibility to depart at 
an earlier or later time. As can be seen from Table 38, more than half of the respondents 
stated that they have to leave at their existing time. 60%
le
consistent with the findings in the previous two tables.  
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 % % % % % % 
To/from work - usual workplace 45 55 68 32 77 23 
Business 49 51 60 40 79 21 
Personal Business 29 71 85 15 75 25 
Others 63 37 48 52 62 38 
Total 51 49 60 40 72 28 

 
Conclusion  
 
In total, 3116 completed questionnaires were obtained during the main survey. Data 
cleaning was carried out to remove those respondents whose reported journey attributes 
were identified as outliers and for whom the SP experiments derived from these 
attributes were likely to be unrealistic. This led to the exclusions of approximately 5% 
of the responses. Following data cleaning, 3,009 respondents (which between them 
yield more than 30,000 individual choice observations across the VOT and TOD 
xperiments) were taken forwards to the next stage of choice modelling analysis. This 

he socio-economic questions suggest that the sample provides a broad cross section of 

 higher journey costs. 
ifferences in these dimensions, and between the different samples of respondents, will 

he analysis of diagnostic questions suggests that most of the respondents did not 
experience difficulty with understanding and answering the SP questions.  
 

e
formed a sufficient database for robust data analysis.  
 
T
users, including a range of different occupations, incomes and ages.  
 
Looking at the journey characteristics, compared to the users recruited at the roadside, 
those recruited through the panel and the non-users have broadly similar departure 
locations, and longer journey times, journey distances and
D
be tested and incorporated in the later choice modelling stage.   
 
T
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6.5 Stated Choice Models 

Discrete choice modelling 
 
Discrete choice models are used to gain insight into what drives the decisions that 
individuals make when faced with a number of alternatives. These models are 
constructed by specifying the range of alternatives that were available to the decision 
maker, and describing each of these alternatives with a utility equation which reflects 
the levels of each of the attributes that were present in the choice that they faced. Each 
term in the model is multiplied by a coefficient which reflects the size of its impact on 
the decision making process (Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985; Train, 2003). 
 
It is the model coefficients that are estimated in the model estimation procedure. The 
model is based on the assumption that each respondent chooses the alternative that 
provides him or her with the highest utility. An error term is included in each utility 
function to reflect unobservable factors in the individual’s utility. The estimation can 
therefore be conducted within the framework of random utility theory, ie accounting for 
the fact that the analyst has only imperfect insight into the utility functions of the 
respondents. 
 
The most popular and widely available estimation procedure is logit analysis. The 
estimation procedure produces estimates of the model coefficients, such that the choices 
made by the respondents are best represented. The standard statistical criterion of 
Maximum Likelihood is used to define best fit. The model estimation provides both the 
values of the coefficients (in utility terms) and information on the statistical significance 
of the coefficients. 
 
Additional terms and non-linear variations in the variables can be tested, with the 
testing of the appropriate forms for the utility functions being an important part of the 
model estimation process. By examining different segmentation within the models we 
can investigate whether different groups of respondents place different values on the 
attributes in the choices, and can also test whether there are certain groups of 
respondents that are more likely to systematically choose one alternative over another. 
 
Modelling structure  
 
The data from the VOT and TOD experiments were initially used to estimate separate 
models for each of these processes. These were then pooled and a single combined 
model has been estimated using the data from both choice experiments – VOT and TOD 
simultaneously. This approach best utilises all the choice data available, improving the 
robustness of the estimated model coefficients, and through the use of scale parameters 
(through the nesting structure) it is possible to ensure that any differences in error 
between the different datasets are appropriately accounted for (Daly and Bradley, 1994). 
This allowed the estimation of a single set of coefficients on common terms within each 
of the datasets, such as fuel and crossing charge costs and journey time. 
 
Figure 68 presents the final specification of the scale corrections developed in the model 
estimation.  
 
Scales were incorporated to take account of the potential for differences in error 
variance between different sets of data, namely: 
 



• whether the respondent was an existing crossing user or potential users; 
• whether the respondent was recruited through the roadside intercepts of through the 

panel; and 
• whether the VOT experiment included the tolling attribute or not. 
 
The scale parameters are inversely related to the error variance of each dataset. So for a 
given set of scales, a scale parameter smaller than one indicates that the dataset in 
question has a greater level of error compared to the base group. 
 
Figure 68: Modelling structure for the combined model 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The structure of the models for the VOT experiments 
 
The VOT experiments involved choices incorporating total journey time, broken down 
into free-flow time and time in congested and stationary traffic, and total cost, including 
fuel and parking cost and toll costs, if relevant.  There were also three means for 
crossing the river: tunnel, bridge or ferry. 
 
The models incorporate a total journey time variable, with incremental components for 
congested and stationary journey time.  The model is based on a utility specification in 
which the time components are defined as: 
 

U=βTotalTime*(timefree+timecong+timestat)+ βCongTime*timecong+ βStatTime*timestat 
 
Separate total journey time and congested and stationary travel time terms are identified 
for each journey purpose: commute, business and other travel.  All time terms are 
measured per minute of travel. Separate operating cost terms are estimated for different 
household income segments.  All operating cost terms are measured in pence. 
Additionally, there is a (negative) incremental term for potential users, reflecting their 
higher sensitivity to cost, and (positive) incremental terms for those whose costs are 
reimbursed by their employer and for van/lorry drivers, reflecting lower sensitivity to 
cost.  A toll penalty term is estimated, reflecting the ratio of the toll charge to the fuel 
cost (this is negative because higher tolls, relative to operating costs, are viewed 
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negatively by respondents).  Alternatives specific terms are estimated for the different 
types of crossing, i.e. Bridge and Tunnel terms, measured relative to Ferry.   
 
Constants for the ‘not travelling’ are estimated, and these vary by journey length and 
purpose. 
 
A constant for left-side choices is also included in the experiment – to test for left-right 
side biases in choices made in the experiment. 
 
The structure of the models for the TOD experiments 
 
The TOD experiments also include total (return) journey time (measured per minute) 
and operating cost and toll charge terms.  The coefficients for these terms are jointly 
estimated with the values in the VOT experiment.  Terms for early departure and later 
departure are also included in the utility, measured relative to the ‘leave at a similar 
time’ alternative.  Activity duration terms are also measured relative to the ‘leave at a 
similar time’ alternative.  Separate terms are estimated for different purposes. 
 
The models also contain alternative-specific constant terms, for the earlier and later 
alternatives, and for the non-tolled routes.  Separate terms are estimated for separate 
purposes. 
 
Model estimation testing procedures  
 
We have tested a series of model specifications in order to derive a preferred model that 
best represents the choice behaviour of the respondents within the survey.  
 
As part of the process, we have tested a wide range of socio-economic variables and 
constants, including:  
 
• Cost coefficients segmented by household income and journey purposes. 

Segmentation on the personal income was also tested but did not perform as well as 
the household income.  

• Cost and Time coefficients segmented by existing journey length, which did not 
significantly improve the model fit, so have not been retained in the final model. 

• Time coefficients segmented by journey purposes. 

• Total journey time and total journey cost instead of using the different time 
components and cost terms. Tests revealed that better model fits were obtained 
through the use of the separate time and cost components.  

• Examination of non-linear formulations of journey cost, including log(cost) and a 
combined log(cost) + linear(cost) model. 

• Tests to determine whether additional dummy variables were appropriate to improve 
our understanding of the choice of the “no travel” alternative. 

• Tests to include the impact of vehicle type on the cost and time sensitivity. It was 
found the impact was significant.   
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In addition, we have performed a series of tests to assess the impact on the models of 
including or excluding respondents who said the SP experiment was unrealistic. 
Dropping those responses did not show improvement in the overall model fit, so they 
have been retained in the model.  
 
Model outputs  
 
A large number of model specifications have been tested in developing the model.  
 
Each segment of data/sample was analysed separately first and then combined into one 
model eventually using the scale parameters. The separate model results for VOT and 
TOD are presented in Appendix G.  
 
The model estimation outputs for the preferred model are presented in Table 40. 33,396 
SP observations were included in the choice model analysis, which comprised 
observations from both the VOT and TOD experiments.  
 
In reporting the model results we present a number of model fit statistics, as described 
in the following table. 
 
Table 39: Model fit statistics 
Statistic  Definition 
Observations The number of observations included in the model estimation. 
Final log (L) This indicates the value of the log-likelihood at convergence.  The log-

likelihood is defined as the sum of the log of the probabilities of the chosen 
alternatives, and is the function that is maximised in model estimation.  The 
value of log-likelihood for a single model has no obvious meaning; however, 
comparing the log-likelihood of two models estimated on the same data 
allows the statistical significance of new model coefficients to be assessed 
properly through the Likelihood Ratio test. 

D.O.F. Degrees of freedom, i.e. the number of coefficients estimated in this model.  
Note that if a coefficient is fixed to zero then it is not a degree of freedom. 

Rho2(0) The rho-squared measure compares the log-likelihood (LL(final)) to the log-
likelihood of a model with all coefficients restricted to zero (LL(0)): 
Rho2(0)  =  1 – LL(final)/LL(0) 
A higher value indicates a better fitting model. 

Rho2(c)  If we compare the log-likelihood (LL(final)) value obtained with the log-
likelihood of a model with only constants (LL(c)) we get: 
Rho2(c): 1 – LL(final)/LL(c) 
Again a higher value indicates a better fitting model. 

 
Before we move to the details of the coefficient values analysis, some general points on 
the choice modelling coefficients are listed below: 
 
• A positive coefficient means that the variable level or constant has a positive impact 

on utility and so reflects a higher probability of choosing the alternatives to which it 
is applied.  

• A negative coefficient refers to a negative impact on utility and so reflects a lower 
probability of choosing the alternatives to which it is applied.  

• Most coefficients in the model are multiplied by continuous variables and 
therefore reflect the relative weight (marginal utility) per unit of the variable. For 
example, the operating cost coefficient refers to the relative disutility per additional 
£1 on operating cost.   
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• The constant term in each utility function represents the general preference / 
propensity for respondents to select this particular alternative. So that a positive 
constant indicates that respondents are more likely to choose the alternative and vice 
versa.    

The t-ratio of each coefficient is also included in the table. This defines the statistical 
significance of the coefficient estimation. Regardless of the sign, when the absolute 
value of t-ratio is equal or larger than 1.96, the coefficient estimation is statistically 
significant at the 95% confidence level. A t-ratio of +/- 1.65 or more is statistically 
significant at the 90% confidence level.  
 
The models presented in this note do not include a correction for the repeated measures 
nature of the SP data, whereby we have multiple observations from each respondent, 
which can introduce correlation between observations and overstate the standard errors 
on the model parameters. In the next stage of modelling we will be extending these 
models with a mixed logit specification, within which we can take into account any 
correlation in error from the observations from the same individual. 
 
In order to pool the data from the VOT and TOD experiments we have specified the 
time parameters in the model to be the value of total journey time (freely flowing + 
congested + stationary), and then included additional terms to show the incremental 
value of congested and stationary time over and above this total time sensitivity. It is 
also worth noting that the journey time and cost data from VOT experiment is in units 
of single trips, whilst that from the TOD experiment represents two-way return 
journeys. However, this treatment is consistent in both time and cost, and the model 
does not include any non-linear effects, so the difference in units will be captured within 
the scale parameters used in jointly estimating the model. 
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Table 40: Preferred choice models estimation from the combined datasets 
Description Coefficients t (0) 
Version v41  
Observations  33396 
Final log (L)  -26695.6 
D.O.F.  49 
Rho²(0)  0.305 
Rho²(c)  0.114 
Time Coefficients     
Total Journey Time (per minute of travel)   
    total journey time (commuters)   -0.0182 -11.73 
    total journey time (business)   -0.0108 -12.65 
    total journey time (others)  -0.0114 -17.07 
    total journey time for van/lorry drivers (incremental) 0.0057 3.47 
Congested Journey Time- incremental term - (per min of travel)   
    congestion journey time (commuters)  -0.0116 -3.25 
    congestion journey time (business)  -0.0093 -2.78 
    congestion journey time (others)  0.0000 n/a 
Stationary Journey Time – incremental term - (per min of travel)   
    stationary journey time (commuters)  -0.0309 -7.90 
    stationary journey time (business)  -0.0316 -7.16 
    stationary journey time (others)  -0.0181 -6.63 
Cost Coefficients (per pence of cost)     
Operating Cost (fuel + parking cost)    
    operating cost (HH income less than £20k + not stated)  -0.0011 -23.87 
    operating cost (HH income £20k - £50k)  -0.0009 -22.87 
    operating cost (HH income more than £50k)  -0.0008 -21.26 
    operating cost (increment for potential users) -0.0005 -16.78 
    operating costs reimbursed by employer or others (incremental 
effect) 0.0002 7.12 

    operating costs for van/lorry drivers (incremental effect) 0.0004 5.91 
    toll penalty (ratio of crossing charge to fuel cost) -2.8728 -31.21 
Alternative Specific Constant Terms - VoT experiment    
Tunnel  (Reference) 0.0000  
Bridge 0.1171 3.74 
Ferry -0.6036 -17.38 
Time of Day Choice - value of changes in time components (per minute change) 
Depart on outbound leg earlier than now   
    All purposes -0.0135 -5.64 
Depart on outbound leg later than now   
    Work related - commuters and EB -0.0057 -2.30 
    Sports and other social -0.0257 -2.97 
    All other purposes -0.0151 -3.76 
Stay Longer at destination   
    Work related - commuters and EB 0.0000  
    Shop for food and sport -0.0302 -2.79 
    All other purposes 0.0064 2.42 
Stay Shorter at destination   
    Commuters -0.0177 -5.41 
    Shop for food and uncategorised purposes -0.0268 -2.77 
    All other purposes -0.0025 -1.28 
Depart on return leg earlier than now   
    All purposes 0.0068 3.09 
Depart on return leg later than now   
    All purposes -0.0058 -2.45 
Alternative Specific Constant Terms - TOD experiment    
   Travel at similar time (reference) 0.0000  
   Travel earlier -2.1962 -7.56 
   Travel earlier - business (incremental) 1.4449 3.61 
   Travel earlier - other purposes (incremental) 1.5668 3.88 
   Travel later -2.8584 -6.03 
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   Travel later - other purposes (incremental) 3.7094 5.92 
   Non-tolled route -3.7307 -11.40 
   Non-tolled route - business (incremental) -1.4239 -2.25 
Non Travel Constants   
VOT experiment   
    short trip design -5.0676 -33.79 
    medium trip design -6.1599 -31.95 
    long trip design -8.9943 -34.42 
Incremental adjustments   
   short trip design, other purposes 0.8437 6.54 
   medium trip design, other purposes 0.7861 5.05 
   short trip design, female 0.0000 n/a 
TOD experiment   
   Road side intercept sample -7.4555 -18.11 
   Panel sample -9.8660 -13.59 
Other Model coefficients     
   Left option bias in VoT experiment 0.1223 5.46 
Scale Factors   
   VOT - Users - without toll (Reference) 1.0000 t(1) 
   VOT - Users - with toll 0.7525 -11.38 
   VOT - Non users - without toll 1.2588 4.89 
   VOT - Non users - with toll 1.0519 1.38 
   TOD - road side intercept sample 0.3241 -27.25 
   TOD - panel sample 0.2573 -28.34 

 
The total journey time and both cost terms have the correct signs and sensible values 
from the combined data analysis. 
 
After testing a range of different model specifications we have opted for a model where 
the differences in cost sensitivity between tolls and other travel costs are represented as 
a multiplier on the ratio of these. From the model we can see that respondents have 
demonstrated a cost sensitivity to tolls that is 2.87 times higher than that of their other 
journey costs. This would imply values of time in freely flow condition that are 
significantly lower if toll sensitivity were to be included within the calculation. 
 
The congestion time and stationary time are included in the model specification to show 
the additional disutility on these components over and above that placed on total 
journey time. The congestion time and stationary time, with journey purposes 
segmentation, have negative coefficients which are significantly different from zero. 
This indicates that respondents placed a higher penalty on the congested and stationary 
time components compared to the time spent in freely flowing conditions.  
 
The model also shows that non-users are significantly more sensitive to operating cost 
changes than existing users.  In developing the models, segmentation by both household 
income and journey purpose have been tested. Statistically significant impacts from 
income (but not purpose) were found on the cost sensitivity, so that as household 
income increases, respondents are found to be less sensitive to cost changes, and hence 
have higher values of time.  A significant positive incremental term was found for those 
who were reimbursed for travel by their employer (usually associated with business 
travel) and for those who were driving vans or lorries. Moreover, the time coefficients 
were found to differ by journey purpose.  
 
The impact of vehicle type has been included in the combined model. It was observed 
that van and lorry drivers were less sensitive to both cost and time changes. With the 
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inclusion of the vehicle type terms, the journey purpose impact on the cost term became 
much less significant (|t|<0.6), and hence they were dropped in the preferred model.  
The constants for Bridge and Ferry indicate that respondents are less likely to choose 
options which involve the use of a ferry (compared to a tunnel), but are more likely to 
choose options which involve the use of a bridge (compared to a tunnel).  
 
Monetary and relative values from model output 
 
Table 41 reports the value of time by purpose for each household income band based on 
the sensitivity to the operation cost (i.e. not including the toll premium observed). The 
users have higher values of time compared to those recommended in WebTag (2012), 
i.e. commuting (£5.43/hr) and other purpose (£4.8/hr).  
 
Table 41: Values of total time by journey purpose and household income (£/hr) 

Car Users Car Potential Users 
Household income Commute

£ 
Business

£ 
Other 

£ 
Commute

£ 
Business 

£ 
Other 

£ 

Van/ 
Lorry 

£ 
< £20k + not stated 9.79 7.01 6.16 6.70 4.51 4.21 7.15 
£20k - £50k 11.85 8.86 7.45 7.60 5.20 4.78 10.42 
> £50k 13.89 10.87 8.74 8.39 5.84 5.28 15.60 

 
We observe the following trends in VOTs:  
 
• Values of time increase with increases in household income, as expected.  

• Commuters’ VOT are higher than for the other journey purposes.  

• Users have a higher VOT compared to potential users for each income band and 
journey purpose (as a result of the higher cost sensitivity for potential users). 

• Van/Lorry drivers have a slightly higher VOT compared to car drivers for both users 
and non-users.  

In interpreting the business VOTs it is important to note that these relate to the values 
assigned by the travellers themselves (as opposed to a wage rate calculation), and thus 
we would expect the values to be lower than those recommended in WebTAG (which 
are based on a wage rate calculation). However, from other studies we would typically 
expect employer’s business trips for car drivers to be higher than those of commute.  
Looking at the distribution across purposes, we observe that nearly 20% of the 
employer’s business trips are for delivery/loading, and 80% are for work-other 
purposes. In each of these purpose segments, just over half of the business respondents 
have their travel paid for by others (58% of delivery/loading journeys and 59% of work-
other journeys). 
The relative value of congested time and stationary time to freely flowing conditions are 
presented in Table 42. 
 
Table 42: Congestion time relative values  
Relative to freely flowing travel time Commute Business Other 
Time in freely flowing conditions 1 1 1 
Time in congestion 1.64 1.86 1.00 
Time spent stationary 2.70 3.93 2.59 
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The ratios are calculated relative to freely flowing time, e.g. 
 

value(timecong/timefree)=(βCongTime+βTotalTime)/βTotalTime 
 

Both commuters and those travelling for business journey purposes place higher 
penalties on congested and stationary time. Those travelling for other purposes appear 
to be more accepting of congestion but still have a stationary time penalty. The values 
in this table should be interpreted as the multiples to the disutility of travel time, i.e. for 
commuters, each minute spent in congested conditions is valued as being equivalent to 
1.5 minutes spent in freely flowing conditions. 
 
The model includes the impact of time shifts from the TOD experiment. The 
coefficients are generally found to have negative signs, which indicates a perceived 
disbenefit in shifting departure times by respondents. These results are consistent with 
the findings in the TOD attitude questions where respondents stated their reluctance to 
change the time of their current journey. Table 43 reports the value of shifts in departure 
time, valued relative to changes in total journey time. The values differ across the 
journey purposes.  
 
Table 43: Time of day relative values  
Time of Day Choice - by journey purposes  Commuters Business Others 
Depart on outbound leg earlier than now       
    All purposes 0.74 1.25 1.18 
Depart on outbound leg later than now    
    Work related - commuters and EB 0.31 0.53  
    Sports and other social   2.25 
    All other purposes   1.32 
Stay Longer at destination than now    
    Shop for food and sport   2.64 
    All other purposes   -0.56 
Stay Shorter at destination than now    
    Commuters 0.98   
    Shop for food and uncategorised purposes   2.35 
    All other purposes  0.23 0.22 
Depart on return leg earlier than now    
    All purposes -0.38 -0.63 -0.60 
Depart on return leg later than now    
    All purposes 0.32 0.54 0.51 

 
The model indicates that respondents value time shifts less, per minute, than journey 
time. For example, those considering commuting trips made choices that indicate they 
would value a change in earlier departure time at 0.74 of their value of total travel time. 
They are more willing to consider leaving home later and value this at 0.31 of the value 
of their travel time. The negative signs on the relative value if departing earlier on the 
return leg indicate that respondents have a positive value on departing earlier. 
The pattern is different for those travelling for other purposes. We see for some 
activities there is a greater penalty on changing the time of travel than the time spent 
travelling, e.g. for sports and social activities, departing later is valued at 2.25 of their 
value of travel time. This greater penalty suggests that these are activities with less 
freedom for rescheduling.  
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6.6 Stated Intention Analysis  

Introduction  
 
The stated intention questions were included in the main survey to explore users’ 
responses to a set of key scenarios, specifically to provide information on the choice of 
specific routes, mode switching, and levels of trip generation or suppression. In these 
questions the river crossings were named and users were presented with information on 
tolls, but not on other aspects of journey time or cost. 
 
These questions came after the stated preference experiments with a brief introduction 
on the concept of the possible future crossing options. This was to avoid any possibility 
of additional elements being read into the options offered in the choice experiments and 
to minimise the potential for political responses relating to specific schemes 
(particularly amongst local residents) leading to biases in the elicitation of the key 
model parameters from the choice models. 
 
Three stated intention questions were presented to each respondent and they were asked 
to consider all of the crossings that they had made over the past month and how these 
may change in the scenarios presented. These included the introduction of a new tunnel 
at Silvertown, the replacement of the Woolwich ferry by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, 
and finally a combined scheme. In total nine different scenarios were tested as shown in 
Table 44, although only a subset of these were given to any individual respondent to 
manage the length of the survey.  
 
Table 44: Stated intention scenarios  

Scenario Blackwall 
Tunnel 

Silvertown 
Tunnel 

Woolwich  
Ferry 

Gallions Reach 
Ferry 

1 No toll No toll No toll n/a 
2 No toll £2 toll No toll n/a 
3 £2 toll £2 toll No toll n/a 
4 No toll n/a n/a No toll 
5 No toll n/a n/a £2 toll 
6 £2 toll n/a n/a £2 toll 
7 No toll No toll n/a No toll 
8 No toll £2 toll n/a £2 toll 
9 £2 toll £2 toll n/a £2 toll 

 
Stated intention analysis 
 
In the questionnaire, respondents were asked to provide the number of river crossing 
trips that they had made using each crossing over the past month. Table 45 summaries 
the frequency of using each river crossing. The frequency is measured by the number of 
crossings over the past month. Users recruited at the road side demonstrate a more 
frequent use of river crossings, especially the Blackwall tunnel compared to the other 
two groups. Across the four crossings, the Blackwall tunnel was most frequently used 
compared to the other crossings. Overall, 20 % of respondents stated that they have 
made more than 20 crossings over the last month (4 crossings / week) using the 
Blackwall tunnel, followed by the Rotherhithe tunnel where 5% of respondents crossed 
more than four times per week. 
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Table 45: Frequency of existing river crossing in previous month for each segment 
 Users Road Side Users Panel Non Users Total 
 crossings crossings crossings crossings 
  >20 ≤ 20 >20 ≤ 20 >20 ≤ 20 >20 ≤ 20 
Rotherhithe tunnel 9% 91% 1% 99%     5% 95% 
Blackwall tunnel 36% 64% 3% 97%   20% 80% 
Woolwich ferry 3% 97% 0% 100%   2% 98% 
Dartford Crossing 4% 96% 1% 99% 2% 98% 2% 98% 
 
In the questionnaire, respondents were asked if they would make more, fewer or no 
change to the number of crossings under each stated intention scenario; this was 
followed by detailed questions on how many more or fewer trips they would make to 
better understand the levels of trip generation or suppression. Below is some tabulation 
analysis for the responses. 
 
Table 46 and Table 47 summarise individuals’ responses under each stated intention 
scenario. As can be seen, most of the respondents stated they would make the same 
number of trips as before. Under scenarios 1, 4 and 7 (in which no crossings are tolled) 
more respondents stated they would make more trips using the crossings; whilst for the 
scenarios 3, 6 and 9 (in which all eligible crossings are tolled) more respondents stated 
they would make fewer trips using the crossings. We therefore observe that there would 
be scope for both some trip generation from the creation of new crossings and 
suppression under tolling. However, significant proportions of the respondents indicate 
that the policy changes would not influence their existing number of trips.  
 
Table 46: Individuals responses in each stated intention scenario (total respondents)  

Scenario Road Side Survey Panel Survey Non Users 

# Blackwall 
Tunnel 

Silvertown 
Tunnel 

Woolwich 
Ferry 

Gallions 
Reach 
Ferry More 

No 
Change Fewer More 

No 
Change Fewer More 

No 
Change Fewer

7 No toll No toll n/a No toll 12 101 2 20 89 2 25 91  
1 No toll No toll No toll n/a 12 110 1 16 88 4 15 92  
4 No toll n/a n/a No toll 11 127 0 14 98 2 18 92  
2 No toll £2 toll No toll n/a 6 118 4 4 105 6 11 102  
8 No toll £2 toll n/a £2 toll 4 119 8 9 95 7 11 98  
5 No toll n/a n/a £2 toll 3 109 4 8 91 8 10 102  
3 £2 toll £2 toll No toll n/a 4 92 30 6 79 25 9 104  
9 £2 toll £2 toll n/a £2 toll 5 91 34 6 76 29 7 102  
6 £2 toll n/a n/a £2 toll 2 85 33 4 82 26 9 103  

Total 60 951 118 87 803 109 114 885 0 
 
Table 47: The percentage of individuals’ responses in each stated intention scenario (by 
each scenario and segments) 

Scenario Road Side Survey Panel Survey Non Users 

# Blackwall 
Tunnel 

Silvertown 
Tunnel 

Woolwich 
Ferry 

Gallions 
Reach 
Ferry 

More 
% 

No 
Change

% 
Fewer

% 
More 

% 

No 
Change

% 
Fewer 

% 
More 

% 

No 
Change

% 
Fewer

% 
7 No toll No toll n/a No toll 10 88 2 18 80 2 22 78  
1 No toll No toll No toll n/a 10 89 1 15 81 4 14 86  
4 No toll n/a n/a No toll 8 92 0 12 86 2 16 84  
2 No toll £2 toll No toll n/a 5 92 3 3 91 5 10 90  
5 No toll n/a n/a £2 toll 3 94 3 7 85 7 9 91  
8 No toll £2 toll n/a £2 toll 3 91 6 8 86 6 10 90  
3 £2 toll £2 toll No toll n/a 3 73 24 5 72 23 8 92  
9 £2 toll £2 toll n/a £2 toll 4 70 26 5 68 26 6 94  
6 £2 toll n/a n/a £2 toll 2 71 28 4 73 23 8 92  

Total 5 84 10 9 80 11 11 89 0 
 
Table 48 presents the net trip generation or suppression under each scenario for 
individuals who responded that they would change the number of river crossing trips 
including number of trips that switch from/to public transport.  
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Generally speaking, the change of trips follows the same pattern as the above analysis 
on the number of responses in each scenario for the existing users. In scenarios 1, 4 and 
7 where no toll was introduced, an increase in river crossing trips was reported; whilst 
in scenarios 3, 6 and 9 where tolls were introduced, a substantial decrease in the number 
of trips was stated by respondents.  
 
For the non-users, the pattern was slightly different, and we see a net increase in trips 
across all future scenarios.  
 
Table 48: Net trip generation, suppression and switch for each scenario 

Scenario Users Non Users 

# Blackwall 
Tunnel 

Silvertown 
Tunnel 

Woolwich 
Ferry 

Gallions 
Reach 
Ferry Total 

From 
PT New Total 

From  
PT New 

7 No toll No toll n/a No toll 1009 146 863 198 52 146 
1 No toll No toll No toll n/a 648 134 514 222 75 147 
4 No toll n/a n/a No toll 537 57 480 143 42 101 
2 No toll £2 toll No toll n/a 226 160 66 104 20 84 
5 No toll n/a n/a £2 toll 17 -73 90 83 21 62 
8 No toll £2 toll n/a £2 toll -41 18 -59 87 27 60 
9 £2 toll £2 toll n/a £2 toll -1008 -456 -552 120 19 101 
6 £2 toll n/a n/a £2 toll -1074 -414 -660 82 20 62 
3 £2 toll £2 toll No toll n/a -1310 -656 -654 74 34 40 

 
These estimates of trip generation and suppression are based on the information 
provided by those respondents participating in the survey. To derive the overall impact 
of introducing new river crossing and tolls, the numbers would need to be weighted to 
account for the total population. However, it is possible to gain some insight into the 
levels of change that may be expected by looking at the change in number of 
trips/month/person (see Table 49). 
 
Table 49: Net change in average monthly number of trips per person for each scenario 

Scenario Users Non Users 

# Blackwall 
Tunnel 

Silvertown 
Tunnel 

Woolwich 
Ferry 

Gallions 
Reach 
Ferry Total 

From 
PT New Total 

From 
PT New 

7 No toll No toll n/a No toll +1.48 +0.21 +1.26 +0.57 +0.15 +0.42 
1 No toll No toll No toll n/a +0.94 +0.19 +0.75 +0.69 +0.23 +0.46 
4 No toll n/a n/a No toll +0.71 +0.08 +0.63 +0.43 +0.13 +0.31 
2 No toll £2 toll No toll n/a +0.31 +0.22 +0.09 +0.30 +0.06 +0.25 
5 No toll n/a n/a £2 toll +0.03 -0.11 +0.13 +0.25 +0.06 +0.19 
8 No toll £2 toll n/a £2 toll -0.06 +0.02 -0.08 +0.27 +0.08 +0.18 
9 £2 toll £2 toll n/a £2 toll -1.40 -0.63 -0.77 +0.37 +0.06 +0.31 
6 £2 toll n/a n/a £2 toll -1.53 -0.59 -0.94 +0.24 +0.06 +0.19 
3 £2 toll £2 toll No toll n/a -1.85 -0.93 -0.92 +0.22 +0.10 +0.12 

 
It should also be noted that a general concern of stated intention questions is that there 
is scope for strategic bias as respondents can provide answers that they believe may 
influence policy makers to act in the way they would prefer. This could work in either 
direction, with advocates for new crossings overstating their potential use, and those 
wishing to protest against tolling stating that they would reduce their use more than they 
may in practice. We would therefore suggest that the outputs should be used with 
caution, but suggest that whilst the use of the absolute values requires care, there is 
merit in looking at the relative differences between scenarios to gain a sense of the 
likely scale of the relative impacts. 
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Estimation of choice models using the stated intention data 
 
Under each stated intention scenario, respondents were asked to indicate the number of 
crossings they would be likely to make over each bridge, tunnel or ferry. From this we 
can calculate their preferred (most frequently used) crossing for each scenario. The 
options in the route choice included the alternatives varying in the scenario as well as 
the Dartford crossing and Rotherhithe tunnel.  
 
Table 50 reports a multinomial logit model estimated for the preferred route choice. 
There were 9,387 separate observations available to support the modelling. 
 
Table 50: Stated choice model estimation results 
Observations   9387 
Final log (L)  -9647.4 
D.O.F.  33 
Rho²(0)  0.406 
Rho²(c)  0.21 
Toll Cost   
TollCost from Panel users -0.0078 -21.2 
TollCost from Roadside users -0.0098 -25.9 
TollCost from Non users -0.0013 -5.4 
Crossing Constants   
Rotherithe Constants   
ASC Rotherithe -0.2948 -5.4 
dummy variable on  - Habit_Dartford*  -0.5171 -5 
dummy variable on  - Habit_Woolwich -0.9069 -5.1 
dummy variable on  - Habit_Blackwall Tunnel -0.3929 -3.1 
dummy variable on  - Habit_ Rotherithe 2.316 22.8 
Blackwall Tunnel Constants   
ASC Blackwall Tunnel (Base)  0  
dummy variable on  - Habit_Woolwich -0.3913 -2.5 
dummy variable on  - Habit_Blackwall Tunnel 1.089 9.5 
- if respondents used Woolwich Ferry less than 20 times in past month  
dummy variable on  - Lessfrequent_Woolwich* 0.6226 7 
- if respondents used Woolwich Ferry more than 20 times in past month  
dummy variable on  - Frequent_Woolwich(Base) 0  
Silvertown Tunnel Constants   
ASC Silvertown Tunnel 0.2127 2.5 
dummy variable on  - Habit_Woolwich -0.3827 -1.6 
dummy variable on  - Lessfrequent_Woolwich 0.4648 4.1 
dummy variable on  - Freqquent_Woolwich(Base) 0  
dummy variable on  - Lessfrequent_Blackwall -0.2711 -3 
dummy variable on  - Frequent_Blackwall(Base) 0  
Woolwich Ferry Constants   
ASC Woolwich -0.3262 -5 
dummy variable on  - Habit_Dartford -0.8815 -4 
dummy variable on  - Habit_Woolwich 2.212 8.4 
dummy variable on  - Habit_Blackwall Tunnel -1.011 -5.9 
dummy variable on  - Habit_ Rotherithe -0.8892 -3.1 
Gallions Reach Ferry Constants   
ASC Gallions Reach Ferry -0.0362 -1.8 
dummy variable on  - Habit_Woolwich 0.6813 3.7 
dummy variable on  - Habit_Blackwall Tunnel -0.7508 -5 
dummy variable on  - Lessfrequent_Rotherithe 0.6358 5.4 
dummy variable on  - Frequent_Rotherithe(Base) 0  
Dartford Crossings Constants   
ASC Dartford 0.4872 5.6 
dummy variable on  - Habit_Dartford 2.643 21.8 
dummy variable on  - Habit_Blackwall Tunnel -0.6976 -5.6 
dummy variable on  - Habit_ Rotherithe -0.843 -5.1 
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Non Travel Constant   
NotTrav_Non users -0.4128 -5.3 
NotTrav_Users Panel -1.645 -11.1 
NotTrav_Users Roadside -1.889 -12.4 
Scale parameters   
ScaleSP Users Panel 1 t (1) 
ScaleSP Users Roadside 1.173 4.76 
ScaleSP Non Users 4.814 4.44 

* The “habit” for use of each river crossing was specified as the most often used river crossing 
in the past month. The “frequency” of crossing used was based on the >20/≤20 crossings in the 
last month split as summarised in Table 19. If respondents stated they used one crossing more 
than 20 times over the past month, then we categorised them as the frequent users of this 
crossing 
 
The datasets from different segments were combined using scale parameters. The scale 
parameter of the users’ panel was set as one (base dataset). The scale parameter of the 
users road side and non-users are larger than 1, especially for non-users which is 
significantly larger than 1 which indicates the responses from these segments contain a 
lower level of error compared to the base dataset.  
 
Under each scenario, the toll cost was provided with the crossings but not the journey 
time and other attributes. It was found that the non-users were less sensitive to the toll 
cost change compared to the user segments, which is consistent with the findings from 
the SP experiment.  
 
The alternative specific constant terms were included in the model for each crossing. 
The Blackwall tunnel was selected as the reference. As can be seen, the Silvertown 
tunnel and Dartford crossings have positive coefficients which are statistically 
significant. This indicates that respondents have more preference towards the Dartford 
Crossing and the new proposed tunnel compared to the Blackwall tunnel; whilst they 
have less preference towards the other crossings compared to the Blackwall tunnel. 
Generally, respondents showed a high propensity to prefer the tunnel or bridge 
alternatives compared to ferry alternatives; this is consistent with the SP model analysis 
in the previous section.  
 
We also included terms relating to the current river crossing habits and frequency of the 
respondents, using information which is calculated from the questions on their crossing 
use over the last month. The “frequency” of crossing used was based on the >20/≤20 
crossings in the last month split as summarised in Table 45. The “habit” for use of each 
river crossing was specified as the most often used river crossing in the past month. 
Dummy terms relating to habit and frequency were included in the model separately for 
each alternative. The coefficients indicated individuals’ propensity of choosing the 
crossing and also provide insight into the implications on the competition and 
substitution pattern between the alternatives.  
 
For instance, looking at the terms on the Gallions Reach ferry, we found that if the 
respondents indicated that the most frequently used crossing was the Woolwich ferry, 
they would have a higher propensity to regularly use the replacement Gallions Reach 
Ferry . However, the respondents who mostly used the Blackwall tunnel showed a much 
lower propensity to regularly use the new ferry. We also identified that from those that 
are currently using the Rotherhithe Tunnel, the less frequent users were more likely to 
consider switching to the new ferry 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Introduction 

Transport for London has been developing the East London River Crossing Package 
over a number of years to improve links across the river in the area which is currently 
served by the Blackwall Tunnel and Woolwich Ferry. Whilst there has been significant 
investment in improving public transport links across the river, the road capacity has 
remained constant and is insufficient to meet current and projected demand, leading to 
significant congestion in the local area.  
 
A number of different schemes have been put forward over recent years, and the current 
package in public consultation is looking at options to build a new road tunnel at 
Silvertown and provide a ferry at Gallions Reach which would replace (and upgrade) 
the existing Woolwich Ferry service. Another area being explored is the potential 
implementation of the tolling for vehicle traffic on the existing and proposed new 
crossings to help fund these infrastructure investments.  
 
The objective of the research is to improve the understanding of the current travel 
patterns of those using the East London river crossings and quantify the likely impact of 
the new infrastructure provision on the travel behaviour. In order to do this the study 
also seeks to provide insight into the response to possible tolls, as well as provide up-to-
date values of time and time-switching parameters to strengthen and update the existing 
transport models available for this area. The output of the research will be utilised in the 
evaluation of the different river crossing schemes. 
 
This report discussed the analysis of a series of choice experiments to elicit the 
switching behaviour of those currently using the river crossings, and those that believe 
they may start to use these crossings if the road infrastructure were to be improved. The 
data collection included stated preference choice experiments to explore the value of 
travel time, the propensity for time of day switching, and stated intention questions to 
investigate likely route and frequency responses to a range of different scheme 
configurations. Interviews were undertaken with over 3,000 car/van drivers to provide a 
dataset to form a statistical robust model analysis. A freight survey was undertaken at 
the same time by telephone and online for freight operators. Around 100 operators 
participated in the surveys. 
 
Multinomial logit models were developed to provide insight into the stated choices 
observed within the data, and differences in responses relating to observable 
heterogeneity within the sample resulting from the socio-economic background or trip 
making behaviour of the respondents. The data from both experiments were pooled to 
obtain the most reliable parameter estimates.  The model structure takes explicit account 
of the different error between experiments. 
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7.2 Values of Time (VOTs)  

Below we present the VOTs obtained from the study.   
 
Table 51: Values of Time based on analysis of survey respondents (£/hour)  
 Car Users 
Household income level Commute Business Other Van/Lorry 
< £20k and non-stated 9.79 7.01 6.16 7.15 
£20k-£50k 11.85 8.86 7.45 10.42 
> £50k 13.89 10.87 8.74 15.60 
 
Below we emphasise some of the key findings:  
 
• The models capture the importance of the observed social economic differences 

across travellers. The VOTs obtained from the model vary by journey purpose and 
the household income of the respondents. 
− The resulting values for business travel are lower than those recommended in 

WebTAG, because they reflect the values assigned by travellers themselves as 
opposed to being based on wage rates (as in WebTAG). However, the values are 
also low, compared to the values for commuters. We believe that this because 
nearly 20% of the business trips are for delivery/loading, which may have lower 
values. We also observe that just over half of the business journeys have their 
travel paid for by others (58% of delivery/loading journeys and 59% of other 
work journeys), and this may be a lower proportion than would be expected for 
business travel. Thus we would not recommend the use of these values for 
assessment of the river crossing for business travel. 

− The resulting values for commute travel are relatively high compared to 
WebTAG values, and this will reflect that incomes in London are higher than in 
other regions, and that the household income levels of travellers in the survey 
appear to be even higher.  

 
• We collected data for existing and potential users of the crossing, and observed that 

the VOTs for existing river crossing users were higher than those measured for 
potential users. We recommend the use of the VOTs obtained from existing users, 
on the basis that they are likely to be more reliable as their response to the choice 
experiment was based on a real river crossing journey, and so that would more 
reflect the their behaviour change towards the new infrastructure or new scheme.   

To use the VOTs in other modelling studies, we would recommend that the values by 
reweighted by observed household income distributions.  
 
We also observed that respondents placed a large negative value on congestion time and 
stationary travel time, relative to free-flow time, and this penalty varies by journey 
purposes. Generally, business travellers have shown a higher penalty compared to 
commuters, and over other purposes. The congestion time was valued at approximately 
2 times of the in vehicle time in the freely flow situation. The stationary time was 
valued at approximately 3 times of that in the freely flow situation.  
 
The penalty for tolls was approximately 3 times that applied to general operating costs.  
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7.3 Implications for Tolling 

In considering the implications with respect to tolling, following from the responses 
observed through the stated preference choice experiments, we have considered three 
key policy questions: 
 
• How much of a deterrent is the toll and how does this vary for different toll levels?  

 
• Which trips are more affected by the toll? 

 
• Which people are more deterred by the toll (local residents/people from outside 

London)? 
 
These are addressed in turn. 
 
How much of a deterrent is the toll and how does this vary for different toll 
levels?  
 
The models estimated through this study show that commuters using the river crossings 
have a value of time between £9.80/hour – £13.90/hour, depending upon their income 
level. This implies that, all else being equal, a £2.00 increase in travel costs (in 2012 
prices) would require time savings between 9-12 minutes to compensate. However, this 
is based upon the sensitivity to travel costs estimated on their fuel and parking costs. 
We see a higher cost sensitivity to tolls, and if this were to be used as the basis for 
looking at the relative deterrence of different toll levels we would see that the time 
savings require to outweigh the introduction of a £2.00 toll would need to exceed 3-4 
minutes. However, some caution is required in the use of these numbers as these are 
based on what people have said they would do in stated choice experiments, within 
which respondents may overstate their sensitivity to tolls. It would therefore be safest to 
base any assessment of the deterrence from price changes on the sensitivity to general 
travel costs.  
 
However, we also observe that there are significant differences in how travel time in 
different traffic conditions is valued. For commuters, each minute spent in stationary 
traffic (for example queuing at traffic lights on the approach to crossings) is valued the 
same as 2.7 minutes in freely flowing traffic. This would suggest that a £2.00 increase 
in travel costs would only require time savings from time in stationary traffic of 
between 3-5 minutes to compensate. 
 
Of course, tolling can also be used as a policy instrument to manage demand, so whilst 
the values provided here illustrate the point at which a situation with and without a 
£2.00 toll may be seen to be equivalent, there may also be a case for considering tolls 
that are explicitly designed to act as a deterrent and supress demand on a given crossing. 
 
Which trips are more affected by the toll? 
 
From the analysis undertaken we see that commute trips are less affected by tolls than 
trips for other (leisure) purposes. Whilst a 9-12 minute time saving would be required to 
compensate for an increase of £2.00 in travel costs for commuters, the corresponding 
time savings for other trips are 14-19 minutes. This may point to strategies where tolling 
schemes might be structured with different toll levels in and out of the peak periods in 
order to manage demand whilst optimising revenue. 
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As stated earlier, the composition of the trip also has a significant impact, with those 
trips that experience higher levels of congestion gaining greater benefits from any 
improvements that may be achieved in their travel time. This further increases the 
acceptability of tolling as a demand management strategy during periods of high 
demand. 
 
Which people are more deterred by the toll (local residents/people from 
outside London)?  
 
We observe that there are differences in the deterrence effect of tolls according to the 
household income of the drivers under consideration. Those with higher household 
incomes are less cost sensitive, and therefore require smaller time savings to 
compensate for a given increase in cost. The values of time are approximately 30% 
lower for those in the lowest income group (< £20k/annum) than those in the highest 
income group (> £50k/annum), hence tolls will have a corresponding larger deterrence 
effect for those with lower incomes. 
 
The models also show that those not currently using the river crossings have lower 
values of time than those currently using the crossings. This is not a geographic 
distinction as we have local residents and individuals living outside of London in both 
the user and non-user groups; however the users are generally more clustered within 
Greater London.  
 
Gaining further insight into tolling implications 
 
It is important to note that the extent to which any toll will act to deter trips will depend 
largely upon the other changes that may occur alongside this, be that as a result of the 
scheme put in place (e.g. additional capacity with new crossings, shorter journey times 
with more direct routes) or as a result of the toll itself (e.g. reductions in demand 
leading to travel time savings). The true influence of any toll option can therefore only 
really be understood by running scenarios through a full transport model (incorporating 
parameters estimated from this research) to examine the equilibrium achieved for cases 
with different toll levels or scheme designs. 
 

7.4 Other Findings 

The TOD experiment results suggest that respondents place a penalty on shifting their 
travel departure time, and these vary depending on whether the departure is earlier or 
later than their current time, and the purpose of travel.  
 
The Stated Intentions data provide information on possible trip generation, suppression 
and possible mode switching from the proposed hypothetical scenarios. Although we 
emphasise that the reported changes in trip making should be treated with some caution, 
considering the possible existence of strategic response bias.  
 

7.5 Caveats and Future work 

Below we acknowledge some important caveats of the study. 
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In general, the low response rate raises the question of whether the sample is 
representative of the population who use or would use the river crossings.  
 
Given this concern, we would recommend carrying out a further analysis on the 
population of river crossing using the existing counts data (such as RSI data or other 
travel diary data). The modelling results can then be weighted by observed sample 
characteristics, e.g. income, for use in other modelling or assessment studies.   
 
 
 



 

APPENDIX A 

Paper version of User Questionnaire



New River Crossings Survey 
 

Q1. Thank you for opening the link to the questionnaire which was on the postcard you were handed 
when crossing the river. 
 
This survey is for TfL and is about the existing and possible new river crossings in East London. 
 
As a thank you for your time you will be entered into a prize draw with three Apple iPad 3s (with 
16 GB and WiFi worth about £400) and five prizes of £200. 
 
Please enter the number printed on the card you were handed at the river crossing. 

Q1 

 

 
First of all we would like to ask you some questions about the journey you were making when you 
were handed the postcard. 
 

Q2. Which crossing were you using when you were handed the card? 
Rotherhithe Tunnel 
Blackwall Tunnel 
Woolwich Ferry 
None of these THANK & CLOSE 
 

Q3. What type of vehicle were you driving? 
Car GO TO Q5 
Van GO TO Q5 
Lorry  
 

Q4. Although you are not in scope for this survey, we would like to undertake an interview on future 
river crossings with the person who decides on the choice of route for lorry trips which cross the 
River Thames. This may be you or a company. Could you please provide your contact details or 
those of the company as applicable: 
 
My details Company details 
Name 
Phone number 
Email address 

Company name 
Address 
Phone number 
 

THANK & CLOSE 
 

About your journey 
Q5. We would now like to ask you some questions about the trip you were making which involved 

crossing the River Thames when you were handed a card. Were you travelling northwards or 
southwards over the river  
Northwards 
Southwards 
 

Q6. Were you on the outward or return leg of your journey? 
Outward GO TO Q8 
Return 
Single leg journey only GO TO Q9 
 

Q7. Which crossing did you use on the outward leg? 
Rotherhithe Tunnel 
Blackwall Tunnel 
Woolwich Ferry 

 



 

Dartford Tunnel  
Queen Elizabeth II Bridge  
Other (please type in)  
GO TO Q9 
 

Q8. Which crossing did you use on the return leg? 
Rotherhithe Tunnel 
Blackwall Tunnel 
Woolwich Ferry 
Dartford Tunnel  
Queen Elizabeth II Bridge  
Other (please type in)  
 

Q9. Could you have used any of the other crossings instead for the outward leg? 
MULTIPUNCH, EXCLUDING CHOSEN OPTION FROM Q7 OR Q2 IF Q6=1 OR 3  
Rotherhithe Tunnel 
Blackwall Tunnel 
Woolwich Ferry 
Dartford Tunnel  
Queen Elizabeth II Bridge  
Other (please type in)  

 
Outward Leg Journey Details 
Q10. We would now like to ask you some questions about the outward leg of your journey. 

 
Where did you begin the outward leg of the journey? 
Home 
Workplace 
Other location (please type in) 
 

Q10b IF Q10=1 ASK: Please enter your home postcode. 
IF Q10=2 ASK: Please enter your work postcode. If you don’t know the postcode, please enter the 
street and town. 
IF Q10=3 ASK: Please enter the postcode for #Q10#. If you don’t know the postcode, please enter 
the street and town. 
 

Q11. And where were you travelling to?  
Home 
Workplace 
Other location (please type in) 
 

Q11b IF Q11=1 ASK: Please enter your home postcode. 
IF Q11=2 ASK: Please enter your work postcode. If you don’t know the postcode, please enter the 
street and town. 
IF Q11=3 ASK: Please enter the postcode for #Q11#. If you don’t know the postcode, please enter the 
street and town. 
 

Q12. What day of the week was it? 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
 

Q13. What was the main purpose of your #Q3# journey? 



 

To/from work – usual workplace 
Work – delivery/loading 
To/from work – Other 
Entertainment/recreation 
Participate in sport 
Visit friends/relatives at home 
Other social 
Shopping - food 
Shopping - other 
Personal business/use services   
Other (please type in) 
  

Q14. How often do you make this trip? 
5 or more days a week 
3 or 4 days a week 
2 days a week 
1 day a week 
At least once a fortnight 
At least once a month 
At least once a year 
Not in the last 12 months 
First time 
 

Q15. Now, we would like to ask you some detailed questions about the departure and arrival times of 
your #Q3# journey.  
if Q13=1-3: We would also like to know if you have some freedom or flexibility regarding departure 
time and working hours, and if so, how much. 
 
At what time did you start the journey from #Q10#? PLEASE USE 24 HOUR CLOCK 
  

Q23 At what time did you arrive at #Q11#? PLEASE USE THE 24 HOUR CLOCK 
 

Q16. IF Q23=>19:01 GO TO Q17 What was your most important reason for departing at #Q15#?  
Latest possible time, to be at home longer 
Early, so I don’t have to hurry  
Early to avoid congestion problems 
Late to avoid congestion problems 
On time, so as not to arrive too early or too late 
To meet an appointment 
Due to other (non work) time constraints (eg school) 
Habit, I always leave at this time 
Other (please type in) 
 

Q17. Do you sometimes experience road congestion on the journey between #Q10# and #Q11#? 
Yes 
No GO TO Q20 
 

Q18.  
 
 

Q19.  
 

Q20. IF Q23=>19:01 GO TO Q24 Could you have left for this trip earlier or later than you did or did you 
have to leave at the time you did? 
I had to leave at the time I did 
I could have left earlier (please type in how many minutes earlier you could have left) 
I could have left later (please type in how many minutes later you could have left)  
 

Q21.  
 

Q22.  
 

Q23.  
 
 

Q24. Was #Q23# the arrival time you expected? 
Yes GO TO Q28 
No  
 

Q25. What time had you expected to arrive?  
 

Q26.  



 

 
 

Q27.  
 

Congestion and delay 
Q28. From the departure and arrival times you mentioned your journey length was [#Q23# - #Q15#] 

minutes. Approximately how much of that time did you spend in stationary traffic? ENTER 
MINUTES 
 

Q29. And how much of that time did you spend driving in congested traffic? ENTER MINUTES 
 

Q30. This means that you spent about [#Q23#-#Q15# LESS Q28+Q29] in free-flowing traffic. Is that 
about right? 
Yes  
No (GO BACK TO Q28) 
 

Q31.  
 

Q32.  
 

Q33. Where did you park at your destination?  
Private property, free GO TO Q35 
On street, free GO TO Q35 
Parking garage, free GO TO Q35 
Car park/parking lot, free GO TO Q35 
On street, paid  
Parking garage, paid 
Car park/parking lot, paid 
 

Q34. How much did it cost you to park? If you pay for more than a day’s parking, please estimate the 
daily charge.  
 

Q35. IF Q3 =2 (VAN) ASK: What would you say is the approximate cost per mile of using the van? COSTS 
INCLUDE PETROL, HIRE COSTS AND OTHER RUNNING COSTS 
 

Q36. Did you make the trip to #Q11# alone, or were you travelling with others, eg. friends, family or 
colleagues? 
Alone  
With 1 other 
With 2 others 
With 3 others  
With 4 or more others  
 

Q37.  
 

Q38. About how many miles was the journey (one way)? IF YOU DON’T KNOW, PLEASE ESTIMATE 
 

Q39. Did you pay the Congestion Charge on that day? NOT NECESSARILY FOR THAT TRIP 
Yes 
No GO TO Q43 
 

Q40. How much did you pay? If you pay for more than a day’s charge, please estimate the daily charge 
 

Q41. Who funded the cost of the congestion charge?  
Yourself 
Company GO TO Q43 
Someone else GO TO Q43 
 

Q42. Do you pay daily or in advance? 
Daily 
Monthly (4 days free) 
Yearly (20 days free) 
Fleet scheme 
 
COST = Q38* DISTANCE-BASED COST (DIFFERENT FOR NON-WORK, COMMUTE AND LGVS + 
CONGESTION CHARGE = Q40 + PARKING = Q34 
 



 

Q43. We estimate the costs of the one-way leg of your journey, including petrol costs, parking, tolls and 
the congestion charge, was #cost#. Do you agree with this estimate? 
Yes GO TO Q45 
No  
 

Q44. What would you estimate the cost to be?  
 
JCOST 
FROM Q43 AND Q44 FOR SP 
 

Q45. IF Q3 = 1 ASK: Thinking about the costs incurred during this trip, how were they paid for? 
I paid all costs 
My employer paid all costs, I was not required to make any out-of-pocket payments 
I paid some or all of the costs, but my employer will reimburse me 
I shared costs with passenger(s) 
Passenger(s) paid all costs 
Other 
 

Question for Car Business Travellers 
Q46. IF Q13=1-4 ASK: Are you self employed (in your own business) or in salaried employment? 

Self employed  
Salaried employment  
 

Q47.  
 

Questions about the return leg 
IF Q6 = 3 (SINGLE LEG ONLY) GO TO SP (BUT NOT TOD SP) 
IF Q6 = 1 (Outward) GO TO Q48A 
IF Q6 = 2 (Return) GO TO Q48 
Q48a  Have you completed your return leg journey by the time you are filling in this survey form now? 

Yes 
No 
 

Q48. On your return trip, at what time [IF Q48a = 1 did]/[IFQ48a= 2 will] you leave #Q11#? 
 

Q49. So you [IF Q48a= 1 spent]/[IF Q48a=2 will spend] #Q48-Q23 # at #Q11# before returning. Is this 
correct?  
Yes 
No 
 

Q56 What time [IF Q48a=1 did you]/[IF Q48a= 2 will you expect to] arrive at #Q10#? PLEASE USE 24 
CLOCK 
 
 

TOD (ASSESS WHETHER WILL UNDERTAKE TOD SP AND BE ASKED ABOUT DETAILED TRIP TIMING 
QUESTIONS) 

1 =TOD 
2 =NO TOD 

 
IF Q23<=6:30 AND Q56=<6.30 TOD=2 (NO TOD) 
IF Q23<=6:30 AND Q56>11.30 AND Q56<15:00 TOD=2 (NO TOD) 
IF Q23<=6:30 AND Q56>19.00 TOD=2 (NO TOD) 
 
IF Q23>6:30 AND Q23 < 11:30 AND Q56<=6:30 TOD=2 (NO TOD) 
 
IF Q23>11:30 AND Q23<=15:00 AND Q56<=15.00 TOD=2 (NO TOD)  
IF Q23>11:30 AND Q23<=15:00 AND Q56>19.30 TOD=2 (NO TOD) 
 
IF Q23>15:00 AND Q23<=19:00 AND Q56<=15.00 TOD=2 (NO TOD)  
 



 

IF Q23>19:00 TOD=2 (NO TOD) 
 
IF Q6=3 TOD=2 (NO TOD) 

 
Q50. IF TOD = 2 GO TO Q57: What is the most important reason for you to leave #Q11# at that time 

(#Q48#)? 
C #Q13#=1 Obligation to work until that time  
C #Q13#=1 As late as possible, more time to work  
Early, so I can drive calmly  
Early to avoid congestion  
Late to avoid congestion  
On time, so I'm not home too late  
Committed to other hours (eg school, day care)  
Habit/ I always leave at this time.  
C #Q13#=6 Was finished with my shopping  
Other (please type in) 
 

Q51.  
 

Q52.  
 

Q53. Could you leave for this trip earlier or later than you did or did you have to leave at the time you 
did? 
I had to leave at the time I did 
I could have left earlier (please type in how many minutes earlier you could have left) 
I could have left later (please type in how many minutes later you could have left) 
 

Q54.  
 

Q55.  
 

Q56.  
 

Q57. IF Q48a=1 ASK: Was #Q56# the time you expected to arrive at #Q10#? 
Yes GO TO Q59 
No 
 

Q58. IF Q48a=1 ASK: What time did you expect to arrive at #Q10#? PLEASE USE 24 CLOCK 
 

Congestion and delay 
Q59. IF Q48a=2 GO TO Q63 From the departure and arrival times you mentioned your journey length was 

[#Q56# - #Q48#] minutes. Approximately how much of that time did you spend in stationary 
traffic? ENTER MINUTES 
 

Q60. And how much of that time did you spend driving in congested traffic? ENTER MINUTES 
 

Q61. This means that you spent about [#Q56#-#Q48# LESS Q59+Q60] in free-flowing traffic. Is that 
about right? 
Yes  
No GO BACK TO Q59 
 

Q62. IF Q59+Q60=0 GO TO Q63 At what time would have you preferred to arrive at #Q10# if there hadn’t 
been any congestion on your trip? You arrived at #Q56#. 
 

Q63. IF Q48a=1 ASK: Did you make the return trip alone, or did you travel together with others? 
IF Q48a=2 ASK: Will you make the return trip alone, or will you travel together with others? 
Alone  
With 1 other 
With 2 others 
With 3 others  
With 4 or more others  
 

Q64.  

 
VOT experiment 
We would now like you to consider a series of situations where you have a choice between two different 
river crossing routes for the #Q3# journey that we have been discussing.  Please imagine that you are 



 

making the same journey again, under the same circumstances, except the travel time for the journey could 
be different because of more or less congestion and your travel costs could also change. 
 
IF EMPLOYERS BUSINESS OR VAN: Please consider your employer’s current travel reimbursement policy 
when considering the choices. 
 
EXAMPLE CHOICE Route A Route B 
Method of crossing river Tunnel Tunnel 
   
Time in freely flowing traffic 27 mins 29 mins 
Time in congested traffic 22 mins 28 mins 
Time in stationary traffic 14 mins 8 mins 
Total journey time 63 mins 65 mins 
   
Fuel and parking cost £9.00 £10.50 
   
Which route would you choose? �  � 

 
We would now like you to imagine that there may also be a charge associated with crossing the river. This 
might vary according to the route that you choose. Please imagine that you are making the same journey 
again, under the same circumstances, except the travel time for the journey could be different because of 
more or less congestion and your travel costs could also change, including the addition of crossing charges 
for some or all of the routes. 
 
IF EMPLOYERS BUSINESS OR VAN: Please consider your employer’s current travel reimbursement policy 
when considering the choices. 
 
EXAMPLE CHOICE Route A Route B 
Method of crossing river Tunnel Ferry 
   
Time in freely flowing traffic 29 mins 27 mins 
Time in congested traffic 22 mins 14 mins 
Time in stationary traffic 8 mins 9 mins 
Total journey time 59 mins 50 mins 
   
Fuel and parking cost £9.60 £8.80 
Crossing charge £4.00 £0.00 
Total journey cost £13.60 £8.80 
     
Which route would you choose? �  � 

 
[NOTE: There will be four choices presented without charges and six choices including charges] 
 
Diagnostic Questions VOT/tolling Experiment 
Q65. Were you able to understand the choice scenarios as they were presented?  

Yes  
No  
 

Q66.  
 

Q67. How easy did you find it choosing between the options above? 
Very easy 
Moderately easy 
Moderately difficult 
Very difficult 
 



Q68. In the choice scenarios, did you consider the alternatives offered to you realistic? 
Yes  
No 
 

Q69.  
 

Q70. When considering the options which of the following factors did you consider?  
Time in freely flowing traffic 
Time in congested traffic 
Time in stationary traffic 
Fuel and parking cost 
Crossing charge 
Total journey time 
Total journey cost 
Whether employer would reimburse costs 
None of the above 
 
 

TOD experiment 
IF TOD = 2 GO TO STATED INTENTION QUESTIONS 
IF Q6 = 3 GO TO STATED INTENTION QUESTIONS 
We would now like you to consider a series of situations where the river crossing has different levels of 
charges for travelling at different times of the day in different directions. The introduction of such a policy 
could help to reduce congestion in the peak travel periods. 
 
In these hypothetical choices, you may be asked to pay a certain price to travel in the peak times. You will 
pay less if you travel outside the peak times. 
 
Please try to remember the issues that you considered when deciding when and how you would travel and 
indicate which alternative you would have chosen to make this same journey, given the presented 
conditions. 
 
IF EMPLOYERS BUSINESS OR VAN: Please also consider your employer’s current travel reimbursement 
policy when considering the choices. 
 

Depart from home
Arrive at destination
Crossing charge for trip

Depart from destination
Arrive home
Crossing charge for trip

Total (return) travel time
Duration of stay

Cost of fuel and parking

Total travel cost

Which option would you choose? � � � �

Different
route

no charge

£2.05 £2.05 £2.05 £5.00

£7.05 £4.55 £5.05 £5.00

1 hr 30 min 1 hr 25 min 1 hr 05 min 2 hr 10 min
7 hr 40 min 9 hr 20 min 4 hr 45 min 7 hr 30 min

5:00 pm
5:45 pm 5:30 pm 5:30 pm 6:05 pm
£2.50 £2.50 £1.50

£2.50 £1.50

5:00 pm 4:50 pm 5:00 pm

8:35 am 6:45 am 11:40 am 8:30 am
9:20 am 7:30 am 12:15 pm 9:30 am

similar earlier later
time

Leave at Leave Leave

Which option would you choose for your journey?

 
 

 



 

[NOTE: There will be 6 choices in this experiment] 
 
Diagnostic Questions TOD Experiment 
Q71. Were you able to understand the choice scenarios as they were presented?  

Yes  
No  
 

Q72.  
 

Q73. How easy did you find it choosing between the options above? 
Very easy 
Moderately easy 
Moderately difficult 
Very difficult 
 

Q74. In the choice scenarios, did you consider the alternatives offered to you realistic? 
Yes  
No 
 

Q75.  
 

Q76. When considering the options which of the following factors did you consider?  
Time leaving home 
Time arriving at destination 
Duration of stay 
Time leaving destination 
Time arriving home 
Crossing charge 
Cost of fuel and parking 
Total travel time 
Total travel cost 
Whether employer would reimburse costs  
None of the above 
 

 
Stated Intention Questions 
We would now like to present you with a number of different possible options for changes to the river 
crossings in East London and ask you to consider how each might affect the journeys that you currently 
make. 
 
This study is exploring a wide range of possible options. For each respondent we are only asking about a 
small number of these and different people are being asked to consider different options. This is important 
because no decision has been made yet about which options are preferred, and by looking at a wide variety 
of cases across all of the people that we are interviewing we can provide evidence on the likely travel 
responses for a range of different scenarios. 
 

Crossing 
scenarios 

Blackwall  
tunnel 

Silvertown tunnel Woolwich  
ferry 

Gallions Reach 
ferry 

1 No toll No toll No toll n/a 
2 No toll £2 toll No toll n/a 
3 £2 toll £2 toll No toll n/a 
4 No toll n/a n/a No toll 
5 No toll n/a n/a £2 toll 
6 £2 toll n/a n/a £2 toll 
7 No toll No toll n/a No toll 
8 No toll £2 toll n/a £2 toll 
9 £2 toll £2 toll n/a £2 toll 

 
RANDNUM First Scenario Second Scenario Third Scenario 

1 1 5 9 
2 1 6 8 
3 2 4 9 
4 2 6 7 
5 3 4 8 



 

6 3 5 7 
7 5 1 9 
8 6 1 8 
9 4 2 9 

10 6 2 7 
11 4 3 8 
12 5 3 7 
13 5 9 1 
14 6 8 1 
15 4 9 2 
16 6 7 2 
17 4 8 3 
18 5 7 3 
19 9 1 5 
20 8 1 6 
21 9 2 4 
22 7 2 6 
23 8 3 4 
24 7 3 5 
25 9 5 1 
26 8 6 1 
27 9 4 2 
28 7 6 2 
29 8 4 3 
30 7 5 3 

 
Crossing 
scenario 

Question wording 

1 If there were to be a new tunnel at Silvertown, with a no charge, and the Blackwall Tunnel and Woolwich ferry were 
to be kept with no charge, how would this influence your current #Q3# journeys across the river? 

2 If there were to be a new tunnel at Silvertown, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, and the Blackwall Tunnel and 
Woolwich ferry were to be kept with no charge, how would this influence your current #Q3# journeys across the 
river? 

3 If there were to be a new tunnel at Silvertown, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, and the Blackwall Tunnel were 
also to have a £2 charge for a single crossing, how would this influence your current #Q3# journeys across the river? 

4 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with no charge, and the Blackwall 
Tunnel were to be kept with no charge, how would this influence your current #Q3# journeys across the river? 

5 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, 
and the Blackwall Tunnel were to be kept with no charge, how would this influence your current #Q3# journeys 
across the river? 

6 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, 
and the Blackwall Tunnel were also to have a £2 charge for a single crossing, how would this influence your current 
#Q3# journeys across the river? 

7 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with no charge, a new tunnel was built 
at Silvertown, with no charge, and the Blackwall Tunnel were to be kept with no charge, how would this influence 
your current #Q3# journeys across the river? 

8 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, a 
new tunnel was built at Silvertown, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, and the Blackwall Tunnel were to be kept 
with no charge, how would this influence your current #Q3# journeys across the river? 

9 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, a 
new tunnel was built at Silvertown, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, and the Blackwall Tunnel were to also 
have a £2 charge for a single crossing, how would this influence your current #Q3# journeys across the river? 

 
Q77A  How many times have you used the following crossings over the past month? Please type in the 

number of one way trips. 
Rotherhithe tunnel 
Blackwall tunnel 
Woolwich ferry 
Dartford Crossing 
 

Q77. #SCENARIO A# 
#MAP A# 



 

I would make more trips than now 
I would make the same number of trips as now GO TO Q84A 
I would make fewer trips than now GO TO Q81 
 

Q78. How many more #Q3# trips across the river would you make each month?  
 

Q79. How many of these do you currently make using public transport?  
 

Q80. So you would be making #Q78 - Q79# entirely new trips under this scenario. Is this correct?  
Yes GO TO Q84A 
No GO TO Q78 
 

Q81. How many fewer #Q3# trips across the river would you make each month?  
 

Q82. How many of these would you switch to making using public transport?  
 

Q83. So you would stop making #Q81 - Q82# trips entirely under this scenario. Is this correct?  
Yes  
No GO TO Q81 
 

Q84A Which crossing would you mainly use under this scenario for your #Q3# journeys across the River 
Thames? 
Rotherhithe tunnel, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=3,6 OR 9 Blackwall tunnel, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1,2,4,5,7 OR 8 Blackwall tunnel, no toll  
IF SCENARIO=2,3,8 OR 9  Silvertown tunnel, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1 OR 7 Silvertown tunnel, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=1-3 Woolwich ferry, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=5,6,8 OR 9 Gallions Reach ferry, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=4 OR 7 Gallions Reach ferry, no toll 
Dartford Crossing, £2 toll 
I would not make any #Q3# journeys across the River Thames 
 

Q84. Please now consider a different scenario. 
 
#SCENARIO B# 
#MAP B# 
I would make more trips than now 
I would make the same number of trips as now GO TO Q91A 
I would make fewer trips than now GO TO Q88 

 
Q85. How many more #Q3# trips across the river would you make each month?  

 
Q86. How many of these do you currently make using public transport?  

 
Q87. So you would be making #Q85 - Q86# entirely new trips under this scenario. Is this correct?  

Yes GO TO Q91A 
No GO TO Q85 
 

Q88. How many fewer #Q3# trips across the river would you make each month?  
 

Q89. How many of these would you switch to making using public transport?  
 

Q90. So you would stop making #Q88 - Q89# trips entirely under this scenario. Is this correct?  
Yes GO TO Q91A 
No GO TO Q88 
 



 

Q91A Which crossing would you mainly use under this scenario for your #Q3# journeys across the River 
Thames? 
Rotherhithe tunnel, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=3,6 OR 9 Blackwall tunnel, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1,2,4,5,7 OR 8 Blackwall tunnel, no toll  
IF SCENARIO=2,3,8 OR 9  Silvertown tunnel, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1 OR 7 Silvertown tunnel, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=1-3 Woolwich ferry, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=5,6,8 OR 9 Gallions Reach ferry, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=4 OR 7 Gallions Reach ferry, no toll 
Dartford Crossing, £2 toll 
I would not make any #Q3# journeys across the River Thames 
 

Q91. Please consider one final scenario. 
 
#SCENARIO C# 
#MAP C# 
I would make more trips than now 
I would make the same number of trips as now GO TO Q98A 
I would make fewer trips than now GO TO Q94 
 

Q92. How many more #Q3# trips across the river would you make each month?  
 

Q93. How many of these do you currently make using public transport?  
 

Q94. So you would be making #Q92 - Q93# entirely new trips under this scenario. Is this correct?  
Yes GO TO Q98A 
No GO TO Q92 
 

Q95. How many fewer #Q3# trips across the river would you make each month?  
 

Q96. How many of these would you switch to making using public transport?  
 

Q97. So you would stop making #Q95 - Q96# trips entirely under this scenario. Is this correct?  
Yes GO TO Q98A  
No GO TO Q95 
 

Q98A Which crossing would you mainly use under this scenario for your #Q3# journeys across the River 
Thames? 
Rotherhithe tunnel, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=3,6 OR 9 Blackwall tunnel, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1,2,4,5,7 OR 8 Blackwall tunnel, no toll  
IF SCENARIO=2,3,8 OR 9  Silvertown tunnel, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1 OR 7 Silvertown tunnel, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=1-3 Woolwich ferry, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=5,6,8 OR 9 Gallions Reach ferry, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=4 OR 7 Gallions Reach ferry, no toll 
Dartford Crossing, £2 toll 
I would not make any #Q3# journeys across the River Thames 
 

Q98. If there were tolls, which would be your preferred payment method? 
Automatic with a reader in your vehicle and payment by direct debit  
Manual payment at toll gate 
By internet 
By telephone 
Carnet-style (ie a book of 10 coupons at a discounted rate) 
 



 

Details on company – van users only 
Q99. Including full-time and part-time staff, approximately how many people work for your company 

within the UK? 
None, I am self employed  
1 - 4 
5 - 9 
10 - 19 
20 - 49 
50 - 99 
100 - 249 
250 plus 
 

Q100. How would you define the broad industry grouping in which your organisation operates?  
Automotive 
Business Services 
Construction/Engineering/Materials 
Energy/Utilities 
Hotels/Catering 
IT/Communications//Electronic Components 
Manufacturing 
Media/Marketing 
MoD/Emergencies/Government Healthcare//NHS 
Other public sector 
Pharmaceuticals/Petrochemicals/Chemicals 
Removals 
Retail 
Transportation/Distribution/Logistics (includes postal/package delivery services) 
Wholesale 
Other  
 

Q101. How many sites does your company work from? 
Single site 
Multiple sites in UK 
Single site in UK but other sites abroad 
Multiple sites in UK and other sites abroad 
 

Vehicle Availability 
Q102. How many cars does your household own, excluding company cars and vans? 

 
Q103. How many company cars are typically located at your household? 

 
Q104. IF Q103 > 0 Do you drive a company car? 

Yes 
No GO TO Q106 
 

Q105. IF Q103 > 0 Does your company pay for the fuel for your company car(s)?  
Yes, all trips 
Yes, just business trips  
no 
 

Q106. How many vans does your household own? 
 

Q107. IF Q102 >= 1 If you were to use your private car for business purposes, would your fuel costs be met 
by your company? 
yes 
no 
not applicable 
 



 

About you and your household 
We would now just like to ask a few questions in order to classify your answers. Please be assured that all 
details you give will be treated with the strictest confidence. 
Q108. How many adults, including yourself, live in your household? An adult is aged 18 years or older. 

 
Q109. How many children aged 17 or younger live in your household? 

 
Q110. How many people in your household including yourself have a driving licence? 

 
Q110B Are you a Blue Badge holder? 

Yes 
No 
 

Q111. In which of the following age categories are you in?  
18-24 
25-34 
35-44 
45-54 
55-64 
65 and over 
Refused 
 

Q112. What is your employment status?  
Full time paid employment 
Part time paid employment 
Full time self-employment 
Part time self-employment 
Student/school pupil GO TO Q114 
Waiting to take up a job GO TO Q114 
Unemployed GO TO Q114 
Unable to work GO TO Q114 
Retired GO TO Q114 
Looking after home/family GO TO Q114 
Other GO TO Q114 
 

Q113. Which of the following would best describe your occupation?  
Managers and Senior Officials 
Professional 
Associate Professional and Technical Occupation 
Courier / Delivery 
Skilled Trades 
Administration and Secretarial 
Sales and Customer Service 
Personal Service 
Other 
 

Q114. Which band does your total household income fall in, that is income from all sources, before tax 
and other deductions?  
Less than £9,999 
£10,000 - £19,999 
£20,000 - £29,999 
£30,000 - £39,999 
£40,000 - £49,999 
£50,000- £59,999 
£60,000 - £74,999 
£75,000- £99,999 
£100,000 or more 
Refused 
Don’t know 
 



 

Q115. Q108 = 1 GO TO Q116 And which band does your total personal income fall in, that is income from 
all sources, before tax and other deductions?  
Less than £9,999 
£10,000 - £19,999 
£20,000 - £29,999 
£30,000 - £39,999 
£40,000 - £49,999 
£50,000- £59,999 
£60,000 -£74,999 
£75,000- £99,999 
£100,000 or more 
Refused 
Don’t know 
 

Q116. To which of these ethnic groups do you consider you belong?  
White - British 
White - Irish 
White - any other white background 
Indian 
Pakistani 
Bangladeshi 
Any other Asian background 
Caribbean 
African 
Any other Black background 
White and Black Caribbean 
White and Black African 
White and Asian 
Any other mixed background 
Chinese 
Any other 
Refused  
 

Q117. What is your gender? 
Male 
Female 
 

Q118. IF Q10=1 OR  Q11 = 1 GO TO Q118b What is your home postcode? PLEASE ENTER FIRST PART, IE 
SE24 
 

Q118b That was the last question. Thank you very much for taking part in this research.  
 
You have automatically been entered into a Prize Draw with three Apple iPad 3s (with 16 GB and 
WiFi worth about £400) and five prizes of £200. 

 
 Please could you provide your name and contact details (either a phone number or an email address) 

below so we can get in touch should you win. 
Name: 
Phone number: 
Email address: 
I don’t wish to participate  
 

Q119. Thank you very much for taking part in this survey.  Transport for London often wishes to speak to 
Londoners to obtain their opinion on transport issues.  Would you be happy to take part in any 
future research? 
Yes 
No 
 

Thank you for your help in this research 



 

APPENDIX B 

Paper version of Panel Users Questionnaire



 

Panel User sample 
Q120.  

 
Q121.  

 
Q3. We would now like to ask you some questions about your last trip which involved crossing the River Thames. 

 
What type of vehicle were you driving? 

Q3 We would now like to ask you some questions about your last trip which involved crossing the River 
Thames.  
 
What type of vehicle were you driving? 
Car  
Van  
Lorry THANK & CLOSE 
 

Q4. When did you make the trip? 
Today 
Yesterday 
2-6 days ago 
Between 1 and 2 weeks ago 
Between 3 and 4 weeks ago 
Between 1 and 2 months ago 
Between 3 and 4 months ago 
Longer than 4 months ago 
 

About your journey 
Q5. On the outward leg, in which direction did you travel over the river?  

Northwards 
Southwards 
 

Q6.  
 

Q7. Which crossing did you use on the outward leg? 
Rotherhithe Tunnel 
Blackwall Tunnel 
Woolwich Ferry 
Dartford Tunnel  
Queen Elizabeth II Bridge  
Other (please type in)  
 

Q8. Which crossing did you use on the return leg? 
Rotherhithe Tunnel 
Blackwall Tunnel 
Woolwich Ferry 
Dartford Tunnel  
Queen Elizabeth II Bridge  
Other (please type in)  
 

Q9. Could you have used any of the other crossings instead for the outward leg? 
MULTIPUNCH, EXCLUDING CHOSEN OPTION FROM Q7 
Rotherhithe Tunnel 
Blackwall Tunnel 
Woolwich Ferry 
Dartford Tunnel  
Queen Elizabeth II Bridge  
Other (please type in)  

 
Outward Leg Journey Details 
Q10. We would now like to ask you some questions about the outward leg of your journey. 

 
Where did you begin the outward leg of the journey? 
Home 
Workplace 
Other location (please type in) 
 



 

Q10b IF Q10=1 ASK: Please enter your home postcode. 
IF Q10=2 ASK: Please enter your work postcode. If you don’t know the postcode, please enter the 
street and town. 
IF Q10=3 ASK: Please enter the postcode for #Q10#. If you don’t know the postcode, please enter the 
street and town. 
 

Q11. And where were you travelling to?  
Home 
Workplace 
Other location (please type in) 
 

Q11b IF Q11=1 ASK: Please enter your home postcode. 
IF Q11=2 ASK: Please enter your work postcode. If you don’t know the postcode, please enter the 
street and town. 
IF Q11=3 ASK: Please enter the postcode for #Q11#. If you don’t know the postcode, please enter the 
street and town. 
 

Q12. What day of the week was it? 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
Don’t remember 
 

Q13. What was the main purpose of your #Q3# journey? 
To/from work – usual workplace 
Work – delivery/loading 
To/from work – Other 
Entertainment/recreation 
Participate in sport 
Visit friends/relatives at home 
Other social 
Shopping - food 
Shopping - other 
Personal business/use services   
Other (please type in) 
 

Q14. How often do you make this trip? 
5 or more days a week 
3 or 4 days a week 
2 days a week 
1 day a week 
At least once a fortnight 
At least once a month 
At least once a year 
Not used in the last 12 months 
First time 
 

Q15. Now, we would like to ask you some detailed questions about the departure and arrival times of your 
#Q3# journey. We would also like to know if you have some freedom or flexibility regarding 
departure time and working hours, and if so, how much. 
 
At what time did you start the journey from #Q10#? PLEASE USE 24 HOUR CLOCK 
  



 

Q23 IF Q11=2 OR 3 ASK: At what time did you arrive at #Q11#? PLEASE USE THE 24 HOUR CLOCK 
IF Q11=1 ASK: At what time did you arrive #Q11#? PLEASE USE THE 24 HOUR CLOCK 
 

Q16. IF Q23=>19:01 GO TO Q17 What was your most important reason for departing at #Q15#?  
Latest possible time, to be at home longer 
Early, so I don’t have to hurry  
Early to avoid congestion problems 
Late to avoid congestion problems 
On time, so as not to arrive too early or too late 
To meet an appointment 
Due to other (non work) time constraints (eg school) 
Habit, I always leave at this time 
Other (please type in) 
 

Q17. Do you sometimes experience road congestion on the journey between #Q10# and #Q11#? 
Yes 
No GO TO Q20 
 

Q18. Would #Q15# be your preferred departure time if there was no congestion? 
Yes GO TO Q20 
No 
 

Q19. At what time would you have preferred to leave, if there had not been any congestion? You left at 
#Q15#. 
 

Q20. IF Q23=>19:01 GO TO Q24 Could you have left for this trip at any time, or did you have other 
commitments (for example at home or at your destination) or preferences that would have made other 
departure times unacceptable? 
Yes, could have left any time  
No, there are other commitments or preferences GO TO Q23 
 

Q21. What would have been the earliest possible departure time that would have been acceptable to you 
(even if you had to leave regularly at this time)? Please consider all your commitments. 
 

Q22. What would have been the latest possible departure time that would have been acceptable to you 
(even if you had to leave regularly at this time)? Please consider all your commitments. 
 

Q23.  
 
 

Q24. Was #Q23# the arrival time you expected? 
Yes GO TO Q26 
No  
 

Q25. What time had you expected to arrive?  
 

Q26. IF Q13=1 (COMMUTING) ASK: If you arrived early occasionally, would your workday become 
longer/shorter or remain the same?  
Longer 
Shorter 
Same duration 
Don’t know 
 
 

Q27.  
 

Congestion and delay 
Q28. From the departure and arrival times you mentioned your journey length was [#Q23# - #Q15#] 

minutes. Approximately how much of that time did you spend in stationary traffic? ENTER MINUTES 
 

Q29. And how much of that time did you spend driving in congested traffic? ENTER MINUTES 
 



 

Q30. This means that you spent about [#Q23#-#Q15# LESS Q28+Q29] in free-flowing traffic. Is that 
about right? 
Yes  
No (GO BACK TO Q28) 
 

Q31. IF Q28+Q29 = 0 GO TO Q33: Was #Q23# the time that you would have preferred to arrive in #Q11# if 
there had not been any congestion on your trip?  
Yes GO TO Q33 
No 
 

Q32. What time would you have preferred to arrive in #Q11# if there had not been any congestion on your 
trip? You arrived at #Q23#. 
 

Q33. Where did you park at your destination?  
Private property, free GO TO Q35 
On street, free GO TO Q35 
Parking garage, free GO TO Q35 
Car park/parking lot, free GO TO Q35 
On street, paid  
Parking garage, paid 
Car park/parking lot, paid 
 

Q34. How much did it cost you to park? If you pay for more than a day’s parking, please estimate the daily 
charge.  
 

Q35. IF Q3 =2 (VAN) ASK: What would you say is the approximate cost per mile of using the van? COSTS 
INCLUDE PETROL, HIRE COSTS AND OTHER RUNNING COSTS 
 

Q36. Did you make the trip to #Q11# alone, or were you travelling with others, eg. friends, family or 
colleagues? 
Alone GO TO Q38 
Together with others 
 

Q37. How many people were travelling in the vehicle with you (yourself NOT included)? 
 

Q38. About how many miles was the journey (one way)? IF YOU DON’T KNOW, PLEASE ESTIMATE 
 

Q39. Did you pay the Congestion Charge on that day? NOT NECESSARILY FOR THAT TRIP 
Yes 
No GO TO Q43 
 

Q40. How much did you pay? If you pay for more than a day’s charge, please estimate the daily charge 
 

Q41. Who funded the cost of the congestion charge?  
Yourself 
Company GO TO Q43 
Someone else GO TO Q43 
 

Q42. Do you pay daily or in advance? 
Daily 
Monthly (4 days free) 
Yearly (20 days free) 
Fleet scheme 
 
COST = Q38* DISTANCE-BASED COST (DIFFERENT FOR NON-WORK, COMMUTE AND LGVS + 
CONGESTION CHARGE = Q40 + PARKING = Q34 
 



 

Q43. We estimate the costs of the one-way leg of your journey, including petrol costs, parking, tolls and 
the congestion charge, was #cost#. Do you agree with this estimate? 
Yes GO TO Q45 
No  
 

Q44. What would you estimate the cost to be?  
 
JCOST 
FROM Q43 AND Q44 FOR SP 
 

Q45. IF Q3 = 1 ASK: Thinking about the costs incurred during this trip, how were they paid for? 
I paid all costs 
My employer paid all costs, I was not required to make any out-of-pocket payments 
I paid some or all of the costs, but my employer will reimburse me 
I shared costs with passenger(s) 
Passenger(s) paid all costs 
Other 
 

Questions for Car Business Travellers 
Q46. IF Q13=1-4 ASK: Are you self employed (in your own business) or in salaried employment? 

Self employed  
Salaried employment  
 

Q47. IF Q13=1-4 ASK: Do you take advantage of the possibility for flexibility in the start and end times of 
your own work? 
Yes, to avoid morning rush hour  
Yes, but for other reasons (please specify) 
No, I like to be at work at the same time every day  
C #Q46#=2 No, my boss doesn't allow it  
No, I need to do something else in the evening  
No, I need to collect my children  
No (please specify) 
 

Questions about the return leg 
IF Q6 = 3 (SINGLE LEG ONLY) GO TO SP (BUT NOT TOD SP) 
Q48. On your return trip, at what time did you leave #Q11#? 

 
Q49. So you spent #Q48-Q23# at #Q11# before returning. Is this correct?  

Yes 
No 
 

Q56 What time did you arrive at #Q10#? PLEASE USE 24 CLOCK 
 
 

TOD (ASSESS WHETHER WILL UNDERTAKE TOD SP AND BE ASKED ABOUT DETAILED TRIP TIMING 
QUESTIONS) 

1 =TOD 
2 =NO TOD 

 
IF Q23<=6:30 AND Q56=<6.30 TOD=2 (NO TOD) 
IF Q23<=6:30 AND Q56>11.30 AND Q56<15:00 TOD=2 (NO TOD) 
IF Q23<=6:30 AND Q56>19.00 TOD=2 (NO TOD) 
 
IF Q23>6:30 AND Q23 < 11:30 AND Q56<=6:30 TOD=2 (NO TOD) 
 
IF Q23>11:30 AND Q23<=15:00 AND Q56<=15.00 TOD=2 (NO TOD)  
IF Q23>11:30 AND Q23<=15:00 AND Q56>19.30 TOD=2 (NO TOD) 
 



 

IF Q23>15:00 AND Q23<=19:00 AND Q56<=15.00 TOD=2 (NO TOD)  
 
IF Q23>19:00 TOD=2 (NO TOD) 
 
IF Q6=3 TOD=2 (NO TOD) 

 
Q50. IF TOD = 2 GO TO Q57: What is the most important reason for you to leave #Q11# at that time 

(#Q48#)? 
C #Q13#=1 Obligation to work until that time  
C #Q13#=1 As late as possible, more time to work  
Early, so I can drive calmly  
Early to avoid congestion  
Late to avoid congestion  
On time, so I'm not home too late  
Committed to other hours (eg school, day care)  
Habit/ I always leave at this time.  
C #Q13#=6 Was finished with my shopping  
Other (please type in) 
 

Q51. IF Q50=4 OR 5 ASK: Would #Q48# have been your preferred time to begin your return journey if 
there was no congestion on the return trip? 
Yes GO TO Q53 
No  
Departure time makes no difference  
 

Q52. What time would you have preferred to leave if there was no congestion on the return trip? You 
departed at #Q48#. 
 

Q53. Could you leave for this trip at any given time or do you have other commitments or preferences that 
make certain times unacceptable? 
Yes, any given time  
No, I have commitments or preferences  
 

Q54. What would be the earliest possible and acceptable time for you to leave #Q11#, if you had to do 
this regularly? C #Q13#=1 Please bear in mind the flexibility of your working hours as well as your 
other commitments at home  
 

Q55. What would be the latest possible and acceptable time for you to leave #Q11#, if you had to do this 
regularly? C #Q13#=1 Please bear in mind the flexibility of your working hours as well as your other 
commitments at home  
 

Q56.  
 

Q57. Was #Q56# the time you expected to arrive at #Q10#? 
Yes GO TO Q59 
No 
 

Q58. What time did you expect to arrive at #Q10#? PLEASE USE 24 CLOCK 
 
 

Congestion and delay 
Q59. From the departure and arrival times you mentioned your journey length was [#Q56# - #Q48#] 

minutes. Approximately how much of that time did you spend in stationary traffic? ENTER MINUTES 
 

Q60. And how much of that time did you spend driving in congested traffic? ENTER MINUTES 
 

Q61. This means that you spent about [#Q56#-#Q48# LESS Q59+Q60] in free-flowing traffic. Is that 
about right? 
Yes  



 

No GO BACK TO Q59 
 

Q62. IF Q59+Q60=0 GO TO Q63 At what time would have you preferred to arrive at #Q10# if there hadn’t 
been any congestion on your trip? You arrived at #Q56#. 
 

Q63. Did you make the return trip alone, or did you travel together with others? 
Alone GO TO SP 
Together with others 
 

Q64. How many people were travelling in the vehicle with you (yourself NOT included)? 
 

VOT experiment 
We would now like you to consider a series of situations where you have a choice between two different 
river crossing routes for the #Q3# journey that we have been discussing.  Please imagine that you are making 
the same journey again, under the same circumstances, except the travel time for the journey could be 
different because of more or less congestion and your travel costs could also change. 
 
IF EMPLOYERS BUSINESS OR VAN: Please consider your employer’s current travel reimbursement policy 
when considering the choices. 
 
EXAMPLE CHOICE Route A Route B 
Method of crossing river Tunnel Tunnel 
   
Time in freely flowing traffic 27 mins 29 mins 
Time in congested traffic 22 mins 28 mins 
Time in stationary traffic 14 mins 8 mins 
Total journey time 63 mins 65 mins 
   
Fuel and parking cost £9.00 £10.50 
   
Which route would you choose? �  � 

 
We would now like you to imagine that there may also be a charge associated with crossing the river. This 
might vary according to the route that you choose. Please imagine that you are making the same journey 
again, under the same circumstances, except the travel time for the journey could be different because of 
more or less congestion and your travel costs could also change, including the addition of crossing charges 
for some or all of the routes. 
 
IF EMPLOYERS BUSINESS OR VAN: Please consider your employer’s current travel reimbursement policy 
when considering the choices. 
 
EXAMPLE CHOICE Route A Route B 
Method of crossing river Tunnel Ferry 
   
Time in freely flowing traffic 29 mins 27 mins 
Time in congested traffic 22 mins 14 mins 
Time in stationary traffic 8 mins 9 mins 
Total journey time 59 mins 50 mins 
   
Fuel and parking cost £9.60 £8.80 
Crossing charge £4.00 £0.00 
Total journey cost £13.60 £8.80 
    
Which route would you choose? �  � 



 

 
[NOTE: There will be four choices presented without charges and six choices including charges] 
 
Diagnostic Questions VOT/tolling Experiment 
Q65. Were you able to understand the choice scenarios as they were presented?  

Yes GO TO Q67 
No  
 

Q66.  

 
Q67. How easy did you find it choosing between the options above? 

Very easy 
Moderately easy 
Moderately difficult 
Very difficult 
 

Q68. In the choice scenarios, did you consider the alternatives offered to you realistic? 
Yes  
No 
 

Q69.  
 

Q70. When considering the options which of the following factors did you consider?  
Time in freely flowing traffic 
Time in congested traffic 
Time in stationary traffic 
Fuel and parking cost 
Crossing charge 
Total journey time 
Total journey cost 
Whether employer would reimburse costs 
None of the above 
 
 

TOD experiment 
IF TOD = 2 GO TO STATED INTENTION QUESTIONS 
IF Q6 = 3 GO TO STATED INTENTION QUESTIONS 
We would now like you to consider a series of situations where the river crossing has different levels of 
charges for travelling at different times of the day in different directions. The introduction of such a policy 
could help to reduce congestion in the peak travel periods. 
 
In these hypothetical choices, you may be asked to pay a certain price to travel in the peak times.  You will 
pay less if you travel outside the peak times. 
 
Please try to remember the issues that you considered when deciding when and how you would travel and 
indicate which alternative you would have chosen to make this same journey, given the presented conditions. 
 
IF EMPLOYERS BUSINESS OR VAN: Please also consider your employer’s current travel reimbursement 
policy when considering the choices. 
 



Depart from home
Arrive at destination
Crossing charge for trip

Depart from destination
Arrive home
Crossing charge for trip

Total (return) travel time
Duration of stay

Cost of fuel and parking

Total travel cost

Which option would you choose? � � � �

Different
route

no charge

£2.05 £2.05 £2.05 £5.00

£7.05 £4.55 £5.05 £5.00

1 hr 30 min 1 hr 25 min 1 hr 05 min 2 hr 10 min
7 hr 40 min 9 hr 20 min 4 hr 45 min 7 hr 30 min

5:00 pm
5:45 pm 5:30 pm 5:30 pm 6:05 pm
£2.50 £2.50 £1.50

£2.50 £1.50

5:00 pm 4:50 pm 5:00 pm

8:35 am 6:45 am 11:40 am 8:30 am
9:20 am 7:30 am 12:15 pm 9:30 am

similar earlier later
time

Leave at Leave Leave

Which option would you choose for your journey?

 
 
[NOTE: There will be 8 choices in this experiment] 
 
Diagnostic Questions TOD Experiment 
Q71. Were you able to understand the choice scenarios as they were presented?  

Yes  
No  
 

Q72. Which scenarios were you not able to understand? 
 

Q73. How easy did you find it choosing between the options above? 
Very easy 
Moderately easy 
Moderately difficult 
Very difficult 
 

Q74. In the choice scenarios, did you consider the alternatives offered to you realistic? 
Yes  
No 
 

Q75. Which choices were not realistic? 
 

Q76. When considering the options which of the following factors did you consider?  
Time leaving home 
Time arriving at destination 
Duration of stay 
Time leaving destination 
Time arriving home 
Crossing charge 
Cost of fuel and parking 
Total travel time 
Total travel cost 
Whether employer would reimburse costs  
None of the above 
 

 

 



 

Stated Intention Questions 
We would now like to present you with a number of different possible options for changes to the river 
crossings in East London and ask you to consider how each might affect the journeys that you currently 
make. 
 
This study is exploring a wide range of possible options. For each respondent we are only asking about a 
small number of these and different people are being asked to consider different options. This is important 
because no decision has been made yet about which options are preferred, and by looking at a wide variety 
of cases across all of the people that we are interviewing we can provide evidence on the likely travel 
responses for a range of different scenarios. 
 

Crossing 
scenarios 

Blackwall  
tunnel 

Silvertown tunnel Woolwich  
ferry 

Gallions Reach 
ferry 

1 No toll No toll No toll n/a 
2 No toll £2 toll No toll n/a 
3 £2 toll £2 toll No toll n/a 
4 No toll n/a n/a No toll 
5 No toll n/a n/a £2 toll 
6 £2 toll n/a n/a £2 toll 
7 No toll No toll n/a No toll 
8 No toll £2 toll n/a £2 toll 
9 £2 toll £2 toll n/a £2 toll 

 
RANDNUM First Scenario Second Scenario Third Scenario 

1 1 5 9 
2 1 6 8 
3 2 4 9 
4 2 6 7 
5 3 4 8 
6 3 5 7 
7 5 1 9 
8 6 1 8 
9 4 2 9 

10 6 2 7 
11 4 3 8 
12 5 3 7 
13 5 9 1 
14 6 8 1 
15 4 9 2 
16 6 7 2 
17 4 8 3 
18 5 7 3 
19 9 1 5 
20 8 1 6 
21 9 2 4 
22 7 2 6 
23 8 3 4 
24 7 3 5 
25 9 5 1 
26 8 6 1 
27 9 4 2 
28 7 6 2 
29 8 4 3 
30 7 5 3 

 
Crossing 
scenario 

Question wording 

1 If there were to be a new tunnel at Silvertown, with a no charge, and the Blackwall Tunnel and Woolwich ferry were 
to be kept with no charge, how would this influence your future #Q5# journeys across the river? 

2 If there were to be a new tunnel at Silvertown, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, and the Blackwall Tunnel and 
Woolwich ferry were to be kept with no charge, how would this influence your future #Q5# journeys across the 



 

river? 
3 If there were to be a new tunnel at Silvertown, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, and the Blackwall Tunnel were 

also to have a £2 charge for a single crossing, how would this influence your future #Q5# journeys across the river?  
4 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with no charge, and the Blackwall 

Tunnel were to be kept with no charge, how would this influence your future #Q5# journeys across the river? 
5 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, 

and the Blackwall Tunnel were to be kept with no charge, how would this influence your future #Q5# journeys 
across the river? 

6 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, 
and the Blackwall Tunnel were also to have a £2 charge for a single crossing, how would this influence your future 
#Q5# journeys across the river? 

7 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with no charge, a new tunnel was built 
at Silvertown, with no charge, and the Blackwall Tunnel were to be kept with no charge, how would this influence 
your future #Q5# journeys across the river? 

8 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, a 
new tunnel was built at Silvertown, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, and the Blackwall Tunnel were to be kept 
with no charge, how would this influence your future #Q5# journeys across the river? 

9 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, a 
new tunnel was built at Silvertown, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, and the Blackwall Tunnel were to also 
have a £2 charge for a single crossing, how would this influence your future #Q5# journeys across the river? 

 
Q77A  How many times have you used the following crossings over the past month? Please type in the 

number of one way trips. 
Rotherhithe tunnel 
Blackwall tunnel 
Woolwich ferry 
Dartford Crossing 
 

Q77. #SCENARIOA# 
#MAPA# 
I would make more trips than now 
I would make the same number of trips as now GO TO Q84A 
I would make fewer trips than now GO TO Q81 
 

Q78. How many more #Q3# trips across the river would you make each month?  
 
Q79. How many of these do you currently make using public transport?  
 
Q80. So you would be making #Q78 - Q79# entirely new trips under this scenario. Is this correct?  

Yes GO TO Q84A 
No GO TO Q78 
 

Q81. How many fewer #Q3# trips across the river would you make each month?  
 
Q82. How many of these would you switch to making using public transport?  
 
Q83. So you would stop making #Q81 - Q82# trips entirely under this scenario. Is this correct?  

Yes  
No GO TO Q81 

 
Q84A Which crossing would you mainly use under this scenario for your #Q3# journeys across the River 

Thames? 
Rotherhithe tunnel, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=3,6 OR 9 Blackwall tunnel, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1,2,4,5,7 OR 8 Blackwall tunnel, no toll  
IF SCENARIO=2,3,8 OR 9  Silvertown tunnel, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1 OR 7 Silvertown tunnel, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=1-3 Woolwich ferry, no toll 



 

IF SCENARIO=5,6,8 OR 9 Gallions Reach ferry, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=4 OR 7 Gallions Reach ferry, no toll 
Dartford Crossing, £2 toll 
I would not make any #Q5# journeys across the River Thames 
 

Q84. Please now consider a different scenario. 
 
#SCENARIOB# 
#MAPB# 
I would make more trips than now 
I would make the same number of trips as now GO TO Q91A 
I would make fewer trips than now GO TO Q88 
 

Q85. How many more #Q3# trips across the river would you make each month?  
 

Q86. How many of these do you currently make using public transport?  
 

Q87. So you would be making #Q85 - Q86# entirely new trips under this scenario. Is this correct?  
Yes GO TO Q91A 
No GO TO Q85 
 

Q88. How many fewer #Q3# trips across the river would you make each month?  
 

Q89. How many of these would you switch to making using public transport?  
 

Q90. So you would stop making #Q88 - Q89# trips entirely under this scenario. Is this correct?  
Yes GO TO Q91A 
No GO TO Q88 
 

Q91A Which crossing would you mainly use under this scenario for your #Q3# journeys across the River 
Thames? 
Rotherhithe tunnel, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=3,6 OR 9 Blackwall tunnel, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1,2,4,5,7 OR 8 Blackwall tunnel, no toll  
IF SCENARIO=2,3,8 OR 9  Silvertown tunnel, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1 OR 7 Silvertown tunnel, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=1-3 Woolwich ferry, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=5,6,8 OR 9 Gallions Reach ferry, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=4 OR 7 Gallions Reach ferry, no toll 
Dartford Crossing, £2 toll 
I would not make any #Q5# journeys across the River Thames 
 

Q91. Please consider one final scenario. 
 
#SCENARIOC# 
#MAPC# 
I would make more trips than now 
I would make the same number of trips as now GO TO Q98A 
I would make fewer trips than now GO TO Q94 
 

Q92. How many more #Q3# trips across the river would you make each month?  
 

Q93. How many of these do you currently make using public transport?  
 

Q94. So you would be making #Q92 - Q93# entirely new trips under this scenario. Is this correct?  
Yes GO TO Q98A 
No GO TO Q92 



 

 
Q95. How many fewer #Q3# trips across the river would you make each month?  

 
Q96. How many of these would you switch to making using public transport?  

 
Q97. So you would stop making #Q95 - Q96# trips entirely under this scenario. Is this correct?  

Yes GO TO Q98A  
No GO TO Q95 
 

Q98A Which crossing would you mainly use under this scenario for your #Q3# journeys across the River 
Thames? 
Rotherhithe tunnel, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=3,6 OR 9 Blackwall tunnel, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1,2,4,5,7 OR 8 Blackwall tunnel, no toll  
IF SCENARIO=2,3,8 OR 9  Silvertown tunnel, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1 OR 7 Silvertown tunnel, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=1-3 Woolwich ferry, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=5,6,8 OR 9 Gallions Reach ferry, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=4 OR 7 Gallions Reach ferry, no toll 
Dartford Crossing, £2 toll 
I would not make any #Q5# journeys across the River Thames 
 

Q98. If there were tolls, which would be your preferred payment method? 
Automatic with a reader in your vehicle and payment by direct debit  
Manual payment at toll gate 
By internet 
By telephone 
Carnet-style (ie a book of 10 coupons at a discounted rate) 
 

Details on company – van users only 
Q99. Including full-time and part-time staff, approximately how many people work for your company 

within the UK? 
None, I am self employed  
1 - 4 
5 - 9 
10 - 19 
20 - 49 
50 - 99 
100 - 249 
250 plus 
 

Q100. How would you define the broad industry grouping in which your organisation operates?  
Automotive 
Business Services 
Construction/Engineering/Materials 
Energy/Utilities 
Hotels/Catering 
IT/Communications//Electronic Components 
Manufacturing 
Media/Marketing 
MoD/Emergencies/Government Healthcare//NHS 
Other public sector 
Pharmaceuticals/Petrochemicals/Chemicals 
Removals 
Retail 
Transportation/Distribution/Logistics (includes postal/package delivery services) 
Wholesale 
Other  
 



 

Q101. How many sites does your company work from? 
Single site 
Multiple sites in UK 
Single site in UK but other sites abroad 
Multiple sites in UK and other sites abroad 
 

Vehicle Availability 
Q102. How many cars does your household own, excluding company cars and vans? 

 
Q103. How many company cars are typically located at your household? 

 
Q104. IF Q103 > 0 Do you drive a company car? 

Yes 
No GO TO Q106 
 

Q105. IF Q103 > 0 Does your company pay for the fuel for your company car(s)?  
Yes, all trips 
Yes, just business trips  
no 
 

Q106. How many vans does your household own? 
 

Q107. IF Q102 >= 1 If you were to use your private car for business purposes, would your fuel costs be met 
by your company? 
yes 
no 
not applicable 
 

About you and your household 
We would now just like to ask a few questions in order to classify your answers. Please be assured that all 
details you give will be treated with the strictest confidence. 
Q108. How many adults, including yourself, live in your household? An adult is aged 18 years or older. 

 
Q109. How many children aged 17 or younger live in your household? 

 
Q110. How many people in your household including yourself have a driving licence? 

 
Q110B Are you a Blue Badge holder? 

Yes 
No 
 

Q111. In which of the following age categories are you in?  
18-24 
25-34 
35-44 
45-54 
55-64 
65 and over 
Refused 
 

Q112. What is your employment status?  
Full time paid employment 
Part time paid employment 
Full time self-employment 
Part time self-employment 
Student/school pupil GO TO Q114 



 

Waiting to take up a job GO TO Q114 
Unemployed GO TO Q114 
Unable to work GO TO Q114 
Retired GO TO Q114 
Looking after home/family GO TO Q114 
Other GO TO Q114 
 

Q113. Which of the following would best describe your occupation?  
Managers and Senior Officials 
Professional 
Associate Professional and Technical Occupation 
Courier / Delivery 
Skilled Trades 
Administration and Secretarial 
Sales and Customer Service 
Personal Service 
Other 
 

Q114. Can you tell me which band your total household income falls in, that is income from all sources, 
before tax and other deductions?  
Less than £9,999 
£10,000 - £19,999 
£20,000 - £29,999 
£30,000 - £39,999 
£40,000 - £49,999 
£50,000- £59,999 
£60,000 - £74,999 
£75,000- £99,999 
£100,000 or more 
Refused 
Don’t know 
 

Q115. Q108 = 1 GO TO Q116 And can you tell me which band your total personal income falls in, that is 
income from all sources, before tax and other deductions?  
Less than £9,999 
£10,000 - £19,999 
£20,000 - £29,999 
£30,000 - £39,999 
£40,000 - £49,999 
£50,000- £59,999 
£60,000 -£74,999 
£75,000- £99,999 
£100,000 or more 
Refused 
Don’t know 
 

Q116. To which of these ethnic groups do you consider you belong?  
White - British 
White - Irish 
White - any other white background 
Indian 
Pakistani 
Bangladeshi 
Any other Asian background 
Caribbean 
African 
Any other Black background 
White and Black Caribbean 
White and Black African 
White and Asian 
Any other mixed background 



 

Chinese 
Any other 
Refused  
 

Q117. What is your gender? 
Male 
Female 
 

Q118. IF Q10=1 OR  Q11 = 1 GO TO Q118b What is your home postcode? PLEASE ENTER FIRST PART, IE 
SE24 

 
 
 

 
  

 
Q119. Thank you very much for taking part in this survey.  Transport for London often wishes to speak to 

Londoners to obtain their opinion on transport issues.  Would you be happy to take part in any future 
research? 
Yes 
No 
 

Thank you for your help in this research 
 

 
 



 

APPENDIX C 

Paper Version of Potential Users Questionnaire



 

 

2502
Panel questionnaire for potential users (and users)

SYSTEM INFORMATION: 
Date: 
Time interview started: 
 
Introduction 
Thank you very much for agreeing to complete this on-line survey which is being conducted by Accent on 
behalf of Transport for London. This research is conducted under the terms of the MRS code of conduct and 
is completely confidential. If you would like to confirm Accent’s credentials please call the MRS free on 
0500 396999. 
 
First of all we will just ask you a couple of questions to check that you are eligible to take part in this 
research. 
 
Q1 Where do you live? 
Q1. Where do you live? 

London 
Essex  
Kent 
Hampshire THANK & CLOSE 
Other THANK & CLOSE 
 
DON’T ALLOW USE OF BACK BUTTON 
 

Q2. In which of the following postcode areas do you live? 
BR 
CM 
CO 
CR 
CT 
DA 
E 
EC 
EN THANK & CLOSE 
HA THANK & CLOSE 
IG 
KT THANK & CLOSE 
ME 
N THANK & CLOSE 
NW THANK & CLOSE 
RM 
SE 
SM THANK & CLOSE 
SS 
SW THANK & CLOSE 
TN 
TW THANK & CLOSE 
UB THANK & CLOSE 
W THANK & CLOSE 
WC THANK & CLOSE 
WD THANK & CLOSE 
Other THANK & CLOSE 
 
DON’T ALLOW USE OF BACK BUTTON 
 
ORIGIN 
IF Q2 =1, 4, 5, 6, 13, 17, 21 ORIGIN = SOUTH (BR, CR, CT, DA, ME, SE, TN) 
IF Q2 =2, 3, 7, 8 , 11, 16, 19 ORIGIN = NORTH (CM, CO, E, EC, IG, RM, SS) 
 



Q2A Which of the following means of transport do you use? 
Bus 
Rail 
Underground 
Tram 
Car as driver 
Car as passenger 
Van 
Motorcycle 
Bicycle 
None of the above 
 
IF CAR AS DRIVER OR VAN NOT MENTIONED, THANK AND CLOSE 
 

Q2B IF ORIGIN = SOUTH ASK: In the last three months have you made any trips north of the River Thames 
by public transport to the areas shown on the map? 

 
 

 



IF ORIGIN = NORTH ASK: In the last three months have you made any trips south of the River Thames 
by public transport to the areas shown on the map? 

 
Yes 
No 
 

Q3. In the last three months have you driven across the River Thames using any of the following 
crossings? 
Yes, Blackwall Tunnel GO TO USER QUESTIONNAIRE 
Yes, Dartford Tunnel  
Yes, Queen Elizabeth II Bridge (Dartford Crossing) 
Yes, Rotherhithe Tunnel GO TO USER QUESTIONNAIRE 
Yes, Woolwich Ferry GO TO USER QUESTIONNAIRE 
No 
 

Q4. Would you consider making trips by car or van over the River Thames in the next three months if 
there were new road crossings in the area shown on the map? 

 



 
Yes 
No GO TO AGE (Q56) AND EMPLOYMENT STATUS (Q57) AND GENDER (Q62) QUESTIONS THEN 
THANK & CLOSE  
 

Main Questionnaire 
Thank you, I can confirm you are in scope for the survey. The questionnaire will take about 15 minutes to 
complete. You do not have to answer questions you do not wish to and you can terminate the interview at 
any point. 
 
Q4A For which purposes do you currently travel by car or van? 

To/from work – usual workplace 
Work – delivery/loading 
To/from work – Other 
Entertainment/recreation 
Participate in sport 
Visit friends/relatives at home 
Other social 
Shopping - food 
Shopping - other 
Personal business/use services   
Other (please type in) 

 
Q4B You have told us that if there were new river crossings you would consider making new trips by car 

or van over the River Thames. 
 
Please now imagine making such a trip involving driving across the River Thames. What do you 
think the main purpose of your journey would be? 
To/from work – usual workplace 
Work – delivery/loading 

 



To/from work – Other 
Entertainment/recreation 
Participate in sport 
Visit friends/relatives at home 
Other social 
Shopping - food 
Shopping - other 
Personal business/use services   
Other (please type in) 
 

Q5. What means of transport do you think you would use? 
Car 
Van  
 

Q6.  
 

Q7. Where would you begin this journey? 
Home  
Work place 
Other location  
 

Q7b IF Q7=1 ASK: Where on this map is your home? PLEASE TYPE IN THE APPROPRIATE CODE SHOWN 
ON THE MAP 
IF Q7=2 ASK: Where on this map is the location of your work place? PLEASE TYPE IN THE 
APPROPRIATE CODE SHOWN ON THE MAP  
IF Q7=3 ASK: Where on this map is the location?. PLEASE TYPE IN THE APPROPRIATE CODE 
SHOWN ON THE MAP  
IF ORIGIN = NORTH 

 
N1 N4 N7 N10 N13 
N2 N5 N8 N11 N14 
N3 N6 N9 N12 N15 
 

 



IF ORIGIN = SOUTH 

 
S1 S4 S7 S10 S13 
S2 S5 S8 S11 S14 
S3 S6 S9 S12 S15 
 

Q7c IF Q7 = 1 ASK Please also enter your home postcode. 
 IF Q7 =2 ASK Please also enter your work place postcode.  

 
Q8. And if you were to make a new trip across the river, where on this map would you travel to? PLEASE 

TYPE IN THE APPROPRIATE CODE SHOWN ON THE MAP 
IF ORIGIN = NORTH 

 



 
N1 N4 N7 N10 N13 
N2 N5 N8 N11 N14  
N3 N6 N9 N12 N15 
 
IF ORIGIN = SOUTH 

 
S1 S4 S7 S10 S13 
S2 S5 S8 S11 S14 
S3 S6 S9 S12 S15 

 



 

 
CALCULATE TRAVEL TIME FROM Q7B AND Q8 
 

Q8B  
 

Q9.  
 

Q10.  
 

Q11. Do you think you would make this journey on a weekday or a weekend?  
Weekday 
Weekend 
 

Q12.  
 

Q13. Where do you think you would park at your destination?  
Private property, free GO TO Q15 
On street, free GO TO Q15 
Parking garage, free GO TO Q15 
Car park/parking lot, free GO TO Q15 
On street, paid  
Parking garage, paid 
Car park/parking lot, paid 
 

Q14. How much do you think it would cost you to park?  
 

Q15. IF 0=2 (VAN) ASK: What would you say is the approximate cost per mile of using the van? COSTS 
INCLUDE PETROL, HIRE COSTS AND OTHER RUNNING COSTS 
 

Q16.  
Q17.  

 
Q18.  

 
Q19.  

 
Q20.  

 
Q21.  

 
Q22.  

 

COST = Q38* DISTANCE-BASED COST (DIFFERENT FOR NON-WORK, COMMUTE AND LGVS + 
PARKING = Q14 
 

Q23. We estimate the cost of the one-way leg of your #0# journey, including petrol costs and parking, 
would be about #cost#. Do you agree with this estimate? 
Yes GO TO Q25 
No  
 

Q24. What would you estimate the cost would be?  
 
JCOST 
FROM Q23 AND Q24 FOR SP 
 

Q25. IF 0=1 ASK: Thinking about the costs for this trip, how do you think they would be paid for? 
I would pay all costs 
My employer would pay all costs, I would not be required to make any out-of-pocket payments 
I would pay some or all of the costs, but my employer would reimburse me 
I would share costs with passenger(s) 
Passenger(s) would pay all costs 
Other 
 

Time choices 
We would now like you to consider a series of situations where you have a choice between two different 
river crossing routes for the #Q5# journey that we have been discussing. Please imagine that you are making 
the same journey, under the same circumstances, except the travel time for the journey could be different 
because of more or less congestion and your travel costs could also change. 
 
IF EMPLOYERS BUSINESS OR VAN: Please consider your employer’s current travel reimbursement policy 
when considering the choices. 
 
EXAMPLE CHOICE Route A Route B 
Method of crossing river Tunnel Tunnel 
Time in freely flowing traffic 27 mins 29 mins 
Time in congested traffic 22 mins 28 mins 
Time in stationary traffic 14 mins 8 mins 



 

Total journey time 63 mins 65 mins 
Fuel and parking cost £9.00 £10.50 
   
Which route would you choose? �  � 

 
We would now like you to imagine that there may also be a charge associated with crossing the river. This 
might vary according to the route that you choose. Please imagine that you are making the journey again, 
under the same circumstances, except the travel time for the journey could be different because of more or 
less congestion and your travel costs could also change, including the addition of crossing charges for some 
or all of the routes. 
 
IF EMPLOYERS BUSINESS OR VAN: Please consider your employer’s current travel reimbursement policy 
when considering the choices. 
 
EXAMPLE CHOICE Route A Route B 
Method of crossing river Tunnel Ferry 
Time in freely flowing traffic 29 mins 27 mins 
Time in congested traffic 22 mins 14 mins 
Time in stationary traffic 8 mins 9 mins 
Total journey time 59 mins 50 mins 
Fuel and parking cost £9.60 £8.80 
Crossing charge £4.00 £0.00 
Total journey cost £13.60 £8.80 
    
Which route would you choose? �  � 

 
Diagnostics  
Q26. Were you able to understand the choice situations as they were presented?  

Yes  
No  
 

Q27.  
 

Q28. How easy did you find it choosing between the options above? 
Very easy 
Moderately easy 
Moderately difficult 
Very difficult 
 

Q29.  
 
 

Q30.  
 

Q31. When considering the options which of the following factors did you consider?  
Time in freely flowing traffic 
Time in congested traffic 
Time in stationary traffic 
Fuel and parking cost 
Crossing charge 
Total journey time 
Total journey cost 
Whether employer would reimburse costs 
None of the above 
 

Stated Intention Questions 
 
We would now like to present you with a number of different possible options for changes to the river 
crossings in East London and ask you to consider how each might affect journeys that you might make in the 
future. 
 



 

This study is exploring a wide range of possible options. For each respondent we are only asking about a 
small number of these and different people are being asked to consider different options. This is important 
because no decision has been made yet about which options are preferred, and by looking at a wide variety 
of cases across all of the people that we are interviewing we can provide evidence on the likely travel 
responses for a range of different scenarios. 
 

Crossing 
scenarios 

Blackwall  
tunnel 

Silvertown tunnel Woolwich  
ferry 

Gallions Reach 
ferry 

1 No toll No toll No toll n/a 
2 No toll £2 toll No toll n/a 
3 £2 toll £2 toll No toll n/a 
4 No toll n/a n/a No toll 
5 No toll n/a n/a £2 toll 
6 £2 toll n/a n/a £2 toll 
7 No toll No toll n/a No toll 
8 No toll £2 toll n/a £2 toll 
9 £2 toll £2 toll n/a £2 toll 

 
RANDNUM First Scenario Second Scenario Third Scenario 

1 1 5 9 
2 1 6 8 
3 2 4 9 
4 2 6 7 
5 3 4 8 
6 3 5 7 
7 5 1 9 
8 6 1 8 
9 4 2 9 

10 6 2 7 
11 4 3 8 
12 5 3 7 
13 5 9 1 
14 6 8 1 
15 4 9 2 
16 6 7 2 
17 4 8 3 
18 5 7 3 
19 9 1 5 
20 8 1 6 
21 9 2 4 
22 7 2 6 
23 8 3 4 
24 7 3 5 
25 9 5 1 
26 8 6 1 
27 9 4 2 
28 7 6 2 
29 8 4 3 
30 7 5 3 

 
Crossing 
scenario 

Question wording 

1 If there were to be a new tunnel at Silvertown, with a no charge, and the Blackwall Tunnel and Woolwich ferry were 
to be kept with no charge, how would this influence your future #0# journeys across the river? 

2 If there were to be a new tunnel at Silvertown, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, and the Blackwall Tunnel and 
Woolwich ferry were to be kept with no charge, how would this influence your future #0# journeys across the river? 

3 If there were to be a new tunnel at Silvertown, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, and the Blackwall Tunnel were 
also to have a £2 charge for a single crossing, how would this influence your future #0# journeys across the river?  

4 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with no charge, and the Blackwall 
Tunnel were to be kept with no charge, how would this influence your future #0# journeys across the river? 

5 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, 
and the Blackwall Tunnel were to be kept with no charge, how would this influence your future #0# journeys across 



 

the river? 
6 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, 

and the Blackwall Tunnel were also to have a £2 charge for a single crossing, how would this influence your future 
#0# journeys across the river? 

7 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with no charge, a new tunnel was built 
at Silvertown, with no charge, and the Blackwall Tunnel were to be kept with no charge, how would this influence 
your future #0# journeys across the river? 

8 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, a 
new tunnel was built at Silvertown, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, and the Blackwall Tunnel were to be kept 
with no charge, how would this influence your future #0# journeys across the river? 

9 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, a 
new tunnel was built at Silvertown, with a £2 charge for a single crossing, and the Blackwall Tunnel were to also 
have a £2 charge for a single crossing, how would this influence your future #0# journeys across the river? 

 
Q32A IF Q3 <> 2-4 GO TO Q32: How many times have you used the following crossing(s) over the past 

month? Please type in the number of one way trips. 
IF Q3= 4 Rotherhithe tunnel 
IF Q3= 2 or 3 Dartford Crossing 
 

Q32. Please consider the following scenario. 
#SCENARIOA# 
#MAPA# 
I would make more trips than now 
I would not make any more trips than now GO TO Q39A 
 

Q33. How many more #0# trips across the river would you make each month?  
 
Q34. How many of these do you currently make using public transport?  
 
Q35. So you would be making #Q33 - Q34# entirely new trips under this scenario. Is this correct?  

Yes  
No GO TO Q33 
 

Q36.  
 
Q37.  
 
Q38.  

 

Q39A Which crossing would you mainly use under this scenario for your #0# journeys across the River 
Thames? 
Rotherhithe tunnel, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=3,6 OR 9 Blackwall tunnel, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1,2,4,5,7 OR 8 Blackwall tunnel, no toll  
IF SCENARIO=2,3,8 OR 9  Silvertown tunnel, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1 OR 7 Silvertown tunnel, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=1-3 Woolwich ferry, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=5,6,8 OR 9 Gallions Reach ferry, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=4 OR 7 Gallions Reach ferry, no toll 
Dartford Crossing, £2 toll 
I would not make any #Q5# journeys across the River Thames 
 

Q39. Please now consider a different scenario. 
#SCENARIOB# 
#MAPB# 
I would make more trips than now 
I would not make any more trips than now GO TO Q46A 

 
Q40. How many more #0# trips across the river would you make each month?  
 
Q41. How many of these do you currently make using public transport?  
 



 

Q42. So you would be making #Q40 - Q41# entirely new trips under this scenario. Is this correct?  
Yes  
No GO TO Q40 
 

Q43.  
 

44.  Q
 
Q45.  

 

Q46A Which crossing would you mainly use under this scenario for your #0# journeys across the River 
Thames? 
Rotherhithe tunnel, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=3,6 OR 9 Blackwall tunnel, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1,2,4,5,7 OR 8 Blackwall tunnel, no toll  
IF SCENARIO=2,3,8 OR 9  Silvertown tunnel, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1 OR 7 Silvertown tunnel, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=1-3 Woolwich ferry, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=5,6,8 OR 9 Gallions Reach ferry, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=4 OR 7 Gallions Reach ferry, no toll 
Dartford Crossing, £2 toll 
I would not make any #Q5# journeys across the River Thames 
 

Q46. Please consider one final scenario 
#SCENARIOC# 
#MAPC# 
I would make more trips than now 
I would not make any more trips than now GO TO Q53A 

 
Q47. How many more #Q5# trips across the river would you make each month?  
 
Q48. How many of these do you currently make using public transport?  
 
Q49. So you would be making #Q47 - Q48# entirely new trips under this scenario. Is this correct?  

Yes GO TO Q53A 
No GO TO Q47 
 

50.  Q
 
Q51.  
 
Q52.  
 

Q53A Which crossing would you mainly use under this scenario for your #0# journeys across the River 
Thames? 
Rotherhithe tunnel, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=3,6 OR 9 Blackwall tunnel, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1,2,4,5,7 OR 8 Blackwall tunnel, no toll  
IF SCENARIO=2,3,8 OR 9  Silvertown tunnel, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1 OR 7 Silvertown tunnel, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=1-3 Woolwich ferry, no toll 
IF SCENARIO=5,6,8 OR 9 Gallions Reach ferry, £2 toll 
IF SCENARIO=4 OR 7 Gallions Reach ferry, no toll 
Dartford Crossing, £2 toll 
I would not make any #Q5# journeys across the River Thames 
 

About you and your household 
We would now just like to ask a few questions in order to classify your answers. Please be assured that all 
details you give will be treated with strictest confidence. 
Q53. How many adults, including yourself, live in your household? An adult is aged 18 years or older? 

 
Q54. How many children aged 17 or younger live in your household? 

 
Q55. How many people in your household including yourself have a driving licence? 

 
Q55B Are you a Blue Badge holder? 

Yes 
No 
 

Q56. In which of the following age categories are you in?  



 

18-24 
25-34 
35-44 
45-54 
55-64 
65 and over 
Refused 
 

Q57. What is your employment status?  
Full time paid employment 
Part time paid employment 
Full time self-employment 
Part time self-employment 
Student/school pupil GO TO Q59 
Waiting to take up a job GO TO Q59 
Unemployed GO TO Q59 
Unable to work GO TO Q59 
Retired GO TO Q59 
Looking after home/family GO TO Q59 
Other GO TO Q59 
 

Q58. Which of the following would best describe your occupation?  
Managers and Senior Officials 
Professional 
Associate Professional and Technical Occupation 
Courier / Delivery 
Skilled Trades 
Administration and Secretarial 
Sales and Customer Service 
Personal Service 
Other 
 

Q59. Can you tell me which band your total household income falls in, that is income from all sources, 
before tax and other deductions?  
Less than £9,999 
£10,000 - £19,999 
£20,000 - £29,999 
£30,000 - £39,999 
£40,000 - £49,999 
£50,000- £59,999 
£60,000 - £74,999 
£75,000- £99,999 
£100,000 or more 
Refused 
Don’t know 
 

Q60. Q53 = 1 GO TO Q61 And can you tell me which band your total personal income falls in, that is 
income from all sources, before tax and other deductions?  
Less than £9,999 
£10,000 - £19,999 
£20,000 - £29,999 
£30,000 - £39,999 
£40,000 - £49,999 
£50,000- £59,999 
£60,000 -£74,999 
£75,000- £99,999 
£100,000 or more 
Refused 
Don’t know 
 



 

Q61. To which of these ethnic groups do you consider you belong?  
White - British 
White - Irish 
White - any other white background 
Indian 
Pakistani 
Bangladeshi 
Any other Asian background 
Caribbean 
African 
Any other Black background 
White and Black Caribbean 
White and Black African 
White and Asian 
Any other mixed background 
Chinese 
Any other 
Refused  
 

Q62. What is your gender? 
Male 
Female 
 
DON’T ALLOW USE OF BACK BUTTON 
 

Q63. What is your home postcode? PLEASE ENTER FIRST PART, IE SE24 
 

Q64. That was the last question. Thank you very much for taking part in this research.  
 

 Please could you provide your name and contact details (either a phone number or an email address) 
below so we can get in touch should you win. 
Name: 
Phone number: 
Email address: 
I don’t wish to participate  
 

Q64b Thank you very much for taking part in this survey.  Transport for London often wishes to speak to 
Londoners to obtain their opinion on transport issues.  Would you be happy to take part in any future 
research? 
Yes 
No 

 
Thank you. This research was conducted under the terms of the MRS code of conduct and is completely 
confidential.  
 
SYSTEM INFORMATION 
Time interview completed: 
 

 
 



 

APPENDIX D 

Recruitment Locations 



Recruitment locations 
 
Rotherhithe Tunnel 
 
Two locations, both north of the tunnel at Branch Road. 
 

 

Northbound 

Southbound 

 
The white arrows indicate where recruiters stood.  
 

 

Northbound 

 

 



 
Southbound 

 
Blackwall Tunnel 
 
Five locations, all north of the tunnel.  
 

 

2a

4a

3

4b

4c

Andrew Street
108 to Stratford 

Abbott Road 
108 to Lewisham Stn 

Blackwall Tunnel / East 
India Dock Road 
108 to Stratford 

Blackwall Tunnel / East 
India Dock Road 

108 to Lewisham Stn Blackwall Tunnel
115 to Aldgate 

Brunswick Road 
115 to East Ham Ctr Park 

Bazely Street 
115 to East Ham Ctr Park 

Map showing Blackwall tunnel interview locations and bus stops. 
 

 



The white arrows indicate where recruiters stood. 
 
Southbound traffic 

 
Blackwall Tunnel 2a 

 

 
Blackwall Tunnel 3 

 
Northbound traffic 

 
Blackwall Tunnel 4a 

 

 



 

 

Blackwall Tunnel 4b 

 

 
Blackwall Tunnel 4c 

 

 



Woolwich Ferry 
 
Two locations 
 

 
 
 

 
Approach to Woolwich ferry (north bank) 
 

 



  
Approach to Woolwich ferry on left hand side (south bank) 

 



 



 

APPENDIX E 

Freight Questionnaire



 

River Crossings Freight Questionnaire – Main 
 
PHONE ONLY IN GREEN 
Good morning/afternoon. My name is …. and I am calling from Accent. We are an independent 
market research company carrying out research for Transport for London into existing and 
possible new river crossings in East London.  
 
This is a bona fide market research exercise. It is being conducted under the Market Research 
Society Code of Conduct which means that any answers you give will be treated in confidence. 
Can you spare a few minutes to run through a few questions to check that you are eligible to 
take part in this research? 
 
Q0  SAMPLE TYPE: 

User survey (side of van/lorry) Rotherhithe Tunnel 
User survey (side of van/lorry) Blackwall Tunnel 
User survey (side of van/lorry) Woolwich Ferry 
User survey questionnaire data 
Sample 
 

Q1 Can I speak to a member of the management team who can answer questions about 
transport operations at your company? (This could be board level decision makers, fleet 
managers, dispatch managers, logistics managers) 

 
INTERVIEWER: PLEASE TRY AND ASK FOR A DIRECTOR OR SENIOR MANAGER WHENEVER 
POSSIBLE, IN PARTICULAR FOR SMALLER COMPANIES. 

 
IF RESPONDENT ATTEMPTS TO TRANSFER TO SOMEONE AT ANOTHER SITE SAY We need to 
speak to someone about activity and performance of this site specifically, so ideally we 
need to speak to someone based at this site rather than someone at another branch or 
office of your organisation. 

 
The survey focuses on how transport and transport policy affects businesses operating 
vehicles across the River Thames in East London.  

 
We are very interested in the views and opinions of important people like yourself and would value 
the opportunity to speak to you about your views regarding transport policy within your company. I 
need to ask you a few questions about your company. This will take a couple of minutes and the 
survey itself is about 15 minutes (which can be undertaken online if you wish). 

 
Is this OK or would you like me to call back at a more convenient time? 
 

Q2 How often do you have freight vehicles crossing the River Thames in East London using 
any of the following crossings: Blackwall Tunnel, Rotherhithe Tunnel or the Woolwich Ferry 

Every day 
Several days a week 
Once a week 
Several times a month 
Once a month 
Several times a year 
Once a year 
Never THANK & CLOSE 
 

Q2b You are in scope for this research. Can we proceed with the interview or would you like 
to undertake the survey on line? 
Proceed now 



 

Undertake on line (take email address) THANK & CLOSE 
 

Nature of business 
Q3 The following questions are about your business. If you operate from more than one 

location then they refer to the location you are based at. 
 
In which of the following areas is your company based? READ OUT 

Greater London 
The South East 
The South West 
The West Midlands 
The East Midlands 
East Anglia 
Wales 
The North East 
The North West 
Yorkshire & Humberside 
Scotland 
 

Q4 How would you define the broad industry grouping in which your organisation operates? 
Automotive 
Business Services 
Construction/Engineering/Materials 
Energy/Utilities 
Hotels/Catering 
IT/Communications//Electronic Components 
Manufacturing 
Media/Marketing 
MoD/Emergencies/Government Healthcare//NHS 
Pharmaceuticals/Petrochemicals/Chemicals 
Removals 
Retail 
Transportation/Distribution/Logistics (includes postal/package delivery services) 
Wholesale 
Other 
Refused 
 

Q5 Including full-time and part-time staff, approximately how many people work for your 
company? 

1 - 4 
5 - 9 
10 - 19 
20 - 49 
50 - 99 
100 - 249 
250 plus 
Refused 
 

Q6 How many sites does your company work from? 
Single site 
Multiple sites in UK 
Single site in UK but other sites abroad 
Multiple sites in UK and other sites abroad 
 

Q7 What was your company’s annual turnover during the last financial year or accounting 
period at this site? READ OUT 

Under £100,000 
£100,000 to £499,000 
£500,000 to £999,999 
£1m-£5m 



 

£5m to £10m 
Over £10m 
Don’t know 
Refused 
 

Fleet Details 
Q8 I am now going to ask about how many vehicles are owned and leased in your company’s 

fleet.  
 
First of all, how many heavy goods vehicles over 3.5 tonnes do you own in your fleet? 

 
Q9 How many heavy goods vehicles over 3.5 tonnes do you lease in your fleet? 

 
Q10 How many heavier light goods vehicles (goods vehicles between 1.205 tonnes 

(unladen) and 3.5 tonnes (gross vehicle weight)) that are not car-derived (e.g. not Astra 
van, etc) do you own in your fleet? 

 
Q11 How many heavier light goods vehicles do you lease in your fleet? 

 
Q11b And how many light goods vehicles (under 3.5 tonnes gross vehicle weight) do you own 

in your fleet? 
 

Q11c How many light goods vehicles do you lease in your fleet? 
 
 

Trip details 
Q12 IF Q8+Q9<>0: We would now like to ask you some questions about a typical HGV 

journey involving a crossing of the River Thames using the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall 
Tunnel or Woolwich Ferry.  
IF Q8+Q9=0: We would now like to ask you some questions about a typical LGV journey 
involving a crossing of the River Thames using the Rotherhithe Tunnel, Blackwall Tunnel or 
Woolwich Ferry. 
 
Thinking about this typical trip, which crossing was used on the outward leg? 

Rotherhithe Tunnel 
Blackwall Tunnel 
Woolwich Ferry 
Dartford Tunnel  
Queen Elizabeth II Bridge  
Other (please type in) 
 

Q13 Could any other crossings be used instead for the outward leg? 
MULTIPUNCH, EXCLUDING CHOSEN OPTION FROM Q12 
No 
Rotherhithe Tunnel 
Blackwall Tunnel 
Woolwich Ferry 
Dartford Tunnel  
Queen Elizabeth II Bridge  
Other (please type in)  
 

Q14 Which crossing was used on the return leg? 
Rotherhithe Tunnel 
Blackwall Tunnel 
Woolwich Ferry 
Dartford Tunnel  
Queen Elizabeth II Bridge  



 

Other (please type in)  
 

Outward Leg Journey Details 
Q15 We would now like to ask you some more questions about the outward leg of this 

typical journey. 
 
Where would the outward leg of the journey begin? PROBE FIRST PART OF POSTCODE (IE 
E19) 

 
Q16 And would the outward leg of the journey end? IF MORE THAN ONE DESTINATION, PLEASE 

ENTER THE FIRST DESTINATION AFTER CROSSING THE RIVER. PROBE FIRST PART OF 
POSTCODE (IE E19) 

 
Q17 Would the journey be on a weekday or weekend? 

Weekday 
Weekend 
 

Q18 At approximately what time would the outward leg of the journey start? PLEASE USE 24 
HOUR CLOCK 

  
Q19 At approximately what time would the outward leg of the journey end? IF MORE THAN 

ONE DESTINATION, PLEASE ENTER THE TIME FOR ARRIVING AT THE FIRST DESTINATION AFTER 
CROSSING THE RIVER. PLEASE USE THE 24 HOUR CLOCK 

 
CALCULATE TIME FROM Q19 LESS Q18. 
ASSUME 15 MINS OF THIS IS CONGESTED 
ASSUME 5 MINS IS STATIONARY 
CALCULATE IMPLIED TIME IN FREE FLOWING TRAFFIC 
 

Q20 What would you say is the approximate cost per mile of using the vehicle? COSTS 
INCLUDE PETROL, HIRE COSTS AND OTHER RUNNING COSTS 

 
Q21 About how many miles would this journey be from Q15 to Q16 (one way)? IF YOU DON’T 

KNOW, PLEASE ESTIMATE 
 

Q22 Would the vehicle have to pass through the Congestion Charge Zone for the trip?  
Yes 
No GO TO Q24 
 

Q23 Do you have a Fleet Auto Pay account? 
Yes 
No 
 
COST = Q21*Q20+ CONGESTION CHARGE = £10 IF Q23 = 2,£9 IF Q23 = 1   
 

Q24 We estimate the costs of the one-way leg of the journey, would be #cost#. Do you 
agree with this estimate? 

Yes GO TO SP 
No  
 

Q25 What would you estimate the cost to be?  
 
JCOST 
FROM Q24 AND Q25 FOR SP 
 



 

Stated Preference 
We would now like to look at some scenarios for the future with you. Could we send you some 
information to assist in this and give you a call back at a convenient time to discuss? The rest 
of the interview will take about 15 minutes. ASK RESPONDENT FOR EMAIL, FAX, MAIL ETC. WE 
WILL SEND SP CHOICES AND THREE SCENARIO MAPS. 

 
STATED PREFERENCE EXPERIMENT 

 
At start of call back once respondent has been sent show material: 
 
Can we confirm the URN and SP card numbers listed on the top right corner of the 
material we sent you? 
URN: ___________ 
SP card: _________ 
Issue Number: ____ 
 
Thank you once again for agreeing to take part in this interview.  
 
First of all, I will remind you of the typical [(IF Q8+Q9<>0) HGV/ IF Q8+Q9=0LGV] 
journey from #Q15# to #Q16# which used the #Q12# and started at Q18 and finished at 
Q19 
 

Cost choices 
We would now like you to consider a series of situations where you have a choice between 
two different river crossing routes for the freight journey that we have been discussing. Please 
imagine that the same journey was being made again, under the same circumstances, except 
the travel time for the journey could be different because of more or less congestion and your 
travel costs could also change. 
 
EXAMPLE CHOICE Route A Route B 
Method of crossing river Tunnel Tunnel 
   
Time in freely flowing traffic 27 mins 29 mins 
Time in congested traffic 22 mins 28 mins 
Time in stationary traffic 14 mins 8 mins 
Total journey time 63 mins 65 mins 
   
Fuel and parking cost £9.00 £10.50 
   
Which route would you choose? �  � 

 
We would now like you to imagine that there may also be a charge associated with crossing 
the river. This might vary according to the route that you choose. Please imagine that the 
same journey was being made again, under the same circumstances, except the travel time 
for the journey could be different because of more or less congestion and your travel costs 
could also change, including the addition of crossing charges for some or all of the routes. 
 
EXAMPLE CHOICE Route A Route B 
Method of crossing river Tunnel Ferry 
   
Time in freely flowing traffic 29 mins 27 mins 
Time in congested traffic 22 mins 14 mins 



 

Time in stationary traffic 8 mins 9 mins 
Total journey time 59 mins 50 mins 
   
Fuel and parking cost £9.60 £8.80 
Crossing charge £4.00 £0.00 
Total journey cost £13.60 £8.80 
     
Which route would you choose? �  � 

 
[NOTE: There will be four choices presented without charges and six choices including 
charges] 
 
Diagnostic Questions VOT/tolling Experiment 
Q26 Were you able to understand the choice scenarios as they were presented?  

Yes  
No  
 

Q27 How easy did you find it choosing between the options above? 
Very easy 
Moderately easy 
Moderately difficult 
Very difficult 
 

Q28 In the choice scenarios, did you consider the alternatives offered to you realistic? 
Yes  
No 
 

Q29 When considering the options which of the following factors did you consider? READ 
OUT 

Time in freely flowing traffic 
Time in congested traffic 
Time in stationary traffic 
Fuel and parking cost 
Crossing charge 
Total journey time 
Total journey cost 
Whether employer would reimburse costs 
None of the above 
 

Stated Intention Questions 
Q30 This study is exploring a wide range of possible options. For each respondent we are 

only asking about a small number of these and different people are being asked to consider 
different options. This is important because no decision has been made yet about which 
options are preferred, and by looking at a wide variety of cases across all of the people that 
we are interviewing we can provide evidence on the likely travel responses for a range of 
different scenarios. 
 
First of all, can you tell me what proportion of your company’s total river crossing 
movements occur in the following periods? READ OUT..INTERVIEWER: NON RESPONSE IS 
ALLOWED SO BE CAREFUL BEFORE PRESSING ENTER 

Before 07:00  
Between 07:00 and 10:00  
Between 10:00 and 16:00  
Between 16:00 and 19:00  
After 19:00  

 



 

Q31 Would these proportions change if there was a toll of £5 for all crossings between 07.00 
and 19.00? READ OUT PREVIOUS PERCENT AND PROBE CHANGE 

Before 07:00 Q30ROW1  
Between 07:00 and 10:00 Q30ROW2  
Between 10:00 and 16:00 Q30ROW3  
Between 16:00 and 19:00 Q30ROW4  
After 19:00 Q30ROW5  
Trips no longer made   

 
Q32 Would these proportions change if there was toll in the peak periods (07:00-10:00 and 

16:00-19:00) of £5 but the toll between 10.00 and 16.00 was £2.50? READ OUT PREVIOUS 
PERCENT AND PROBE CHANGE   

Before 07:00 Q30ROW1  
Between 07:00 and 10:00 Q30ROW2  
Between 10:00 and 16:00 Q30ROW3  
Between 16:00 and 19:00 Q30ROW4  
After 19:00 Q30ROW5  
Trips no longer made   

 
Q33 I am now going to ask how many journeys on average your heavy goods vehicles and 

light goods vehicles1 makes over each of the following crossing in a typical week. READ 
OUT 

• Dartford crossing 
• Blackwall Tunnel 
• Rotherhithe Tunnel 
• Woolwich Ferry 
 HGV LGV1 

Dartford crossing  
 

 

Blackwall Tunnel  
 

 

Rotherhithe Tunnel  
 

 

Woolwich Ferry  
 

 

 
Crossing 
scenarios 

Blackwall  
tunnel 

Silvertown 
tunnel 

Woolwich  
ferry 

Gallions Reach 
ferry 

1 No toll No toll No toll n/a 
2 No toll £5 toll No toll n/a 
3 £5 toll £5 toll No toll n/a 
4 No toll n/a n/a No toll 
5 No toll n/a n/a £5 toll 
6 £5 toll n/a n/a £5 toll 
7 No toll No toll n/a No toll 
8 No toll £5 toll n/a £5 toll 
9 £5 toll £5 toll n/a £5 toll 

 
RANDNUM First Scenario Second Scenario Third Scenario 

1 1 5 9 
2 1 6 8 
3 2 4 9 
4 2 6 7 
5 3 4 8 
6 3 5 7 

                                                 
1 Remove if Q10-Q11c = 0 



 

7 5 1 9 
8 6 1 8 
9 4 2 9 

10 6 2 7 
11 4 3 8 
12 5 3 7 
13 5 9 1 
14 6 8 1 
15 4 9 2 
16 6 7 2 
17 4 8 3 
18 5 7 3 
19 9 1 5 
20 8 1 6 
21 9 2 4 
22 7 2 6 
23 8 3 4 
24 7 3 5 
25 9 5 1 
26 8 6 1 
27 9 4 2 
28 7 6 2 
29 8 4 3 
30 7 5 3 

 
Crossing 
scenario 

Question wording 

1 If there were to be a new tunnel at Silvertown, with no charge, and the Blackwall Tunnel 
and Woolwich ferry were to be kept with no charge, how would this influence your current 
journeys across the river? 

2 If there were to be a new tunnel at Silvertown, with a £5 charge for a single crossing, and 
the Blackwall Tunnel and Woolwich ferry were to be kept with no charge, how would this 
influence your current journeys across the river? 

3 If there were to be a new tunnel at Silvertown, with a £5 charge for a single crossing, and 
the Blackwall Tunnel were also to have a £5 charge for a single crossing, how would this 
influence your current journeys across the river?  

4 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with no 
charge, and the Blackwall Tunnel were to be kept with no charge, how would this 
influence your current journeys across the river? 

5 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with a £5 
charge for a single crossing, and the Blackwall Tunnel were to be kept with no charge, 
how would this influence your current journeys across the river? 

6 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with a £5 
charge for a single crossing, and the Blackwall Tunnel were also to have a £5 charge for 
a single crossing, how would this influence your current journeys across the river? 

7 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with no 
charge, a new tunnel was built at Silvertown, with no charge, and the Blackwall Tunnel 
were to be kept with no charge, how would this influence your current journeys across the 
river? 

8 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with a £5 
charge for a single crossing, a new tunnel was built at Silvertown, with a £5 charge for a 
single crossing, and the Blackwall Tunnel were to be kept with no charge, how would this 
influence your current journeys across the river? 

9 If the Woolwich Ferry were to be replaced by a new ferry at Gallions Reach, with a £5 
charge for a single crossing, a new tunnel was built at Silvertown, with a £5 charge for a 
single crossing, and the Blackwall Tunnel were to also have a £5 charge for a single 
crossing, how would this influence your current journeys across the river? 

 
Q34 We would now like to present you with a number of different possible options for 

changes to the river crossings in East London and ask you to consider how each might 



 

affect the journeys currently made by your vehicles. The new crossings would be able to 
take all sizes of HGV. 

 
Q35 #SCENARIOA# 

#MAPA# 
We would make more trips than now 
We would make the same number of trips as now GO TO Q38 
We would make fewer trips than now GO TO Q37 
 

Q36 How many more trips across the river would your company’s vehicles make each 
week?  

 
GO TO Q38 
 

Q37 How many fewer trips across the river would your company’s vehicles make each 
week?  

 
Q38  You said your vehicles make the following numbers of trips by the following 

crossings. READ OUT 
 
IF Q35=1 ASK: In the scenario we have just looked at you said there would be #Q36# 
more trips each week.  
IF Q35=3 ASK: In the scenario we have just looked at you said there would be #Q37# 
fewer trips each week. 
Which crossings would your vehicles use under this scenario? 

 HGV LGV2 
Dartford crossing current £2 toll  #Q33# #Q33# 

Dartford crossing £2 toll  
 

 
 

Blackwall tunnel current #Q33# #Q33# 
IF SCENARIO=3,6 OR 9 Blackwall tunnel, £5 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1,2,4,5,7 OR 8 Blackwall tunnel, no toll 

  

Rotherhithe Tunnel current #Q33# #Q33# 

Rotherhithe Tunnel  
 

 

Woolwich ferry current #Q33# #Q33# 
IF SCENARIO=1-3 Woolwich ferry, no toll    
IF SCENARIO=5,6,8 OR 9 Gallions Reach ferry, £5 toll 
IF SCENARIO=4 OR 7 Gallions Reach ferry, no toll 

 
 

 

IF SCENARIO=2,3,8 OR 9 Silvertown tunnel, £5 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1 OR 7 Silvertown tunnel, no toll 

 
 

 

Total   
 
LOGIC CHECK THAT NEW TOTALS = Q33+Q36 OR Q33-Q37 AS APPLICABLE 
 

Q39 Please now consider a different scenario. 
#SCENARIOB# 
#MAPB# 

We would make more trips than now 
We would make the same number of trips as now GO TO Q42 
We would make fewer trips than now GO TO Q41 
 

Q40 How many more trips across the river would your company’s vehicles make each 
week?  

                                                 
2 Remove if Q10-Q11c = 0 



 

 
GO TO Q42 
 

Q41 How many fewer trips across the river would your company’s vehicles make each 
week?  

 
Q42  You said your vehicles make the following numbers of trips by the following 

crossings. READ OUT 
 
IF Q39=1 ASK:  In the scenario we have just looked at you said there would be #Q40# 
more trips each week.  
IF Q39=3 ASK:  In the scenario we have just looked at you said there would be #Q41# 
fewer trips each week. 
Which crossings would your vehicles use under this scenario?  

 HGV LGV3 
Dartford crossing current £2 toll  #Q33# #Q33# 

Dartford crossing £2 toll  
 

 
 

Blackwall tunnel current #Q33# #Q33# 
IF SCENARIO=3,6 OR 9 Blackwall tunnel, £5 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1,2,4,5,7 OR 8 Blackwall tunnel, no toll 

  

Rotherhithe Tunnel current #Q33# #Q33# 

Rotherhithe Tunnel  
 

 

Woolwich ferry current #Q33# #Q33# 
IF SCENARIO=1-3 Woolwich ferry, no toll    
IF SCENARIO=5,6,8 OR 9 Gallions Reach ferry, £5 toll 
IF SCENARIO=4 OR 7 Gallions Reach ferry, no toll 

 
 

 

IF SCENARIO=2,3,8 OR 9 Silvertown tunnel, £5 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1 OR 7 Silvertown tunnel, no toll 

 
 

 

Total   
 
LOGIC CHECK THAT NEW TOTALS = Q33+Q40 OR Q33-Q41 AS APPLICABLE 
 

Q43 Please consider one final scenario. 
#SCENARIOC# 
#MAPC# 

We would make more trips than now 
We would make the same number of trips as now GO TO Q46 
We would make fewer trips than now GO TO Q45 
 

Q44 How many more trips across the river would your company’s vehicles make each 
week?  

 
GO TO Q46 
 

Q45 How many fewer trips across the river would your company’s vehicles make each 
week?  

 
Q46  You said your vehicles make the following numbers of trips by the following 

crossings. READ OUT 
 
IF Q43=1 ASK: In the scenario we have just looked at you said there would be #Q44# 
more trips each week.  
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IF Q43=3 ASK: In the scenario we have just looked at you said there would be #Q45# 
fewer trips each week. 
 

Q47 Which crossings would your vehicles use under this scenario? 
 HGV LGV4 
Dartford crossing current £2 toll  #Q33# #Q33# 

Dartford crossing £2 toll  
 

 
 

Blackwall tunnel current #Q33# #Q33# 
IF SCENARIO=3,6 OR 9 Blackwall tunnel, £5 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1,2,4,5,7 OR 8 Blackwall tunnel, no toll 

  

Rotherhithe Tunnel current #Q33# #Q33# 

Rotherhithe Tunnel  
 

 

Woolwich ferry current #Q33# #Q33# 
IF SCENARIO=1-3 Woolwich ferry, no toll    
IF SCENARIO=5,6,8 OR 9 Gallions Reach ferry, £5 toll 
IF SCENARIO=4 OR 7 Gallions Reach ferry, no toll 

 
 

 

IF SCENARIO=2,3,8 OR 9 Silvertown tunnel, £5 toll 
IF SCENARIO=1 OR 7 Silvertown tunnel, no toll 

 
 

 

Total   
 
LOGIC CHECK THAT NEW TOTALS = Q33+Q44 OR Q33-Q45 AS APPLICABLE 
 
That was the last question. Thank you very much for taking part in this research.  
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APPENDIX G: RANDOM PARAMETERS MODEL ANALYSIS 
 
This section presents the data analysis and research hypotheses testing using Mixed Logit 
(MMNL) models. Section 2 presented a standard logit model for analysing value of time and 
other travel related variables. The base model controlled for several factors (i.e. income and 
journey purpose) which might cause the variation of valuations. This section starts from the 
point reached at the end of the section 2 and adds to the analysis and discussion, using 
advanced choice models.  
 
Introduction  
 
Train (2003, p.138) states that “Mixed Logit is a highly flexible model that can approximate 
any random utility model (McFadden and Train, 2000). It obviates the three limitations of 
standard logit by allowing for random taste variation, unrestricted substitution patterns, and 
correlation in unobserved factors over time.” 
In our analysis, travellers’ taste variation in valuation of the journey time (as well as the other 
attributes) is accounted by segmentation analysis according to their income and journey 
purpose factors.  
One of the strengths of MMNL models is that the model estimation allows for variation in the 
variables (and thus in the monetary valuation) that results from those travellers’ 
characteristics whose explicit information is not known.  
There is a rich literature documenting the development of MMNL model estimation (Brown, 
Bunch and Train, 2001; Batley et al., 2001; Hensher and Greene, 2003; Train, 2003 and many 
others). We recommend readers to Train (2003) for a detailed discussion of the MMNL 
model.  
 
Model Specification   
 
One property of MMNL model is that it allows for the random variation among individuals in 
the value of parameters that represent unobserved factors/characteristics. This section presents 
the results obtained by assuming a Mixed Multinomial Logit model formulation, using the 
same model specification as the standard MNL model as in section 2. The impact of known 
information about the individual, e.g. income and journey purpose, are explicitly taken into 
account. 
 
Selection of random variables and distributions  

 
For simplicity, we assumed that the total journey time was a random variables, and that the 
cost coefficient was not random (since the cost is in the denominator of the VOT calculation).   
We tested both normal and log-normal distribution terms. 
 
Software for MMNL estimation  
 
To estimate the MMNL model, code was written in OX (Doornik, J.A. 2007) program. We 
firstly re-coded the preferred MNL model in Ox to ensure that we obtained consistent results 
from the different software packages.  
 
Train (2003) presents a discussion on the impact of number of Halton draws on the 
estimation. Researchers (Train, 1999) found that the simulation variance in the estimated 
parameters was lower using a lower number (for instance, 100) of draws; the estimation time 
is faster.  In this study, we examined the estimation output for 100 and 250 Halton draws.  



 

 
Findings from MMNL model estimation 
 
After several attempts, some not significant variables are removed or combined with the 
variables which have similar values. Table 1 presents the estimation result from the preferred 
MMNL models.  
 
MMNL1 is a MMNL model with normally-distributed parameters. The number of draws is 
250. MMNL2 is a MMNL model with lognormal-distributed parameters. The number of 
draws is 100.They all have the same model specification as the standard MNL model but with 
assumption that the total journey was followed a specified distribution. 
 
The MMNL models show much better fit compared to the MNL model.  The log-likelihood of 
MMNL2 (log-normal distribution) is slightly better than that of the MMNL1 (normal 
distribution), indicating that the log-normal distribution leads to a slightly better fit. 
 
The coefficients of the variables are significant and follow the same trend as those in the 
MNL model. The standard deviation of the random parameters are significant for the three 
time components which indicates that respondents shown a wider taste. 
 
The average value of time obtained from each model is fairly consistent with each model, but 
the standard deviation provides some information on the distribution of the value of time 
parameters.  As we are aware that the distribution of the VOT will not be directly used in the 
existing transport models, the results are not presented here.   
 
 



 

Table 1: Frequency of existing river crossing in previous month for each segment 
Description Coef. t (0) Coef. t (0) Coef. t (0) 
 MMNL1 
Version 

MNL 
mnl model in ox mmnl model MMNL2 

Observations  33396  33396  33396 
Final log (L)  -26697  -22842  -22536 
D.O.F.  48.00  51.00  51.00 

random parameter distribution n/a normal distribution log normal 
distribution 

number of draws       250.00   100.00 
Time Coefficients 
Total Journey Time (per minute of travel)       
    total journey time (commuters)   -0.0187 -4.87 -0.0661 -12.54 -3.0344 -42.55 
    total journey time (business)   0.0081 2.23 0.0060 1.12 -0.0696 -0.62 
    total journey time (others)  0.0078 2.11 0.0121 2.07 -0.1728 -2.55 
    total journey time (van and lorry drivers incremental effects)  0.0057 1.78 0.0185 3.93 -0.2413 -3.42 
standard deviation   0.0589 24.29 0.9139 35.73 
Congested Journey Time (per minute of travel)       
    congestion journey time (commuters)  -0.0106 -1.61 -0.0136 -1.99 -0.0114 -2.12 
    congestion journey time (business)  -0.0095 -1.82 -0.0090 -1.52 -0.0066 -1.04 
    congestion journey time (others)        
standard deviation   0.0567 11.51 -0.0556 -4.95 
Stationary Journey Time (per minute of travel)       
    stationary journey time (commuters)  -0.0297 -5.13 -0.0240 -3.95 -0.0222 -4.39 
    stationary journey time (business)  -0.0017 -0.20 -0.0014 -0.17 0.0012 0.15 
    stationary journey time (others)  0.0115 1.66 0.0196 2.73 0.0198 3.17 
standard deviation     -0.0343 -6.76 -0.0367 -6.06 
Cost Coefficients (per pence of cost) 
Operation Cost (fuel + parking cost)        
    operation Cost (HH income less than £20k + not stated)  -0.0011 -8.55 -0.0031 -14.57 -0.0029 -14.85 
    operation Cost (HH income £20k - £50k) (incremental) 0.0002 2.42 0.0004 2.34 0.0003 1.75 
    operation Cost (HH income more than £50k) (incremental) 0.0003 4.13 0.0009 4.55 0.0007 3.79 
    operation cost (non-users incremental effects) -0.0016 -10.51 -0.0035 -17.08 -0.0034 -17.52 
    operation costs reimbursed by employer or others (incremental 

effect) 0.0003 3.80 0.0008 4.92 0.0007 4.21 

    operation cost (van and lorry driver incremental effects) 0.0004 2.72     
    toll penalty (ratio of crossing charge to fuel cost) -2.8111 -15.79 -3.3744 -20.72 -3.3634 -18.80 
Alternative Specific Constant Terms - VoT experiment  
Tunnel  (Reference)       
Bridge 0.1121 3.71 0.1683 4.75 0.1604 4.59 
Ferry -0.5922 -13.33 -0.7078 -15.52 -0.7067 -15.45 
Time of Day Choice - value of changes in time components (per minute change) 
Depart on outbound leg earlier than now       
    All purposes -0.0104 -3.18 -0.0116 -3.61 -0.0109 -3.40 
Depart on outbound leg later than now       
    Work related - commuters and EB -0.0062 -1.91 -0.0069 -2.23 -0.0074 -2.39 
    Sports and other social -0.0236 -1.75 -0.0257 -1.81 -0.0258 -1.83 
    All other purposes -0.0128 -2.09 -0.0158 -2.37 -0.0161 -2.39 
Stay Longer at destination       
    Work related - commuters and EB       
    Shop for food and sport -0.0343 -2.30 -0.0313 -2.15 -0.0310 -2.22 
    All other purposes -0.0006 -0.15 -0.0012 -0.29 -0.0013 -0.31 
Stay Shorter at destination       
    Commuters -0.0145 -3.47 -0.0138 -3.56 -0.0130 -3.44 
    Shop for food and uncategorised purposes -0.0115 -0.71 -0.0109 -0.66 -0.0094 -0.59 
    All other purposes 0.0133 3.37 0.0139 3.62 0.0138 3.67 
Depart on return leg earlier than now       
    All purposes -0.0032 -1.02 -0.0022 -0.66 -0.0020 -0.61 
Depart on return leg later than now       
    All purposes 0.0040 1.49 0.0044 1.62 0.0040 1.52 
Alternative Specific Constant Terms - TOD experiment  
   Travel at similar time (reference)       
   Travel earlier -2.2802 -4.80 -2.9828 -6.66 -3.0531 -6.90 
   Travel earlier - business (incremental) 1.3874 2.24 1.6799 2.74 1.6235 2.64 
   Travel earlier - other purposes (incremental) 2.0116 3.04 2.1966 3.31 2.2657 3.46 
   Travel later -3.1939 -4.37 -4.0223 -5.64 -4.0423 -5.72 
   Travel later - other purposes (incremental) 4.3767 4.36 4.6040 4.71 4.7455 4.84 
   Non-tolled route -3.7017 -6.84 -1.8691 -3.82 -1.4847 -3.13 
   Non-tolled route - business (incremental) -1.5163 -1.35 -1.4020 -1.16 -0.8510 -0.73 
Non Travel Constants 
VOT experiment       
    short trip design -4.9883 -14.57 -9.1548 -20.13 -9.5936 -20.14 
    medium trip design -6.1168 -13.01 -13.3870 -19.19 -12.8440 -13.99 
    long trip design -8.7672 -11.13 -21.4980 -22.18 -21.7910 -21.83 
Incremental adjustments       
   short trip design, other purposes 0.8371 2.64 1.1543 2.75 1.0551 2.30 
   medium trip design, other purposes 0.8755 2.17 0.6186 0.94 -0.0395 -0.04 
   short trip design, female       
TOD experiment       



 

   Road side intercept sample -7.4073 -7.47 -17.3960 -15.05 -17.5820 -15.79 
   Panel sample -9.7181 -6.83 -23.4760 -10.73 -23.0610 -9.30 
Other Model coefficients 
   Left option bias in VoT experiment 0.1114 4.76 0.1954 7.38 0.1882 7.20 
Scale Factors  t(1)  t(1)  t(1) 
   VOT - Users - without toll (Reference)       
   VOT - non user 1.3466 2.93 1.2025 3.55 1.1976 3.32 
   VOT - tolled 0.7776 -7.34 0.9127 -2.77 0.8955 -3.18 
   TOD - panel survey 0.2605 -16.02 0.2000 -27.58 0.2071 -22.65 
   TOD - roadside survey 0.3288 -13.80 0.3490 -16.92 0.3485 -17.54 
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